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f you walk into a congressional office these ays and tell your
congressman that the western insistence upon shock therapy has
driven Russia back into dictatorship, you will be met with a blank
stare. "What?" they say. "Shock therapy was never implemented.
Now, maybe Yeltsin will have a chance to push! it through. Things
will get better, you'll see."
Our devastating cover Feature shows whafan illusion this is.
Gen. Paul Albert Scherer (ret.), the former head of West German
military intelligence, is one who has deep knowledge of the Russian
situation, and who has met recently with many �uch congressmen.
His report paints a grim picture of the dictatorship, civil wars, and
wars of conquest that await us, very soon, if thelpolicy of the West
toward Russia is not changed.
Americans need to know this. There is not much time to avert
the danger, but yet it still could be averted. We have dismantled our
military bases and cut our defense budgets, because we were told
that Russia was becoming a free-market "democracy." Now, with
the assault on the Moscow White House, it is app�rent that something
quite different is in the wind: the Third Rome policy matrix that
Lyndon LaRouche warned of back in 1983. We must restore our
defense capabilities immediately, and, as General Scherer recom
mends, we must guarantee the security of Ukraine and the Baltic
states.
"How?" asks the congressman, worried about the bankrupt state
of the U.S. Treasury. "Where is the money goipg to come from?"
That's where LaRouche's economic policy com¢s in, the American
System of national banking and infrastructure development, to re
place the idiocy of the "shock therapists." Unless a shift in that
direction is effected, General Scherer's scenarios will go swiftly into
effect.
In Moscow, LaRouche's ideas are being closely scrutinized
(p. 47). In the Mideast, a battle royal is being waged between those
who agree with LaRouche's "Oasis Plan" concept, and those who
back the World Bank's miserly approach (p. 44�. And back home,
we are happy to report, the LaRouche forces are making advances
that have their enemies running scared (p. 62).
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IMF bankers join tht1 push

for NAFrA secret accbrds
i
i

I

by Richard Freeman

In speeches at the 48th annual International Monetary Fund
World Bank meeting in Washington Sept. 27-30, the heads
of both supranational institutions brusquely thrust them
selves into the internal, private policy affairs of the United
States , Mexico, and Canada, warning that dire consequences
will result unless the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) is rubber-stamped by the U . S . Congress . The audi
ence at this gathering was mainly central bankers , monetarist
treasury officials , and private bankers .
On Sept. 28 , IMF Managing Director Michel Camdessus
ominously sounded the theme that the IMF will globalize the
world economy under its control, allegedly to keep up with
what he called developing trends. NAFTA is a crucial ele
ment of an IMF global dictatorship. "The most significant
development of the closing decades of this century ," Cam
des sus said, is "the phenomenon of globalization which . . .
is transforming our economic life" (emphasis in original) .
This has led the IMF to "boldly refocus our policy mix . "
Now , the overriding proposition i s that "trade comes first.
This is the clear message from the [lMF] Interim Committee.
All countries must grasp the opportunities to liberalize trade
and exchange arrangements; and the industrial countries must
reverse the trends of recent years toward protection . " Calling
protection of a nation' s export trade a "vicious cycle ," Cam
dessus called for countries to reject such sovereign policies .
Instead, they should engage "in the game . . . of free trade . "
"But what about the growing trend toward regional trad
ing arrangements , such as NAFTA?" Camdessus asked. He
answered by applauding it, and said that it would be part of
the larger IMF effort on behalf of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) . (The most recent, troubled GAIT
accord, introduced in Uruguay in - 1 986, would, if passed ,
lower world trade levels by 1 0-20% within two years . )
4
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Lewis Preston , chairman of the World Bank and the for
mer chairman of J . P . Morgan 'B ank, which has $90 billion
in assets and is the most powerful British presence in the
American banking communitY, praised NAFTA. "There
should be no doubt that NAFTA holds great potential to boost
wages and living standards fdr all parties concerned," he
stated . "A successful NAFT� and a successful Uruguay
Round [ of GAIT] , are absolu�ly essential if we are to take
full advantage" of the current period.
U . S . Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen , as expected,
profusely praised NAFTA .
Rallying the bankers

,

Since 95% or more of the aUdience of bankers and finan
ciers were already in agreement with Camdessus and Preston,
the purpose of the speeches w!ls not informational. Rather,
they were a rallying cry to us� every resource the bankers
have to ram NAFT A through the U . S . Congress , the Mexican
Congress , and the Canadian Ptrrliament by mid-November.
In the U . S . Congress , a majority of congressmen are on
record opposed to NAFTA . Thcl "fast-track" authority, which
does not allow Congress to aIll!nd or debate separate points
of the NAFTA accord but forqes an up or down vote of its
entirety, expires on Dec . 3 1 ; if NAFTA is not passed by then ,
it will likely be killed. The banlers are entirely depending on
controlling the media spin on dIe debate and will blackmail
and bully recalcitrant opponen�s .
But why are the big guns , �uch as Camdessus and Pres
ton, brought out on behalf of NAFTA?
The stakes are the survival of the bankrupt Anglo-Ameri
can banking system. Camdessus , Preston, Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan, and the 2,000 financiers at
tending the IMF-World Bank meeting know that the issue
EIR
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behind NAFfA is not trade per se. The real issue, from the
bankers' standpoint, is that in order to preserve the usury
based financial bubbles which have already sucked sections
of the economy dry, they must expand their ability to loot
into new, previously untapped areas.
Chapter 14 of the 500-page NAFfA accord, entitled "Fi
nancial Services," includes proposed Mexico-United States
Canada tripartite arrangements on commercial banking, in
vestment banking, insurance, and other financial institutions.
Chapter 14, along with secret banker agreements and under
standings respecting financial services, are the essence of
the NAFfA accord. As EIR reported last week, they will
reorganize the hemipshere under a banking dictatorship, run
by the Federal Reserve Board, which is to be transformed
intI) a Super-Fed, in conjunction with the "Big Seven" U.S.
derivatives trading banks, Canadian and London banks, in
vestment banks, and non-bank banks, such as the General
Electric Credit Corp. If implemented, this would constitute
one of the most far-reaching financial-banking reorganiza
tions in this century. The IMF-World Bank rally for NAFfA,
led by Camdessus and Preston, is a dramatic message that the
international bankers are counting on the NAFfA financial
services provisions being in place by early next year.
Banks open in Mexico

If the NAFfA Financial Services chapter goes through,
the biggest American banks will flood into Mexico. This
invasion will be led by the Big Seven U.S. banks which
control 95% of the U.S. commercial bank trade in the deriva
tives off-balance sheet liabilities market: Morgan Bank, the
Morgan-run Bankers Trust, Chase Manhattan, Chemical
Bank, Citibank, Bank of America of California, and First
Chicago Bank of Illinois. They will seize on the large spreads
in Mexico and the attempt to set up derivatives markets,
creating a dollarized bubble outside the sovereign control of
Mexico or the United States.
Whereas bank spreads in the United States reached a near
record 4.5% (the interest rate difference between what a bank
pays for its money and what it lends it for), spreads for
Mexican banks in 1992 ranged to 7-8.4%. Reporting on the
opportunities in Mexico, the Sept. 13 issue of Business Week,
with uncharacteristic candor, headlined an article "The Grin
go Banks Are Drooling." "They're ready to swoop into Mexi
co once NAFfA is approved," it wrote.
The big U.S. banks are readying to go into derivatives
trading, including foreign exchange trading, interest rate
swaps, Mexican Treasury strips, and auto loan- and mort
gage-securitized bonds. They are also prepared to finance
mergers and acquisitions, the Mexican stock market, and the
Mexican corporate world. A number of these investments
are predominantly in pesos, but several of the derivatives
markets have a heavy dollar component. Thus, one would
have U.S. banks shipping money to their Mexican subsidiar
ies, fueling the growth of derivatives markets, which will
EIR
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International Monetary Fund Managing Director Michel
Camdessus is rallying bankers to push the North American Free
Trade Agreement through the U.S. Congress.

create potentially hundreds of billions of dollar-denominated
obligations in Mexico and other countries of Ibero-America
where NAFfA is intended to spread. This creates speculative
dollar-denominated obligations in foreign markets outside
the United States for which the United States is responsible.
American banks' relations with Mexico will change, tak
ing a more hands-on role. American banks have largely been
coupon-clippers, holding the huge Mexican debt and sucking
out interest payments. Since the early 1980s, Mexico has
paid $116 billion in interest debt service to all banks. Now,
American banks will set up a physical presence in Mexico
(only Citibank has ever had subsidiary offices there) and will
tap into two income streams which they never had before:
that of Mexican public infrastructure through the privatiza
tion and securitization of the toll roads, ports, and other
infrastructure, and that of the Mexican family's income,
through setting up derivatives market instruments like auto
loan-securitized and mortgage-bonds. Thus, the American
banks will have more of a physical stake in Mexico (see EIR,
Oct. 8, "Secret NAFfA Accord Threatens U.S. Sover
eignty").
The Super-Fed

Guillermo Calvo, a senior adviser in the research depart
ment and a director of macro-economics at the IMF, pro
posed at a July conference in Bogota, Colombia on the occaEconomics
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sion of the opening of the large Cusiana oil field, a plan to
tum the Federal Reserve into a Super-Fed. Calvo said: "The
way to resolve this problem would be for the central bank of
the [Ibero-American] country to have an accord with the
Federal Reserve , a type of affiliation with the Federal Re
serve, to also be able to receive discounted credits. and to be
able to adequately back the banking system serving, as it
must, as banker of last resort" (emphasis added) .
To translate this into English, the key phrase , "to be able
to receive discounted credits ," means an Ibero-American
central bank can borrow through the discount window at the
U. S . Federal Reserve System. Aside from currency interven
tion, this is a privilege only granted to American banks ,
not foreign central banks . The Ibero-American central bank
would be joining the Federal Reserve System.
Moreover, Calvo explained, the purpose of an Ibero
American central bank, such as the Bank of Mexico, bor
rowing from the Fed would be to lend the borrowed dollars
to its commercial banks , i . e . , the Mexican banking system.
The Fed would become a supplier of dollars for banking
systems throughout the hemisphere which are increasing
their dollar lending . The U . S . Fed would be the lender of last
resort, because it is the only agency that could print and
supply dollars if a crisis erupted in the dollar portion of
lending by the Mexican commercial banks which needed
bailing out.
In the spring of this year, North American Trilateral
Commission head and former Fed chairman Paul Volcker
indicated to a reporter that whatever is done to Mexico will
be done to other countries in Ibero-America, as NAFTA will
rope in all the nations in the hemisphere , starting with Chile .
For example, if the Federal Reserve made loans to the
Bank of Mexico, then what are called central bank high
powered funds , which can include newly monetized money,
will be multiplied many times , depending on the banking
system and the investment vehicle into which they go . The
Fed will thus be creating hundreds of billions of dollars of
new dollar-obligations , in which the U . S . banking system
is even further removed from a national banking system,
effectively hijacked to the private purposes of a newly created
Super-Fed for a hemispheric banking system.
By this process of moving from a national to a regional
central bank, the Fed's overall power, and hence dictatorial
grip, over America is thereby enhanced.
NAFTA destroys sovereignty

Meanwhile , two-thirds of America's $3 1 1 billion supply
of U . S . dollar bills (Federal Reserve notes) circulate outside
the United States , including $5 billion in Mexico, $7- 10
billion in Bolivia, and $20 billion in Argentina. Citibank in
particular is shipping dollars out of the country at record
rates . How can the United States control its physical dollar
supply , the currency unit of the sovereign United States ,
when two-thirds of them are no longer here?

6
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The process leading up to these conditions didn't start
yesterday. It includes the delinking of the dollar from gold in
1 97 1 ; the high interest rate regime of Fed chairman Paul
Volcker starting in 1 979 , which shrunk industry; the deregu
lation of the American banking:system in 1 982; the explosion
in the growth of the off-balance-sheet derivatives market
since 1 987, and so forth. But the secret NAFT A financial
provisions take this process to new heights .
Under it, America no longer functions as a sovereign
nation, dirigistically directing credit and bank loans toward
building vital infrastructure; capital-intensive and energy
intensive , high-technology goods development; and technol
ogy transfers to the Third WOIild. The bankers , assisted and
in part directed by the Federal i Reserve Bank of New York,
now own, through illegal means, the property rights to the
dollar, and use it to set up dollarlzed speculative and looting
bubbles globally . The mechanism by which the accords
achieve this is that the various levers for determining a na
tion' s sovereign credit policy , its currency , banking system,
credit mechanisms , and bond and commercial paper-issuing
authority, are systematically u$urped for the benefit of a pri
vate group of banks and swindlers . Hence, this is what is
meant by the globalization of the dollar.
On Sept . 25 , U . S . presidedtial candidate andEIR found
ing editor Lyndon LaRouche stated that "this an attack upon
the sovereignty of the United States . And if this attack suc
ceeds , there is no hope from that configuration [of bankers],
of any sovereignty for any nation on this planet. " LaRouche
has vowed to make the destruction of these secret accords a
central part of his campaign.
I

Short-sightedness

'The globalization of the dpllar and the globalization of
the Federal Reserve cannot work. The economies of Mexico
and the United States are being taken down, while the
NAFTA financial accords would proliferate a new mass of
dollar-denominated instruments , added to the already $2030 trillion of dollar-denominated claims , in the form of debts
and speculative markets intemal to the United States . The
U . S . economy, in its currently collapsed state, even if the
economy of Mexico is added to it, cannot support the rates
of return claimed by the old m�s of paper, let alone the new.
The area for looting is circumscribed by the productivities of
each economy.
The looting to support globalized dollar instruments will
foster genocide, and further reduce the economies' ability to
pay . The globalized dollar is tine catalyst for blowing up the
dollar-based banking and credilt world.
It is clear that at the IMF-World Bank 48th annual meet
ing, neither Camdessus nor Preston grasped this fundamental
point. They would be quite at home with the establishment
of a Federal Reserve hemispheric dictatorship. Their rallying
cry to get behind NAFT A is a cry of ideological madness
which, if unchecked , will wre�k havoc in the world.
EIR
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New Mexican debt bubble reqq.ires
billions of dollars in loot
by Peter Rush
The North American Free Trade Agreement is being pro
moted as necessary for the economic prosperity of both Mexi
co and the United States . Not only is this a monstrous lie , but
NAFTA is in reality nothing but an instrument for top Anglo
American financial interests to eliminate the national sover
eignty of both the United States and Mexico, and prop up the
failing international banking system by stepping up the rate
of looting of Mexico to genocidal proportions. This involves
skimming off ever greater interest payments on foreign and
internal debt, expropriating millions of Mexican farmers
through foreclosures and selling off their land to the grain
cartels , setting up secondary mortgage and other derivatives
markets, turning highway tolls , and even payments on utilit
ies such as water and electricity, into income streams for
foreign investors, looting Mexico' s pension system, and tak
ing over Mexico' s oil industry.
The cornerstone of the push to "privatize" everything in
sight, set up derivatives markets , and revamp the country' s
financial system, i s Mexico' s foreign debt, now officially
admitted to be $121 billion. This is an incredible $27 billion
more than at the end of 1989, after the implementation of the
much-touted "Brady Debt Reduction Plan ," which succeed
ed in shaving all of $6 billion from the debt, reducing it at that
time to $93.8 billion . This $27 billion leap in indebtedness in
less than four years is $7 billion more than Mexico' s esti
mated $20 billion in foreign exchange reserves .
Volatile debt situation

The only factor which has prevented the payments on this
debt from causing a financial blowout, is today ' s relatively
low international interest rate, which , should it rise, would
plunge Mexico back into a monetary catastrophe. As it is,
according to World Bank figures for the end of 1992, almost
$25 billion of this debt is short term, up from $8 billion in
1989, which is very volatile and can be called in on short
notice . The annual $7 billion in interest payments is a contin
uing drain on Mexican foreign exchange earnings.
Moreover, Mexico' s newly privatized banks now ac
count for $20 billion of this foreign debt. This has put an
enormous burden of interest payments to service this debt
on a banking system already bankrupt by any conventional
EIR
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measure . According to figures presented by Mexico analyst
and publisher of Mexico Report Chri$topher Whalen, in testi
mony before Rep. Henry Gonzalez '. (D-Tex . ) House Bank
ing Committee on Sept. 8, about 6.7% of all outstanding
loans by the Mexican banking system are officially consid
ered non-performing or in default, a very high percentage .
But, he added, Mexican officials havie told him the true figure
is likely between 20-30%.
This has come about because M$ico' s economy is mori
bund, thanks to the application of! International Monetary
Fund austerity . Even the official Gtoss National Product is
hardly growing , wages and employment are sharply declin
ing , while the going interest rate for ordinary commercial
and agricultural borrowers is a stag8ering 34%, compared to
an inflation rate of 9%, and a rate lat which the banks can
borrow government short-term bills \ known as Cetes , of 1314%. The banks require this usuridus 20% spread to cover
their own indebtedness . HoweverJ when borrowers can't
pay , the standard practice has been to "roll over" the unpaid
principal and to capitalize the unpaid interest as additional
principal-on which the same high interest rate was then
applied. The pyramiding of an internjal debt bubble analogous
to that racked up by Mexico and most other nations of Ibero
America before 1982 has had the pttdictable result.
Having indebted major portions bf Mexico' s farmers and
smaller businesses way over their hleads , the banks are now
moving to foreclose and completely reorganize their debt
profiles , on the basis of selling the country to foreign inter
ests . This is best seen in the curr�nt crisis of agriculture,
and the plan to dispossess millions of farmers over the next
several years .
The rape of Mexican agricu�ture

Thrown into crisis by President Carlos Salinas ' s agricul
tural "reforms" and a collapsed int�rnational market, Mexi
co' s farmers are now under threat of Iii quid ation by the banks ,
who are looking to clean up their balance sheets by enforcing
mass foreclosures on farmers unable to service their moun
tains of illegitimately inflated debt. iThings have reached the
point where a large proportion of f�ers cannot borrow the
money needed to put in winter crops.
Economics
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In response, the nation's banks have demanded from the
government the right to expedite foreclosure proceedings to
dispossess all those in arrears on their debts. At the same
time, the government and the bankers have offered the irate
farmers a deal whereby interest rates will be lowered from
the market rate of 34% to about 22% (the Cetes rate plus
8%), and each farmer's debt "restructured" such that the
farmer is required to put up collateral in terms of land, proper
ty, and machinery anywhere from three to seven times the
value of the restructured loans. This means that now if he
defaults, he loses not only his land, but everything else he
owns.
So far, it is reported that few farmers are taking the deal
voluntarily, but they are increasingly being driven to despera
tion. It should be noted that while the federal government has
no money to help the struggling farmers, it has promised to
subsidize the banks for the 12% or so in interest they will
"lose" under the deal.
The magnitude of defaulted debt involved is not small.
According to the latest figures, the value of bad loans in just
the agricultural sector was $8.95 billion in June (27.75 billion
new pesos), and $10.2 billion by August (31.62 billion new
pesos), a 14% increase in just two months, or an annualized
rate of increase in bad loans of 119%. At this rate, the total
of bad loans would be $25.5 billion a year from now, com
pared to a total GNP of Mexico of less than $300 billion.
And these figures are just for agriculture, and do not count the
billions of matured, unpayable debt from Mexican industry
which, especially small and medium-sized firms, has been
devastated by cheap imports of consumer goods and the same
insane monetary policies.
The Anglo-American game plan is to foreclose on every
farmer possible, and then tum around and sell the farmland
and machinery to international grain cartels such as Cargill
and Archer Daniels Midland, or to other large or corporate
farm operators inside and outside Mexico. The cleaning up
of the banks' balance sheets in this way will in tum facilitate
the next objective of Mexican and U.S. financial interests:
the creation of a secondary market in mortgages and car
loans, and the establishment of commodities futures, stock
index trading, and other derivatives markets to skim yet more
loot from the Mexican economy.
The effect on agriculture will be devastating. The new
corporate owners of the foreclosed farms will shift toward
high-profit export crops, no doubt hiring back some of the
former farmers as laborers, but leaving the vast bulk of Mexi
co's agricultural work force unemployed.
That this is precisely what is planned was confirmed Oct.
4, when the Salinas government revealed it was radically
changing its subsidy program for maize, one of the staples of
the Mexican diet. It will now pay subsidies to farmers at a
rate of 400 pesos per hectare (a pitiful $54 per acre), rather
than the former guaranteed price of around 91° pesos per ton
of maize, 460 pesos of which represented a subsidy above
8
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the international maize price. Imported maize costs a mere
450 pesos per ton, well below the price at which all but a
handful of Mexican producers can make any profit. Mexico
says it intends to begin importing maize at these prices within
two years, despite the fact that the country is currently selfsufficient in the grain.
I
The effect of the change will be to subject Mexican agri
culture over the next two years to the same brutal internation
al competition to which it has, with catastrophic results,
already subjected its domestic .manufacturing industry. The
London Financial Times of Oct. 5 openly admitted what the
new approach will mean: "In many cases, farmers will not be
able to sell maize or any other ClOpS profitably at international
prices. Some recent studies by �cademic economists suggest
that as many as 700,000 fanp.ers could be forced out of
work by full liberalization of n)aize prices." And a Mexican
government official conceded, 1'In the end we will have fewer
people working in agriculture a$ a proportion of total employ
ment." The Wall Street Journql concluded that this will in
crease pressures on Mexican$ to emigrate to the United
States: "The elimination of croll subsidies will wipe out many
farm jobs and force the worker$ to seek work elsewhere."
With an official estimate of 3 million farmers producing
maize, the estimate of 700,000 to be dispossessed is extreme
ly conservative. The true figure could easily be double or
triple that. Upwards of 4 millipn farmers-representing 15
million or more people-couldi be thrown out of work by the
reforms. And with "Operation! Blockade" to shut the U.S.
Mexican border, including th� construction of sheetmetal
walls, the grim future for thes¢ unemployed brings to mind
the recommendation of genoci<llalist William Paddock in the
1970s, who advocated reducing Mexico's popUlation by half
through famine and disease. "Shut the borders and watch
them scream," Paddock had ad]Vised.
I

The great privatization Swindle

Financial vultures are also lqoking at other income-produc
ing areas of Mexico's economy. Most of the former state sector,
such as the telephone company Telmex, two airlines, and hun
dreds of other companies from !Steel mills to fertilizer plants,
has now been sold off, largely to Mexico's richest citizens, and
to foreign consortia. One schem� is the construction of private
toll roads owned by foreign capj.ta1 in which the tolls are paid
to foreign investors, guaranteeing them high rates of return on
their investment. There are plans for more such roads, as well
as plans to privatize public waterlutilities, and perhaps electrici
ty after that (see EIR, Oct. 8, p. (22).
The latest plan is to privatlize Mexico's social security
system along the lines of Chi!fs, which would establish a
huge pool of capital for foreigqers to speculate with. And if
the speculations went sour, go�dbye pensions. And while it
is out of the news for the momeIJIt, Mexico's plum, its nation
al oil company Pemex, is still,the single largest remaining
target of these vultures.
EIR
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Islands of nuclear power could:
green the deserts of the Mideast
by Marcia Merry

Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, in an interview with
the Italian magazine Acque & Terre in April, suggested that
nuclear energy could be "the most viable method for produc
ing water by desalination," and spoke of regional agreements
"to establish international islands on which the stations can
be constructed under full supervision."
In fact, "islands" of electrical power, is the precise term
used by nuclear engineers to describe how the modem instal
lations, consisting of two or more modules of power units,
should best be built. Innovations over the past 20 years have
led to new designs for high-temperature, safe, modular pow
er facilities that can be built, for example, assembly-line
fashion in Europe, and then floated to the Mideast by sea
going barge, and finally installed "island by island" on sites
perfect for desalinating the plentiful salt waters of the Israel
Jordan region. The nuclear power units are underground,
allowing "walk-away" safety features in the event of any
mishap. They can make use of safe thorium fuel pellets, with
which Indian engineers have particular expertise.
The obvious prime locations are: 1) on the Gaza Strip, to
provide power and to desalinate Mediterranean seawater; 2)
along the long-proposed Mediterranean Sea-Dead Sea and
Dead Sea-Red Sea canals; and 3) at points on a new Red Sea
Suez Canal cut.
The arid lands of the Jordan River Basin are so short of
water for the 11.4 million residents of the area, that even the
inauguration of the first "island" of power and water would
add significantly to the per person and per hectare water-in
use ratios currently prevailing in this desert land.
Moreover, considering the simple fact that it takes 400
gallons of water (1.5 cubic meters) for quarrying one ton of
gravel, any individual or agency that advocates housing or
other construction projects, without also insisting on water
and power infrastructure, is either incompetent or ill-inten
tioned, or both. If the funds were advanced today to construct
simply the housing units and residential infrastructure needed
in Gaza and Jericho and mandated by the new peace accords,
the construction crews would have to wait, because while
salt water can be substituted for many purposes, there is
currently not enough usable fresh water available for all the
EIR
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tasks required.
It is urgent to break ground nOWion both the basic infra
structure-water and power-and the related social infra
structure of housing, hospitals, and schools. This is exactly
opposite to the approach taken by such agencies and think
tanks as the World Bank and HarVard University, which
do not recognize even the technology for nuclear-powered
desalination. For example, look at Jiarvard's publication In
ternational Security, which this sum�er featured two articles
on the lack of water in the Jordan Basin, appearing under the
headline, "Will Blood Flow for H20?"
The following are some of the rel�vant factors of develop
ment for infrastructure in the region-water, power, and
agriculture potential.
Desalination to end the water deficit

There are places in Israel and the Occupied Territories
that have some of the lowest daily uSes of personal water, as
well as average per capita water 1!lse in the economy, of
anywhere in the world. The average per capita consumption
on the Gaza Strip for personal use lis only 82 liters, and in
some areas there and the West Baqk, people have only 44
liters per day for all personal use--rless than the minimum
World Health Organization standard.
And yet, in the Jordan River Basin as a whole, all the
available surface water is being drawn off, plus groundwater
is being overpumped from the th�e aquifers west of the
Jordan River at a rate causing incr¢ased salinity and deple
tion. The flow of the Jordan Riveri itself has dropped from
1,200 million cubic meters per year discharge in the region
south of Lake Tiberius (called the Lower Jordan River), to
about 100 million cubic meters today, which makes it just a
ditch.
I
Bringing on line a series of prOposed nuclear-powered
desalination plants, at strategic sites, will not only make up
the water deficit now limiting ess�ntial economic activity,
but will provide plentiful new supp�ies.
The two prominent designs are the modular high-temper
ature nuclear reactors proposed by Siemens and Asea Brown
Boveri, and by General Atomics, based in California. In the
Economics
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early 1980s, General Atomics worked out specifications for
a proposed "island" installation of four modules to be located
on the southern coast of California, to provide power for
desalinating Pacific Ocean seawater, and at the same time,
to provide electricity (see "Introduction to Nuclear Desalting:
A New Perspective," by S. Golan et al., inFusion Technolo
gy, December 1991). The physical setting is very similar to
the Gaza Strip. If anything, the designs have been improved
since the time of the early 1980s proposals, but the specifica
tions are still relevant, and they are used here to illustrate
what can be done right now in the Mideast.
Under the General Atomics proposal, a dual purpose de
salination electricity plant would consist of four nuclear
fueled modules-each 350 megawatts, installed to provide
power for a distillation system of saltwater desalination,
which would provide a net volume of fresh water of 401,500
cubic meters per day (106 million gallons) and 466 MW net
electrical power output.
Water and electricity gains

Look at what this means in terms of water and electricity
gain.
On an annual basis, this one "island" of four nuclear
modules would provide 146.5 million cubic meters of water
per year. Just this one installation would provide more water
than the current flow of the Lower Jordan River! The one
"island" would provide more than the volume of water cur
rently used by the 1 million Arab residents of the West
Bank-125 million cubic meters a year-an amount fixed by
Israeli government water officials in recent years.
It would take only four of these "islands" to provide water
equal in volume to all the 650 million cubic meters currently
used by residents of the West Bank, including Jerusalem and
all settlements.
Twenty of these islands, over half of them located along
the Mediterranean Sea-Dead Sea Canal, could provide 2,930
million cubic meters of water a year, which could more than
double the current water availability for Israel, the Gaza
Strip, the West Bank, and the Golan Heights, which together
at present are using only about 2,500 million cubic meters.
Depending on the estimated length of the canal, which
varies from 80 to 100 kilometers, according to the route
selected (starting through or near the Gaza Strip and proceed
ing south of Beersheba, thence eastward), this would mean
that 20 "islands" providing the water and power for develop
ment might be accommodated at intervals of about 4.5 kilo
meters (3.5 miles). Another plan would see 15 "islands," at
larger average intervals, with another five "islands" located
on the coast between Gaza and the Israeli border with
Lebanon.
Each nuclear "island" would itself occupy an estimated
20 hectares (50 acres), making the surrounding area a poten
tial oasis of new residential, industrial, agricultural, and cul
tural zones-a "nuplex," or nuclear-centered complex. Plus,
10
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the water and power could be channeled into the regional
grids for use elsewhere to upgrll.de the existing communities.
Each nuclear "island" would r�uire an input of 1,263 cubic
meters per minute (33,500 g�lllons) of salt water, which
would figure in the final design: for the exact dimensions and
route of the canal channel.
.
The same approach applids to the Dead Sea-Red Sea
Canal, whose route would extend approximately 150 kilome
ters through Jordan, terminatiIt at the port of Aqaba on the
Gulf of Aqaba. A third cut wO\Jld be required in the vicinity
of the outmoded Suez Canal.
The cases of Gaza and tbe West Bank

As each "island" came into �peration, the water and pow
er generated could provide the tesources to conduct the next
phase of improvements in thelregion. How to proceed in
volves development decisions t� be jointly made by represen
tatives of all those concerned. Bor example, look at the ques
tion of water for agriculture in iwo areas, the Gaza Strip and
the West Bank.
i
The Gaza Strip has the classic arid, Mediterranean cli
mate in which fruit and vegeta e crops have been cultivated
on the scale of 200 million ton of fruits and 100 million of
tons of vegetables annually (i , 1987). However, since that
time, worsening water shorta$ es, plus social despair and
other factors, have seen a decliQe in output and output poten
tial. Thousands of Arab residents of Gaza and the West Bank
have abandoned agriculture ana sought work commuting to
Israel.
I
However, look again at the Gaza Strip. Its area (38,000
hectares) is about one-fourth the area of Philadelphia. At
present, 800,000 people live ilit the Gaza Strip, one-half of
them under 15 years of age. RJither than presume that new
water resources should go intoi traditional irrigated agricul
ture, the portions of water ov¢ and above filling currently
unmet needs, such as personal use and new construction, can
go to high-technology agricultural methods such as hydro
ponics and aeroponics, where yields per unit volume of wa
ter, and per unit surface areas, are 10 to 50 times higher than
for open-field farming-even With irrigation.
However, in the West B$k, there are an estimated
53,500 hectares that agronomisJs regard as handily ready for
irrigation, requiring at least 2� million cubic meters per
year. So at a later phase of in$talling the water and power
"islands," the water of one new designated island (106 mil
lion cubic meters per year) mfght go to bring half of this
acreage into open-field cultivation.
The electricity gains are in principle similar to the water
gains. To indicate the overall dimensions, the net electricity
prOVIded by 20 international is�nds of nuclear-powered de
salination plants, operating for the combined interests of Ista
el and the Palestinians, would .dd 9,320 MW of electricity
capacity to the region, which, a� of 1990, used about 17,491
gigawatt-hours of electricity.
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u.s. Unemployment Coverup

8,517,000
8,661,000

"Want a Job now"
Last month

6,523,0001
6,399,000'

Last month

6,498,000
6,531,000

Last month

21,538,000
21,591,000

Part-time for economic
reasons

Civilian labor force

127,975,000
128,370,000

Employed

119,457,000
119,710,000

Non-farm payroll employees

110,453,000
110,297,000

Last month

Last month
Last month

What the graph shows
The U.S. Labor Department's monthly unemployment rate (U-5b) is based on a statistical sampling of approximately 57,000

Total unemployed and partially employed

(1965-93)

(in thousands)

households. But in order for someone to be

counted as unemployed, the respondent

member of the household (often not the person who is out of work) must be able to
in the last four weeks to find a job. If no specific effort can be cited, the jobless person is

Year

Total

for

unemployed

Civilian

Official

"Want a

economic

and

labor

unemployed

job now"

reasons

underemployed

force

state what specific effort that person made

Part-time

(s)

(b)

%

%
(b/a)

(c)

(cia)

%

%
(d)

(dla)

(b+c+d) (b+c+d)/a

1965

74,455

3,366

4.5%

na'

1,928

2.6%

na'

ignored in the official unemployment count.

1970

82,771

4,093

4.9%

3,881

4.7%

2,198

2.7%

10,172

But over 6 million of these discarded people

1975

93,775

7,929

8.5%

5,271

5.6%

3,541 3.8%

16,741

17.9%

are also reported on the quarterly survey in-

1980

106,940

7,637

7.1%

5,675

5.3%

4,064

3.8%

17,376

16.2%

dicating that they "want a regular job

1985

115,461

8,312

7.2%

5,933

5.1%

5,334

4.6%

19,579

17.0%

1990

124,787

6,874

5.5%

5,473

4.4%

4,860 3.9%

17,207

13.8%

more people are forced into part-time work

1991

125,303

8,426

6.7%

5,736

4.6%

6,046

4.8%

20,208

16.1%

for economic reasons, such as slack work

1992

126,982

9,384

7.4%

6,181

4.9%

6,385 5.0%

21,950

17.3%

19932

127,762

8,821

6.9%

6,4053 5.0%

6,408

21,585

16.9%

classified as not in the labor force and is

now." These appear in the graph in dark
gray shading. In addition, over 6 million

or inability to find a full-time job. These

people show up as employed in the official

statistics, even if they worked only one hour
during the survey week. These appear in
the graph in lighter-gray shading.
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1. ·Want a job now· category estimated as 3,350 or 4.5% for
2. Average to date of monthly seasonally adjusted figure.
3. Weighted average of quarterly compiled figure.

5.0%

12.3%

bar graph.
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Confronted with a determined and a disciplined lot of pro
testors, Cargill, Inc. has withdrawn its request for setting up
a salt-manufacturing unit at Kandla, Gujarat, by the Arabian
Sea. The project, which came under severe criticism from
India's entire political spectrum, was designed to set up a
fully mechanized refined salt plant, producing 1 million tons
annually, exclusively for export, in the state where Mahatma
Gandhi was born and which produces over 60% of India's
domestically consumed salt.
The surprise announcement by Cargill, Inc. on Sept. 27
was made before the small court in Kandla, where Cargill
was contesting a suit filed by the Kutch Small Scale Salt
Manufacturing Association (Ksssma) against the Kandla Port
Trust and Cargill, demanding the project not be implement
ed. Cargill spokesmen, however, made it a point to note that
the project has been abandoned, not because of the political
opposition, but for business reasons. Cargill explained that
the project has become non-viable in light of the world reces
sion, especially in Japan.

years for setting up salt plants on Satsaida Island, the very
place Cargill was eyeing for its project. All these earlier
applications were rejected on J number of grounds. Besides
the proximity of the India-Pakistan border, which raises secu
rity questions, it had been PQinted out to those who had
applied earlier that a salt unit would
add to the siltation in the
I
Kandla channel, hampering thf! activities of the Kandla port,
and more than doubling the present annual desiltation cost.
In addition, among the earlier applicants was one of the
largest fertilizer corporations, which wanted to set up a cap
tive jetty on the Kandla Port Trust land. The KPT port trustees
had shot down the project saying that such a captive jetty
should belong to the KPT and nobody else. However, Car
gill's application, which was reportedly pushed by the Minis
try of Surface Transport in New Delhi, had no answer to the
concerns that the KPT had exprtssed to the earlier applicants.
While the ministry has repeatedly denied exerting pressure
on the KPT to approve the ptoject, the KPT trustees had
indicated to the media that Delhi is interested to see the
project through.
The project got into troub�e with the Defense Ministry
also. The KPT chairman had ! pointed out that the defense
representative on the board of i KPT, Cmdr. S.G. Patankar,
had said that "the proposal cquld not be cleared from the
defense point of view." Indeed, so conscious of security of
this sensitive area is KPT , that tNhen a private firm had taken
photographs of the port's crutgo-handling operations, the
KPT official who had allowe4 it was put on the hot seat.
One trustee noted that Cargill bad already procured satellite
photographs of the port area wilthout asking for permission.

A poor disclaimer

Mounting pressure

However, Cargill's disclaimer was quickly brushed aside
by the protestors, and one of the major protest groups at the
site, Samajbadi Abhiyan, led by the high-profile Member of
Parliament George Fernandes, has already claimed "victo
ry . " Fernandes, a fiery former trade union leader, has since
told newsmen that the opposition against Cargill's project
was not only because "salt was a symbol of the freedom
movement and therefore no foreign company should be al
lowed to produce salt in India," but also it was feared by the
protestors that 225,000 people engaged in producing salt in
the small-scale manufacturing sector would lose their em
ployment due to this project. During the British rule, Mahat
ma Gandhi had undertaken the historic "Dandi March" to the
shores of Gujarat to make salt and defy the British colonial
ists' diktat that all raw materials found on or under the soil of
India belonged to the Crown, and Indians would have to pay
for it.
The reason why Cargill, the largest privately owned food
conglomerate in the world, had to back out, is because of
the government's increasing reticence to allow the project
through. There was pressure from the local salt manufactur
ers, and almost 100 applications had been made over the

While KPT trustees were bucking the alleged pressure
from Delhi, politicians of all hues began to assemble people
from all over India evoking Gandhi's spectacular salt march.
As the trustees from the KPT began to express their dis
gruntlement at Delhi's "interestI" in the project, and the politi
cians began to assemble more Jnd more people for silent sit
ins, the Ministry of Surface Transport, saying that "not an
inch of land has been given to Cargill," made it public that
the project will not be approvctd unless all clearances from
defense, environment, navigation, hydrological, and Kandla
Port Trust's expansion angles are cleared. Meanwhile, the
Ksssma filed writs before th� small court in Kandla and
Ahmedabad High Court again$t both the KPT and Cargill.
At that point, it became obvious that even friends of Cargill
in Delhi would find it difficult fu push the project through.
By withdrawing its applic_tion for the project, Cargill
will be trying to cool tempers!. It had already come under
attack in the state of Karnatak� for establishing the Cargill
Seeds India Pvt. Ltd. in Bangalore, where a strong farm
lobby is portraying Cargill as trying to gain control of seeds.
Cargill's establishments have been
. physically attacked twice
in the state.

Cargill beats a hasty
retreat in India
by Ramtanu Maitra
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Peru still blacklisted despite
new anti-terror victories
by Gretchen Small
Peru's President Alberto Fujimori was given a rude reminder
during his visit to New York City the last week of September
that his government, sooner or later, will be forced to choose
between the two contradictory policies which it stubbornly
insists on attempting to implement: defeating terrorism or
implementing the International Monetary Fund' s (IMF)
speculation-based policies .
Fujimori came to New York to lead personally the gov
ernment' s efforts to reestablish Peru's international "credibil
ity ," hoping to get foreign investors to bring their money to
Peru quickly, before the state officially goes bankrupt. The
dramatic collapse of national production under IMF policies
has destroyed the government' s tax base . With foreign debt
payments running at $ 1 . 2 billion a year, the government is
now desperately turning to "privatization," that is, auctioning
at bargain-basement prices state-owned companies and re
sources to raise the cash needed to pay the debt.
Fujimori addressed all the "right people" in New York.
He spoke before the New York Bar Association and David
Rockefeller's Americas Society, and met privately with 40
select corporate officials invited by the Rockefeller group. Hen
ry Kissinger received him alone, and then invited 14 top U . S .
businessmen and media moguls to dine at his home, where
Peru's Expreso reported they questioned Fujimori "until all
hours of the night. " He told them that Peru will change practical
ly any regulation they desire to entice their "business. "
The opposition magazine S f suggested i n its Oct. 4 issue that
Fujimori hired Kissinger's "public relations firm," Kissinger
Associates, to "attract foreign investment and improve the Peru
vian government's political image in the United States." For its
part, Oiga magazine suggested that the price tag Kissinger is
charging for these services totals $180 million. That is, that
the government agreed to pay the American Insurance Group
(AlG) , whose president Kissinger advises, the full sum de
manded by AlG as compensation for Belco Petroleum, a com
pany expropriated by the previous regime of Alan Garcia,
which AlG had insured. Reportedly, the Peruvian government
issued AlG a $30 million payment on Sept. 28 , two days before
Kissinger invited Fujimori to supper.
Guzman calls for 'peace talks'

Fujimori faces one central obstacle in his campaign to
sell off Peru' s riches . Peru continues to be blacklisted interEIR
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nationally as a "dictatorship," a category of pariah state into
which it was placed by the Bush aqministration after Fuji
mori , with the full backing of the Anjned Forces , put Peru on
a war-footing against terrorism in 1992 , closing on April
5 the Congress and restructuring the judiciary, which had
blocked any war against terrorism. The Clinton administra
tion has continued that Bush designation .
The war on terrorism is the one policy, however, which
Fujimori refuses to change . After 1 8 months , Fujimori' s de
i
cisive April 5 measures have been thoroughly vindicated .
Speaking before the U . N . General Assembly Oct. 1 , Fuji
mori announced that the jailed head or Shining Path , Abimael
Guzman , had just sent him a lettet requesting talks on a
"peace agreement. " The Fujimori government had accom
plished what all the Shining Path "experts" had said could
never be brought about: that these Maoist fanatics might sue
for peace .
Nor does Fujimori plan to fall fot any "diplomatic" gam
bit by a now-desperate Shining Path. "There are no grounds
for negotiations with this terrorist and genocidal group, " he
told the U . N . "A 'peace agreement' presupposes negotiations
between two belligerent parties considered to be equals , not
only in equivalence of forces but also in ethical and moral
content. " Peru will honor the Geneva Convention, "but will
make no concession" until peace is won, he stated.
Fujimori defiantly defended the actions which made these
developments possible . "I ask you: What is the priority: the
blind defense of an institutional formality, now obsolete,
or a better destiny for millions of human beings? . . . My
responsibility , ladies and gentlemen, was to govern, not to
serve as Peru' s undertaker," he stated.
London says Fujimori has got to go

Fujimori and his close advisers have blamed "misinfor
mation" spread by opposition Peruvian journalists as the
source of Peru' s isolation . So, the President went to New
York to patiently explain that his government' s successes
against the terrorists have made Peru safe for "investment. "
H e took every opportunity to compare his 1 992 actions to
those for which Russia' s Boris Yeltsin had just been ac
claimed internationally-although this was before Yeltsin
ordered the parliament stormed.
But Fujimori met continuing ostracism . The day he arEconomics
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rived, Sept- 27 , the self-proclaimed human rights organiza
tion Americas Watch issued its umpteenth report accusing
the government of covering lilp military abuses of human
rights, this time focusing on thf! unsolved case of 10 Shining
Path activists who allegedly "disappeared" after a 1 992 Army
raid of La Cantuta Universit)1 in Lima. The next day, the
Soros group of international Speculative financiers placed
an ad in the New York Time� which labeled the military
throughout Ibero-America a threat to "stability":
"When you can be sure that military influence in the
government is really firmly finished, the value of any invest
ment goes up 30, 40, even 50% _ In Latin America, whenever
the army, as an institution, isi part of the country's power
structure, all investments are discounted because that intro
duces an element of instabilitly. As an investor, one likes
stability. "
George Soros sits on the poard of Americas Watch, a
participant in the Anglo-American plot to annihilate the
Ibero-American militaries .
On the following day, the J..-ondon Financial Times car
ried a 1 2-page supplement ha�ing the "fantastic resources"
now being put up for sale in P�ru. 'The country is streaked
with. enormous deposits of copper, iron, zinc , gold and sil
ver,': being offered at prices I "significantly cheaper" than
those neighboring Chile offere�, the paper wrote. The recent
sale of a copper mine for a mimilscule $ 1 2 million "highlights
the bargains that Peru can offeI1 investors willing to gamble."
There was just one catcli, the Financial Times said:
Would-be investors do not tru$t President Fujimori and "his
authoritarian style of governm¢nt- " The paper criticized him
for not being "a convinced lilberal" but a "pragmatist" in
economics, citing his refusal �o lift import taxes on basic
foods grown in Peru, the continuing of "expensive support
of irrigation projects," and hi$ hesitation to allow debt for
equity deals , "fearing it would mean a field day for specuI
lators. "
Like Soros and his Americas Watch, the Financial Times
also attacked the anti-terror campaign, and held up the un
proven La Cantuta allegations las evidence that the military,
which it complains is "still a fOlfe to be reckoned with" inside
Peru, violates human rights.
What Fujimori has yet to i understand, is that the very
actions which saved his nation, taken on April S , 1992, are
those which have permanently banned him from the good
graces of the Anglo-American banking crowd. On that date,
Fujimori demonstrated a capllbility for leadership which
these financial vultures most hate and fear: that of a head of
state who breaks the foreign-iQIPosed "rules of the game" to
save his nation . In particular, the Anglo-American plot to
dismantle the continent' s military institutions was set back
months and possibly years by Fujimori' s defiant defense of
national security.
EIR
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As the Financial Times put it, bankers now fear that if
Fujimori felt his control over the country was slipping, he is
equally capable of ordering "a sharp reverse in economic
policy."
Besides , for the crowd of economic vultures now eyeing
Peru, terrorism is not nearly so threatening as a strong, patri
otic national government. "It's when you go from disaster to
bad that you make the most money. From bad to not-so
bad you make less," the managing director of Soros Fund
Management, Gerard Manolovici, explained in the Soros
group' s Sept. 29 New York Times ad on Peru.
So while Kissinger may take Peru's money for his "ad
vice," he will not deliver Washington' s stamp of approval,
unless Fujimori and the military are gotten out of the way .
Until then, the Clinton administration strategy toward the
Fujimori government is simply to "keep 'em dancing," in
order to avoid a full break with the international financial
community. The latest version seen in New York: Fujimori
gets a brief "photo opportunity" with President Clinton, but
is "dis invited" to Clinton' s dinner for Presidents and the
secretary of state' s reception for dignitaries . Peru's pariah
status continues .
Inside Peru, the lessons of Fujimori' s trip to New York
are being drawn. In its Oct. 4 issue, Oiga magazine, close to
U . S . and Israeli intelligence agencies, urged Peruvians to
stop their anti-terror efforts, because "Soros, perhaps the
most important New York financier, was very clear: The
undeniable military influence in the Peruvian government,
discourages any investments ."
On the other side, an advertisement by the Ibero-Ameri
can Solidarity Movement (MSIA) in Peru, friends of EIR
founder Lyndon LaRouche, in the daily La Republica on
Sept. 29 , denounced Soros as a spokesman for the insane
Anglo-American policy of eliminating the nation-state glob
ally, citing EIR ' s new Spanish-language book, The Plot to
Annihilate the Armed Forces and Nations oflbero-America .

In Peru, this policy would allow Shining Path, almost
crushed by the military which Soros now wants wiped out,
to regroup for war, the MSIA warned.
The MSIA ad delivered "a hard-hitting and well-deserved
answer" to Soros' s demand that the government slash the
military, Patricio Ricketts , one of Peru' s most influential
journalists , wrote Oct. 4 in his column in the newspaper
Expreso . "With friends like Soros, who needs enemies?"
Ricketts warned Peruvians that they had better realize that
there is a strategy behind the predictions from international
"experts" that Shining Path could take over Peru, but that
that would not threaten U . S . interests . He called The Plot to
Annihiliate the Armed Forces and Nations oflbero-America

"a must-read book with a burning title," and suggested
Peruvians connect the attacks on Peru's anti-terror
war, with the 1 990 pronouncement by Citibank head John
Reed to the magazine Veja that "Peru and Bolivia will dis
appear."
EIR
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Technology

Garbage debate is
turned on its head
by Alexander Hartmann
Adaptedfrom the German weekly Neue Solidaritat.

For years, Germany has been confronted by the solid waste
problem. The mass of garbage gro� , old dumps are filled,
and creating new ones becomes increasingly difficult, be
tween the antics of self-styled environmentalists and the sim
ple "not in my backyard" attitude . Everywhere, waste separa
tion was introduced, at first for paper and glass, shortly
thereafter for plastic and other so-called valuable garbage.
The garbage public relations crowd came up with a paradoxi
cal verbal creation: If something stiH:has value, it isn't really
garbage.
In a slow escalation, citizens we�e urged to do their part.
At first the collection of paper, glass , batteries, and alumi
num was voluntary. Later, garbage surcharges were im
posed, often doubled or even higheIt. Finally the threat was
added that anyone who does not throw garbage in the proper
receptacles is liable to a $500 fine .
Free yellow sacks were delivered to citizens to dispose
their "recyclables . " Apparently , Germans were expected to
confuse the added expense of recycled products with the
general inflation, overlook the rats who gladly multiply in
residences thanks to the piled-up yellow garbage sacks, and
not take too seriously the press reports of alleged carcinogen
ic vapors from the sacks.
New process: 99.5 % useful products

Now, the entire garbage debate has been stood on its
head by the Italian firm Termoselect� which has developed a
process for garbage carbonization that can treat garbage in
an environmentally friendly way, and works best if it is not
presorted but rather is "well mixed. '�
The process is copied from nature: Just as nature trans
forms organic materials under pressure into coal, the garbage
is here first put under a pressure of thousands of tons in a
tubular pressurized oven, where it is heated within two hours
to a temperature of over 600° C , and then degassed. By means
of a compression to one-tenth the v�lume, the air is pressed
out of the garbage so that paper and other organic material
do not bum but rather carbonize and produce practically no
Economics
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nitrogen oxide.
The garbage is then put into a high-temperature vaporizer
where measured quantities of oxygen are introduced. The
coal bums and heats the mixture to 2,0000 C so that the solid
components melt or vaporize. The high temperature breaks
down all organic compounds into exhaust gas. This gas is
rapidly cooled by the injection of water at under 900 C, which
prevents the new formation of dioxides, furans, and other
substances, and cleaned in various steps. What is left is an
industrially utilizable synthetic gas that can also be used for
operation of the plant itself so that practically no exhaust
escapes from the plant. The water used for cooling and clean
ing the exhaust is cleaned and used again, with calcium sul
fate and salts precipitated out. Other residual materials from
the clarified water are put back into the pressurized oven.
The fused mass is fed into a second high-temperature
vaporizer in which the mineral and metallic components sep
arate by means of their specific weight. Mineral components
form a glasslike substance that can be processed into fibers,
or construction material, or filler. The metallic components
can be poured into slab molds and reused as raw material in
the metal industry: They contain, along with 93% iron, other
typical alloy materials such as chromium, nickel, copper,
with traces of phosphorus, sulfur, and silicon.
Apart from pure water and synthetic gas, therefore, only
solid components that are useful are produced. According to
Thermoselect's data, this process releases less than 1 kilo
gram of dust, whereas the European Community standard for
garbage incineration allows 43 tons of dust from 100,000
tons of garbage. Less than 90 kg of sulfur dioxide is pro
duced, in contrast to a permitted amount of 258 tons . Instead
of 40,000 tons of slag for the landfill, there are 28,000 tons
of usable raw materials; instead of 860 million cubic meters
of exhaust gas, 40 million cubic meters of usable synthetic
gas is produced; 99.5% of the garbage is made useful. Similar
ratios hold for the other harmful materials.
The entire process is ideal, but only for countries or local
ities which have no laws compelling separation of garbage.
If, that is, paper and synthetic organic material are absent
from the unprocessed material, in the first step there is no
coal or not enough coal, which plays an essential role as
energy producer for the later high temperature phases.
There's hope even for countries with elaborate recycling
laws, however. The Germans could, for example, consume
or mix in garbage that was deposited "unseparated" in past
years and thus clean up the many unauthorized garbage
dumps in the new federal states that were formerly East Ger
many. Also, in what was formerly West Germany, shrinking
landfill capacities could be extended. When the "old gar
bage" is used up, the new garbage could, if necessary, be
made carbonizable by the addition of organic material, for
example, sewage sludge. Better yet, the garbage separation
laws can simply be discarded like old buggy-whips, and
citizens be spared the absurd cost.
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Banking

by John Hoefle

Gonzalez takes on the Fed
The chairman of the House Banking Committee wants to put the
Federal Reserve back under the Constitution .

T

he crucial battle to restore U.S.
sovereignty by abolishing the treason
ous Federal Reserve System and re
placing it with a Hamiltonian central
bank controlled by the U.S. Congress,
is gaining momentum, thanks to a se
ries of anti-Fed demonstrations
around the country, and the work of
Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Tex.),
the chairman of the House Banking
Committee. Gonzalez has scheduled
four hearings on the issue, on Oct. 7,
13, 19, and 27.
Gonzalez also sent a letter to Pres
ident Bill Clinton, calling on Clinton
to support amending the Federal Re
serve Act of 1913, to make the Fed
more accountable to the government
and the people.
That the Fed is not accountable is
no accident. The Federal Reserve Act
of 1913, the child of Paul Warburg,
J.P. Morgan, and other top interna
tional bankers, was specifically de
signed to give the bankers control over
U.S. credit and monetary policy, in
direct defiance of the Constitution and
national sovereignty. Like the current
North American Free Trade Agree
ment (NAFTA) financial accords, the
Federal Reserve Act was negotiated
by bankers in secret meetings (see last
week's EIR).
Clinton responded to Gonzalez's
letter Sept. 20, saying that "on bal
ance," he is "disinclined to seek a
change at this juncture."
"There are several reasons," Clin
ton said. "Perhaps the main one is a
general feeling that the system is func
tioning well and does not need an
overhaul just now. . . . Changing the
way [Fed] bank presidents are elected
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at this time runs the risk of undermin
ing market confidence in the Fed."
In capitulating to the bankers and
the markets, Clinton demonstrated, at
best, an abysmal understanding of the
Constitution and the philosophies
upon which it is based, and at worst,
the sort of cowardice which has per
mitted the principles of our nation to
be sacrificed before the altar of greed.
Having submitted to the dictates
of the bankers, however, the diplo
matic Clinton did allow that Gonza
lez's idea "has merit. There is no
doubt about it," and that the criticism
of the selection process is "a valid
point about legitimacy and representa
tion, and I shall keep it in mind."
That will no doubt be of great
comfort to the millions of people
whose lives are being destroyed by the
bankers and their speculative markets,
in the attempt to keep the bubble going
a while longer.
Gonzalez's latest move against the
Fed began on Jan. 5, when he submit
ted a bill entitled the Federal Reserve
System Accountability Act, designed
to strengthen government control over
the Fed. The bill outlines a series of
measures, including requiring presi
dental nomination and Senate confir
mation of the presidents of the regional
Federal Reserve Banks; forcing the
Fed to adhere to the Civil Rights Act
of 1964; requiring the Fed's Federal
Open Market Committee to videotape
its meetings and release the footage to
the public after 60 days; making the
Fed subject to the Freedom ofInforma
tion Act; makingtheFed's SWAP fund
for international currency transactions
subject to congressional budgetary au-

thority; and ordering the General Ac
counting Office I to perform regular
audits of the Fed.
That Gonzalez understands the
importance of the issue was made
clear in a speech delivered Jan. 25 .
The Fed is not a government agency,
Gonzalez warned, "it is a creature of
the commercial tlanks which compose
it. And it has gotten so almighty pow
erful that the Comgress that created it,
has no control over it. . . . The com
mercial banks are the ones who con
trol and dictate the policies of the Fed
eral Reserve Board."
Gonzalez contrasted the bank
owned-and-run Fed with the "Consti
tution and the fortrnulation of the Bank
of the United States, where Alexander
Hamilton did brilliant work. He took
a government that said, 'We will as
sume the debts ;of the States in the
Revolutionary War,' and had no mon
ey. He worked out a beautiful system
that did work."
"Then," Gonrzalez continued, "we
got away from it, not in the way that
is described by the people who would
like to blame pro�igacy or the welfare
state, but by the' very people that are
not content with being the most privi
leged and powerful individuals in our
society. For a blinker creates money.
He creates credi�, and that was the is
sue from the verb' first. Who is going
to control the allocation of credit in
our society? That is the whole ques
tion, the long and the short of it."
While Gonz�lez leads the fight on
Capitol Hill, the LaRouche movement
and others are t�king to the streets to
demand a return to Hamiltonian bank
ing. On Sept. 2P, LaRouche associ
ates held anti-F�d rallies at Federal
Reserve Bank offices in Baltimore,
Chicago, Houston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, New York City, Seattle,
and W ashington� D.c . , and attended
another anti-Fed rally held on the
steps of the Capitol.
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Australia Dossier

by John Seale

Showdown looms over derivatives
Will Australian authorities cover up the illegal derivatives
market, or will the rule of law prevail?

A

s of March 1 993, Australian
banks' aggregate derivatives obliga
tions stood at over Aus $2 trillion,
equivalent to six times Australia's
current Gross Domestic Product. The
total of derivatives traded has doubled
in less than one year. The stage is set
for a blowout in the banking and secu
rities market of Australia.
Alarm bells are now ringing in the
corridors of power over the nature of
derivatives trading and the rapidity of
its growth . It is now emerging that
much over the counter (OTC) deriva
tives trading is illegal, and there are
moves afoot to legalize what is a na
tional scandal.
Under the gaming and wagering
laws in various states , derivatives
trading is only legal if it is in the form
of a futures contract and is conducted
through a recognized futures ex
change . But derivatives that are not
"futures contracts" and are not traded
on a futures exchange, such as OTC
derivatives in the form of "contracts
for differences ," "contracts in relation
to indices," and others, run the risk of
being a wagering contract, that is, a
gambling contract, and hence illegal
and unenforceable. A huge credit risk
thus exists in the banking system
which could bring every Australian
bank and derivatives player into de
fault, and makes a mockery of the
rules laid down by the Reserve Bank
(Australia's central bank) .
About 80% of derivatives trading
is over the counter trading and is not
processed through a recognized fu
tures exchange. At the very least there
is widespread uncertainty in relation
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to the legal status of particular transac
tions. According to the Draft Report
of the Australian Securities Commis
sion (ASC) , the corporate watchdog
in Australia, there is the possibility of
criminal sanctions being applied for
illegal gambling against the big play
ers such as Westpac Bank, the Austra
lian Wheat Board, Bankers Trust Aus
tralia, MacQuarie Bank, and some
others . Advice provided by the huge
corporate legal firm of Mallesons Ste
phen Jacques to their clients in April
1 993 , confirms that most derivatives
trading in Australia is probably il
legal .
The fact that a trillion-dollar "in
dustry" in Australia is illegal has now
stimulated moves to legitimize the
current illegalities in the OTC deriva
tives market. Twelve of the largest
players in the derivatives game have
organized a two-day conference for
November titled "Discover Profitable
New Opportunities and Applications
for Derivatives: A Practical User's
Guide." The key participants in the
market and the organizers of the con
ference include: Coca Cola Amatel,
First Chicago Australia, Price Water
house, Westpac , SBC Dominguez
Bank, and the Australian Wheat
Board. Its clear intent is to gather wid
er acceptance for derivatives activity
and to encourage others to participate
and become complicit in the illegali
ties. It is a move to forestall attempts
to enforce Corporations Law and the
State Gaming Acts.
At this stage, the Australian Secu
rities Commission has received 14
submissions from the big players in

derivatives �rading, the consensus of
the submisSiio ns requesting "safe har
bor" legislation to protect from prose
cution the trading of those bigger and
more "sophisticated" traders in OTC
derivatives. This "safe harbor" pro
posal is based on similar legislation in
the United States. It appears that at
this stage, the ASC is reluctant to pro
ceed with s:uch proposals. However,
other legisl�tive proposals are favored
by the ASCj such as limited regulation
of OTC tra4ing and total legalization
by specifically exempting all OTC de
rivatives trilding from the Corpora
tions Law .
There ate no proposals to enforce
the law as it stands; what is being pro
posed is a coverup of illegalities . The
only people concerned with enforcing
the law with regard to OTC deriva
tives trading are Lyndon LaRouche's
co-thinkers ! in the Citizens Electoral
Councils . The CEC submission to
federal Attqrney General Michael La
varch requests that derivative trading
be investig�ted "from the standpoint
of national interest rather than the in
terests of the speculators . " A pam
phlet put out by the U . S . weekly
newspaper New Federalist, titled
"Tax Derivatives Speculation," has
been circulated widely and requests
for more c�pies have been made by
the Attorney General.
State gl\ming authorities have be
gun their o}Vn investigations as a re
sult of CijC initiatives , and have
pointed out that illegalities might be
involved in OTC trading and that it
has "the potential for seriously desta
bilizing the world currency markets ."
The CEC has given every member
of the Austl1alian Parliament a copy of
the New Federalist pamphlet, and the
stage is no"" set for a showdown be
tween thos¢ who argue for the law to
be enforced, and those who are de
fending a wofiteering racket that has
the potential to wreck Australia.
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Agriculture

by Philip Ulanowsky

Wine market confirms EIR forecast
The speculative bubble has burst, and though good wine will
cost less, there may not be much to celebrate .

A s EIR forecast last winter, using

infonnation from sources in the inter
national wine trade, the speculative
wine bubble has popped. In fact, it
had already been punctured at the
time, but the effects have taken some
time to manifest themselves . Ac
cording to infonnation received the
week of Sept. 27 , prices for second
tier red Bordeaux, as well as some top
rated Burgundy, are plunging. Mean
while , a veritable ocean of fine wine
from recent vintages lies in storage or
on store shelves , going nowhere.
Some sources say the difference be
tween last year and this is dramatic .
Good to excellent weather, com
bined with technological improve
ments in control over the wine-mak
ing process, have ' led to a string of
good and better vintages in Bordeaux,
the French region whose wines in
many ways serve as both standard and
marker for the world. Nineteen
eighty-eight produced a strong vin
tage, and the following two years
were highly acclaimed . Although
wholesale futures-offering prices for
the ' 9 1 s started the decline, the
change was slight. However, prices
for representative '92s , relatively only
a fair vintage but by no means bad,
came down about 40% from the ' 9 1 s .
(These wines will come onto the gen
eral market in '94.) This year's pre
viously promising vintage met with
rain just before harvest, bloating the
grapes and forcing growers to leave
them on the vine in hopes of some sun
to dry them back out a bit. The vintage
will not be prized.
The high prices for earlier vintag-
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es have put them out of step with the
collapsing world economy. Chateaux ,
whose bottles sold for $ 1 2 in 1983 and
soared to $25-35 by the end of the
decade, are no longer moving. The
speculative market in wine, which
was driving huge purchases from es
pecially 1 982 on, has collapsed, leav
ing the current glut. According to one
source , in the major wholesale market
the
, ' 88s "are being given away"; the
89s are trying to retain their high
price but going nowhere; the '90s are
not selling but have a chance if the top
10 first-tier wines can make a convinc
ing case for pricing the rest of the vin
tage (plausible but unlikely, in my
view); and sales of the subsequent
years are, despite the fall in prices ,
"static . " Even top management at
Bronfman-owned Chateau and Es
tates importers (the largest in the Unit
ed States) are reportedly admitting
that "business is bad."
Prices for almost all Burgundy ,
which capitalized on its small produc
tion in a hungry market, have orbited
into the stratosphere since the late
1 980s; even rather ordinary bottles
have been sporting price tags in the
mid-teens. Markdowns, however,
will not be long in coming . One lead
ing East Coast wine dealer told EIR
that last year, one Burgundy house of
fered him a maximum of three cases
(36 bottles, total) of its top wine , at
the going rate. Recently, the same
representative handed him a list of the
wines and told him to write in prices .
Offerings for top second-tier Bor
deaux, such as rising star Chateau
Lynch-Bages , tell a similar story, as

do prices for ev�n leading classified
second-growth wines. Cases ( 1 2 bot
tles) that were $ ' 00 wholesale a year
or two ago may ee $400 now (bring
ing in perhaps $ 00 retail)-and not
for big orders 0 thousands of cases
but for a hundre or so. Said one New
York dealer, " d I don't know if I
can get that for hem. Who's buying
$20 bottles any ore? There is plenty
of excellent wi e available for half
that and less . Pe�ple just aren 't going
to spend that kin� of money now . "
In France , f upennarket shelves
that nonnally �old ordinary table
wines for the mo�t part, are reportedly
loaded with ve good chateau wines
from the ' 87 and 88 vintages at attrac
tive prices , to rovide an additional
outlet and cash ow for the chateaux .
In the United Sta es, although the mar
ket is relatively arge in total , such a
tactic is less fea ible. The percentage
of the populatio , that drinks wine reg
ularly remains �ow , and that which
knows wines well , even lower. At the
same time, the i ,*reased influx of fine ,
moderately Pri d wines from such
countries as Chil is lowering the share
of a static mark available to France.
The price a�d consumption col
lapse is bound tCll cut a wide swath in
France , where a!gricultural producers
of all kinds hav � been suffering from
years of vOlatile de conditions , sub
sidy reductions, d concerted attacks
from the free-tr de forces behind the
insane General 4\greement on Tariffs
and Trade (GA ) and similar wreck
ing policies . In he United States , the
price drop will p obably take a while to
filter down throu/gh the broader market
from the centers ' n New York and oth
er major cities. However, the "natu
ral" course whic this flow might take
may well be inte pted by majortrem
ors in financial arkets resulting from
disruptions in t derivatives markets
or from the effi cts of political erup
tions in the Eastf
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Business Briefs
Demography

AIDS won't kill enough,

says United Nations

A U . N . official rejected on Sept. 30 the idea
that the spread of AIDS will neutralize global
population growth and eliminate the need for
family planning, Reuters reported.
Nafis Sadik, executive director ofthe Unit
ed Nations Population Fund, told a conference
in Berlin that the total number of people who
will die from AIDS in the 1990s will amount
to less than two months' population growth.
"There has been some speculation and
even some mathematical modelling to suggest
that AIDS will increase mortality and reduce
overall population growth," she said, ac
cording to an advance text ofher speech. "Such
thinking is dangerous, irresponsible and deep
ly cynical. It shows both a lack of knowledge
about family planning programs and the ef
fects of AIDS on a population. "

on trust," and help in the development, first, of
eastern Germany, and then of eastern Europe
more generally: "It is not too late for France to
incite the members ofthe European Communi
ty to play, honestly and together, the game of
development of the East. If France doesn't do
it, Germany . . . will do it alone, and will be
the sole beneficiary. We will then complain,
and, depending on the mood, we will scream
or we will cry. . . .
"France wants to be great; it has a chance
to be so, by exercising a real European leader
ship . It can provide Germany with the proof
that the reconstruction of East Europe, and to
begin with eastern Germany, is the business
of all, and that all are ready to participate in
this reconstruction . . . . Then, but only then,
the other problems that worry France so much
will find themselves resolved, as ifby magic ."

Aerospace

Down-sizing of U.S.
Eurasia

France, Germany must
develop East, says prof.
France must change policy course and work
with Germany to develop the East, wrote Prof.
Jean Blondel of the European University Insti
tute of Florence, in a commentary in the Sept.
25 issue of Paris daily Le Monde .
In an unusual break with the mainstream of
"French consensus," Blondel said that French
policy over the past years has lacked the funda
mental quality of "generosity." People in
France cynically think that to be generous
would be against France's interest, whereas
the exact opposite is true.
The "recession" in France is a lesser prob
lem than "the transformation of East Europe,"
he wrote. France should have "taken the initia
tive for a combined European action for the
reconstruction of east Germany. France didn't
do it. It let Germany make the gigantic effort
that was required alone. "
Rather than complain that Germany is
gaining advantages in the East, France should
adopt a "new attitude based on generosity and
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firms accelerating
Martin Marietta Corp. announced on Sept. 30
that it has laid off 9,500 workers across the
United States in recent months and will cut an
other 2,000 next year. Many of its facilities in
aerospace and defense electronics are sched
uled to be shut down, and many of the jobs
already eliminated were at plants involved in
the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), the
Washington Post reported. While the compa
ny had previously announced some small
scale cuts, it had never indicated the total
would come anywhere near 1 1 ,500.
Martin Marietta started 1993 with 93 ,000
workers. During this year it also purchased
General Electric's aerospace division, adding
33,000 additional workers, and starting Oct.
I , is completing its takeover of the manage
ment of Sandia National Laboratories , which
has 8,500 workers. That brings Martin Mariet
ta's combined work force to 134,500 workers.
The 9,000 layoffs brings to 40,500 the total
number of jobs that Martin Marietta has cut
this year. That is, nearly one-third of its total
employment has been axed in one year.
Three of the largest U . S . defense compa
nies, McDonnell Douglas, Martin Marietta,
and Lockheed, have announced layoffs of

I 72,000 in the last few years. During thattime,
total defense procurement has fallen by about
60% in real terms, reflecting the insanity of
American policymaking circles in disarming
the United States while nuclear-armed Russia
enters a period of turmoil and potential civil
war.
US Air also announced on Sept. 30 that it
will eliminate 2 ,500 more jobs, following
7,000 layoffs between 1990 and 1992 and loss
es totaling more than $1 billion over the last
two years.

Italy

Over

100,000 demonstrate

:

against unemployment

More than 100,000 workers (organizers say
300,000) dt1monstrated in Rome against un
employment on Sept. 25 . The demonstration
was not call<l<l by the trade unions but by facto
ry councils �d "basis committees," and was
addressed b)frepresentatives of all leftist politi
cal parties: Rifondazione Comunista, La Rete,
Greens, and others. Although the Party of the
Democratic Left (PDS , formerly the Commu
nistParty) diOnot officially support the demon
stration, a group of its leaders joined it.
The week before in Crotone, workers
forced the government to halt layoffs at the
Enichem pllosphorus plant, which is to be
closed down as part of the national privatiza
tion plan. They received the support of the
whole city, lncJuding the archbishop of Cro
tone, Monsignor Agostino, who is also vice
chairman of the Italian Bishops Conference.
After the government capitulation, the
Crotone example was followed by other fac
tories, including the Ilva steel plant in Taranto,
and the power plant in Gioia Tauro (Calabria) .
Free-markeC supporters are upset at the "wrong
signal" given by the government, since in at
least a dozen other "hot spots" protests could
take the same form.
In reality , the government has rehired the
Crotone wotkers, but has decided to go ahead
with the cJO$ure of the Enichem plant, since it
is allegedly " not competitive. " There are only
seven phosphorus-producing plants in the
world. Italy imports phosphorus because the
production ip Crotone covers less than half of
EIR
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Brildly

domestic needs. The factory is well sited, be
ing close to the raw material source (Morocco)
and is on the coast facing the main gas field
where Agip (belonging to the same ENI hold
ing company) pumps one-third of its domestic
production. In 1 991 , Montedison drew up a
plan to double the Crotone production with a
few investments. The plan was stopped be
cause the new plant was supposedly going to
be built on an archeological site. The plant has
not been built, but in the meantime no archeo
logical digging has been undertaken. Today,
any investment plan is rejected as "protec
tionist."
Crotone, due to its relatively goodindustri
alization, is a "mafia-free zone." In recent
years, layoffs have increased so much that they
threaten the city with social degradation which
typically opens the doors to the mafia.

France

Cuts in social services

provoke labor movement
French Prime Minister Edouard Balladur on
Sept. 28 announced his intent to limit further
increases in spending for social services, and
in phase two, to look for ways to impose cuts,
in order to cut the state budget deficit from its
current 3 1 8 billion francs to FF 300 billion in
the coming fiscal year. The plan has provoked
the labor movement, abruptly ending the truce
between the government and the unions that
has existed for the past four months.
The communist CGT labor federation has
already announced a "day of scorn," with na
tionwide protest rallies and other activities set
for Oct. 1 2 . The conservative Labor Front
(FO) union announced protest actions , as have
several other big labor federations . What may
make this labor mobilization against budget
austerity explosive, is the fact that the Rural
Coordination group of more radicalized farm
ers is planning to hold nationwide protests
against the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GAIT) and the agricultural take-down
policy ofthe European Community during Oc
tober.
EIR
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Biological Holocaust

Locust plagues worsen

in Africa; aid sought
"The locust plague worsened dramatically in
Mauritania, and locust fighting teams will
need international assistance if the insects are
to be contained," the U.N. Food and Agricul
ture Organization (FAO) reported Sept. 23 .
"Urgent intervention by the international
community is indispensable," said FAO Di
rector General Edouard Saouma. "In order to
prevent this plague from spreading it must be
fought on land and from the air."
Saouma voiced concern that a delay in as
sistance could result in a widening of the infes
tation to North African countries. The anti-lo
cust task force in Mauritania lacks pesticides
and other �uipment necessary to fight the
growing plague. In 1988, locusts damaged al
most 4 million hectares in Mauritania, which
is an ideal breeding ground for the locust be
cause of its ecology and heavy summer rains.

Labor

Workers strike foreign
enterprises in China
Workers in at least 10 factories in a major Chi
nese city have struck their South Korean and
Japanese joint-venture factories at least 10
times this year because of poor working condi
tions, UPI reported on Sept. 28.
In the biggest case, 700 female workers
from the South Korean-funded Hanfei Shoe
Co. marched on Tianjin's city hall in February
to demand better conditions and their own la
bor union. Shoemakers, among them some
1 ,200 women, worked eight-hour days for
monthly salaries of about 100 yuan ($ 1 7 . 50).
Other cases, some involving hundreds of
workers, have also induced workers to strike
or threaten a strike.
But wildcat strikes and slowdowns in
state-run companies have also risen in frequen
cy in the last few years as enterprises lay off
workers to increase efficiency. Government
officials and independent labor activists say
hundreds of such incidents occurred in 1 992.

'
• PHILIP MORRIS has reached
an agreement with Kazakhstan to ac
quire the state-owned Almaty Tobac
co Kombint.' It is expected to invest
$200 million!over five years in capital
improvements and cultivation capac
ities , using dheap labor. It has been
accused of b,ilding a black economy
in the former!East bloc (see EIR , May
2 1 , p. 20) .
• A-HEQING influenza will arrive
early and hi. hard, according to the
U . S . Public Health Service . It is rec
ommending that those who normally
get vaccinatiPns do so between Oct.
15 and Nov . � 5 . In most years, flu and
flu-related p�eumonia claim 10,000
lives. This y¢ar, A-Beijing is expect
ed to kill 30-50,000 Americans .
I

• CHINA ifaces desertification of
one-third of : its territory, the Over
seas PeopiesiDaily reported Sept. 25 .
Communist : Party Secretary Jiang
Zemin and JlTIme Minister Li Peng
have approved some 300 projects to
overcome dekertification.
• HSHC aOLDINGS, the parent
company of tIongkong and Shanghai
Banking Cotp. , has reached agree
ment in pri,*=iple to acquire a 1 0%
equity stake! in Banco O'Higgins ,
Chile' s thirdi largest bank with assets
of $2 . 1 billiob , Reuters reported. The
drug bank aIteady has investments in
Argentina and Panama.
• HELMurr SCHLESINGER, the
outgoing heail of the German Bundes
bank, attacked the International Mone
tary Fund fot "analytical weakness,"
in a speech toi the Group of Seven. The
IMF "analytifal paradigm shift" in the
latest IMF "World Economic Out
look" report, he complained, was un
dertaken by people who lack a good
nose for mon�tary stability.
• HORST : KOEHLER, president
of German sllvings and loans , called
for stronger tintemational inspection
of derivatiVe/> , at the IMF meeting in
Washington i in September. He
warned that : derivatives now com
prises almo$t 50% of major banks'
activity .
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LaRouche says West
must change policy
toward Russia fast
by Nora Hamerman

"Only days after General Scherer discussed with me his warnings of 14 potential
destabilizing scenarios in Russia-tending to anarchy, dictatorship, and war
historic , breaking developments conforming to his strategic analysis have begun
in Moscow . What is significant is the unfolding of an ongoing process, and not
the immediate headline development at the end of ea�h day."
With these words, imprisoned U.S. statesman aqd presidential pre-candidate
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. began a memorandum on Oct. 3 on events in Moscow ,
as Boris Yeltsin and his clique took violent action to suppress an alleged parliamen
tary "coup. " The memorandum sped out over the wires to EIR bureaus on four
continents . Early Monday morning , Oct. 4, it was being distributed in thousands
of copies , hitting policymaking centers from the Peqtagon to the United Nations
to local , state, and federal government offices and Capitol Hill, and was distributed
in translations in major cities abroad.
The flyer was soberly received by many who recognize LaRouche's longstand
ing authority as an analyst of Moscow politics, who !has consistently been vindi
cated , while the media pundits , think-tankers , and government specialists have
been proven tragically wrong .
Third Rome matrix

As LaRouche reiterated throughout the week of Oct. 3 , there can be no grasp
of current events without facing the reality that Muscovite Russian politics is
dominated by a "Third Rome" matrix , and will be "until someone changes the
cultural paradigm. " The Third Rome, Moscow' s self..description as the capital of
a third and final world empire , dates back to the 1440s when Moscow's rulers
rejected the western Renaissance, under the influence of Venice and Mt. Athos,
and it was consolidated around 1 5 10. It was this pultural matrix that caused
the Andropov regime and (and Andropov' s heir GQrbachov) to reject a shared
development with the West of the new, peace-win�ing military doctrine which
22
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Patriarch A leksi II of
Moscow, with U.S.
Speaker of the House
Tom Foley, in
Washington , D.C. ,

November 1 991 . The
Russian Orthodox
Church is a pillar of the
new ruling junta in
Moscow , which is using
Boris Yeltsin as a
dispensable tool.
Yeltsin ' s "coup " brings
to the fore the old
Orthodox cultural
matrix, the belief that
Moscow is the Third
Rome, the capital ofa
flew world empire .

LaRouche had created, and which was essentially adopted
by President Ronald Reagan in March 1983 as the Strategic
Defense Initiative.
After Andropov rebuffed the SOl publicly in early April
1983, LaRouche quickly identified the problem. His first in
depth analyses of the "Third Rome" cultural paradigm were
printed in EIR in the June 7 and 14, 1983 issues. He advised,
"There is only one way to deal with such a beast, to offer it
peace and Russian survival from a standpoint of overwhelm
ing raw power and manifest determination to use that power
if necessary. As long as we refuse to present Moscow such a
clear set of alternatives of this exact type, [the Russian leader]
will alternately hiss and smile-like a cobra-until he
strikes."
LaRouche also wrote in 1983, "Over the middle 1960s,
recognizably 'Marxist' philosophy lost efficient grip in the
shaping of Soviet policies, except as part of institutions left
over from preceding periods. . . . By 1972, the drift toward
a Third Rome policy-paradigm in Soviet foreign policy was
sufficiently evident, that the author and his associates elabo
rated and published a review of these features of 'detente'
which we entitled 'The New Constantinople' hypothesis."
At the time, LaRouche and his associates extensively
discussed this analysis with the National Security Council,
the CIA, and other U.S. officials. Blinded by geopolitics
the delusion that history is made not by ideas but by manipu
lating the accidents of geography-they refused to see the
danger. Then, starting in 1984, they unleashed the attacks on
EIR
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LaRouche demanded by the Gorbachov crowd, which led to
LaRouche's jailing in 1989.
LaRouche explained the danger of the Third Rome-in
spired "Holy Mother Russia" cultural matrix to millions of
Americans in nationally televised election broadcasts for his
1984 and 1988 presidential campaigns. In 1990 and in 1992,
running from prison first for Congress, and then for Presi
dent, Lyndon LaRouche urged the United States to adopt his
plan for a European development Triangle bounded by Paris,
Berlin, and Vienna, where high-speed rail and other ad
vanced transport links would lay the basis for a leap in indus
trial production to drive forward the entire world economy.
This would, he said, be the only hope for rapidly bettering
living conditions in the countries emerging out of commu
nism, and hence, make it possible for the Russians them
selves-at a moment when the small pro-western grouping
in Russia enjoyed a peak of goodwill and influence-to re
place the Third Rome paradigm.
The chance was squandered by western governments.
Now the question is whether those who rejected LaRouche's
analysis over the last decade will have the courage to admit
they were wrong-not just in their conclusions, but in their
fundamental method of policy making.
A turning point has been reached

LaRouche stated in his Oct. 3, 1993 memorandum: "It is
obvious that a new point of inflection, at the very minimum,
has been reached in Moscow today. . . . Whatever the results
Feature
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of today's developments, the fact is that, given the current
Anglo-American policy, and given the submission of Mos
cow to International Monetary Fund [IMF] specifications,
the only possibilities in the former Soviet Union are combina
tions of dictatorship, chaos, war, and possible general ther
monuclear war coming out of it, including attacks upon the
United States, with thermonuclear weapons." He under
scored: 'That is inevitable, as long as this policy continues."
On the other hand, "There are alternatives in Russia, but they
all depend upon overturning that policy framework."
LaRouche identified "the recently emphasized policy of
the Clinton administration" as "essentially nothing but a con
tinuation of the Bush policy." It "follows Francis Fukuya
ma's ideology with the utopian dogma affecting both our
military posture and other strategic postures: stating that the
utopian conception of global democracy and global free trade
as a univeral system is the only goal of U.S. military and
other strategic policy. As long as that continues, particularly
in conjunction with IMF-World Bank and shock therapy dic
tates, we can expect the world to blow up.
"So, we must look at today's events, or the past week's
events, as a new point of inflection . . . comparable in impor
tance to the events unleashed during October-November of
1 989 , when the Berlin Wall began to crumble."
Clinton, come to your senses

The problem in Washington is "the superficiality of think
ing around . . . hegemonic institutions of policy-shaping, at
least at the top level. Exemplary is the emphasis upon the
utopian goals of global democracy/global free trade, as enun
ciated by Anthony Lake, Les Aspin, Madeleine Albright,
echoed by Clinton himself. There is a oneness on the part of
Washington to deny and ignore every uncomfortable fact
which would show this utopian policy to be ill-conceived.
And it is the blindness, the unwillingness to face the fact that
that policy, which is nothing but an inheritance of the Bush
administration, is a total failure, and a dangerous-even a
suicidal--one," the imprisoned statesman said.
"Therefore, I must appeal to the Clinton administration,
and to others, to come their senses; to wake up before it
is too late, while there's still a possibility of changing the
situation: to dump that crazy bit of globaloney left over from
George Bush . "

Unlike the "psychotic, dictatorial character of the Bush
administration," which increased over his term in office,
LaRouche remarked, "the Clinton administration has
brought more openness to Washington. And one would hope
that this openness . . . would be utilized to the maximum
now to bring about an abandonment and rejection of Bush
policy and to go ahead with a new policy, which recognizes
that the United States, for its own internal economic reasons,
and for foreign policy reasons, must abandon the free trade,
utopian model, for a return to the much-needed economic
policy on which the United States was founded-that of
24
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Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton, Benjamin Franklin,
George Washington, the Carey�, and Abraham Lincoln."
The Russian enemy-image

LaRouche described how tht events in the former Soviet
Union pose a future threat of general thermonuclear war:
"The ingrained enemy-image in �ll Soviet, and thus Russian,
institutions, in general-be they governmental or related
over the past years, especially $ince 1 948-49 has been that
the United States is the credible nemy."
The "very foolish" U.S. " nsistence on the continued
imposition of the so-called refo (i.e., IMF conditionalities
and shock therapy) which is cau ing hunger and other misery
inside Russia and other countri s, has revived, particularly
in the recent period, that enemy�image problem, and embed
ded it more broadly in the pop lation," said LaRouche. As
reported on page 25, Yeltsin's ept. 28 decree removed all
remaining subsidies for food an rents. To grasp how incen
diary this is, consider the fact that already in April, with
earlier steps toward price liberal' ation, a pensioner spending
one-sixth of his income on rent and utilities and all the rest
on food, could only buy bread d potatoes to eat.
As a result, the historic "ene y-image," LaRouche says,
"is multiplied by the fact that e Russians feel that, when
the Russians gave their trust to the United States, the United
States rudely betrayed it. So, we have not merely a revival
of the enemy-image problem; we have it revived with a very
specific, added frenzy installed. ,
"In the event of Russians kil1ing Russians in any kind of
civil conflict, and the corresponding emergence of a dictator
ship (if any government at all, ip fact, emerges from such a
mess), would mean that the unification of the former Soviet
forces under a 'Great Russian'-.-not a communist-leader
ship, of course, would be challacterized by a bitter, more
frenzied hatred of the United States than was true in the
period prior to 1 983-89 ." Thus, if the U.S. continues to
support the so-called reform pdlicy, the Fukuyama fantasy
of democracy and free trade, and civil war breaks out in
Russia, this will assure "beyond the point of no-return at
some distances of weeks, months, years, whatever, a com
mitment to thermonuclear war against the United States."
During the last week of September, retired Brig. Gen.
Paul-Albert Scherer, the former'chief of West German mili
tary intelligence, had held discussions with LaRouche at the
Federal Medical Facility in Rocnester, Minnesota, and then
briefed diplomats, press, and government and congressional
officials in Washington on his i evaluation of the strategic
situation in the former Soviet empire. On pages 30-43 , we
highlight General Scherer's analysis as delivered to our staff
on Sept. 30. Konstantin Georges news report on page 25 is
based on first-hand accounts. Our short roundup of world
reactions shows that while some in Germany suffer even
crazier geopolitical delusions thlln in Washington, most ob
servers see the firestorm in Russia as only beginning.
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Yeltsin clamps down dictato�ship ,
sets conditions for civil war '
by Konstantin George

With the bloody events of Oct. 3-4 in Moscow, Russia has
become a military dictatorship, acting through the person of
Boris Yeltsin, who rules by presidential decree . Contrary to
what you hear from western capitals and the media, what
occurred was not a "victory for democracy," in which a coup
by a parliament full of communists and fascists was crushed.
The myth of such a parliamentary coup was created to justify
the real coup d' etat by Yeltsin and the military , which ended
whatever short-lived democracy post-Bolshevik Russia has
experienced.
By no means does the tum to dictatorship mark the end
of the Russian crisis . The economic shock therapy policies
which are being so foolishly , suicidally demanded by western
heads of state and financial institutions will , in the course of
this autumn and winter, drive the situation in Russia toward
chaos and anarchy . This process will create the conditions
for civil war-like conditions . Civil war itself by next spring
can no longer be ruled out.
Official myths exposed

There is as little truth to the official version of what has
occurred in Moscow as there was to the Bolshevik historiog
raphy of the October Revolution of 1 9 1 7 .
The mythology begins with the "storming" of the parlia
ment building, the White House, on Oct. 4, and the Yeltsin
regime's claims that the total number killed Oct. 3-4 was
1 37 . First of all, there never was a "storming" in the classical
infantry sense . The White House, which had some 2-3 ,000
people inside it when the attack began, nearly all of them
unarmed, was not stormed, but pulverized by tank-fired artil
lery . According to eyewitness reports, this carnage produced
a death toll conservatively estimated at over 700.
The events of the previous day, Sunday, Oct. 3 , were
staged, or otherwise provoked: The events were set into mo
tion by the large demonstration that was allowed to break
through to reach the White House. The day before, the mas
sive police cordons surrounding the White House had been
thinned out to skeletal dimensions , allowing the break
through to occur. For the Yeltsin regime, the breakthrough
was the precondition for initiating violence, so that it could
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appear that it began from those .t the White House . The
shooting actually was initiated by! crack OMON units near
the White House .
,
The attack on the Ostankino t�levision center was con
ducted by a small group of provo<lateurs . The regime knew
in advance that a group was to attack the center, yet it did
nothing while the ramshackle con'l0Y of flag-waving desper
adoes drove in daylight down bro4d boulevards clear across
Moscow . The smaller bloodbath � Ostankino was precisely
what the regime needed to justify t�e destruction of the White
House the next day .
The storming of the White Hopse was preceded and fol
lowed by mass arrests , which are *till continuing . The myth
circulated within Russia and acce*d by a credulous West is
that those arrested are "extremists' r and "armed insurrection
ists," and, as nearly everyone in tJ-te West believes, that the
arrests were limited to those ca4ght at the White House.
Ironically , the very data put out by lite Yeltsin regime explode
this myth. Concerning the 1 ,500 atfested at the White House,
only a small minority was armed. j The western media so far
are refusing to even cover the ne�s that since Oct. 4, under
the nightly curfew imposed on Ntoscow , a terror wave of
arrests , exceeding those of Oct. �, has been under way. An
Oct. 6 report of the Russian Interipr Ministry , carried by the
news agency Itar-Tass , stated that �uring the night of Oct. 56 in Moscow , 1 ,700 persons were �sted by security forces
on the streets and in house sear4hes . A grand total of 1 1
weapons was confiscated from th�se 1 ,700 "extremists . "
Those arrested were either t4en to the notorious KGB
Lefortovo Prison or to a Moscowi sports stadium, in scenes
reminiscent of the 1 973 Pinochet icoup in Chile . More con
crete facts are hard to come by, but according to Moscow
sources, many of the deputies !qI'ested have been beaten.
Among these are, reportedly , Ru�lan Khasbulatov, the for
mer chairman of the parliament, apd the head of its Commit
tee on Constitutional Questions, Vladimir Isakov . What has
happened to arrested former Vicej President Aleksandr Rut
skoy , also taken to Lefortovo, is qnknown.
The next myth to be dispens�d with is that the Yeltsin
ban on "organizations and parties fnvolved" in the defense of
Feature
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the White House concerns "anti-democratic" and "extremist"
organizations.
In the first place, no state other than a dictatorship bans
organizations on the basis of their views, no matter how
"extreme," unless they are committed to the violent over
throw of the state. Lost in the confusion of Oct. 3-4 is the
fact that the parliament had voted for a peaceful end to the
crisis through early, simultaneous elections for both parlia
ment and President. The parliament had met Yeltsin far more

than halfway, in agreeing to its own dissolution, provided
that Yeltsin, too, would face a free election.
Otherwise the list of banned organizations and institu
tions includes leading pro-democracy forces, which by no
stretch of the imagination could be classified as "extremist."
The Army officers' pro-reform organization Shield, which
played a pivotal pro-Yeltsin role in smashing the August
199 1 Bolshevik coup attempt, was banned, and its leader,
Col. Vitali G. Urazhtsev, arrested and carted off to Lefortovo
Prison. On Oct. 5 , Yeltsin dissolved the Moscow City Coun
cil and all the local district councils in the city of Moscow.
These were organs controlled by true democrats, civil rights
organizers, men and women who organized the people of
Moscow to defend freedom against the August 1 99 1
putschists.
In the evening of Oct. 3 , two prominent democrats of
the Moscow City Council, Yuri P. Sedykh-Bondarenko, its
deputy chairman, and Viktor Kuzin, deputy chairman of the
council's Standing Committee on Legality, were arrested,
along with other members of the body, with no charges pre
sented. They have since been released, but the City Council
of which they were members no longer exists.
This brings us to the next myth. Yeltsin, in an Oct. 6
television address, promised that elections for parliament
would be held Dec. 1 1 - 1 2 , and announced the lifting of press
censorship. Concerning that, Viktor Kuzin told EIR on Oct.
6, after his release: "Yesterday Yeltsin dissolved the [Mos
cow] councils, so we no longer function as a branch of power.
. . . He said there have to be new elections to these [regional
and municipal] councils, but he didn't say anything concrete
ly. I think it is impossible for there to be any democratic, free
elections. There is such a mess, such absolutely wild slander
everywhere, censorship, banning of organizations. They ba
sically banned communist and nationalist organizations, but
they also really want to crush the democratic organizations.
There is pre-emptive censorship in the press."
Western governments and media were quick to hail Yelt
sin's "democratic" promises. Yeltsin announced that elec
tions would proceed for both chambers of a new parliament,
the State Duma and a regionally based upper house replacing
the existing Federation Council. His original Sept. 2 1 decree
dissolving parliament had called for elections only for the
State Duma, and preserving the Federation Council, com
posed of regional chiefs of administration and regional parlia-
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mentary deputies, as the new upper house. In one stroke, he
had now dissolved the Federation Council, the sole re
maining constituency-based national institution in Russia.
For Dec. 1 1 - 1 2 , there are only two possibilities: the farce
of Soviet-style "elections" or, far,more probable, no elections
at all. Taking Yeltsin's promise� of elections at face value is
an exercise in stupidity. Before the coup, Yeltsin had prom
ised presidential elections for Juqe 1 2 . On Oct. 6 , he omitted
any mention of presidential electlions.
The dissolution of the Moscow City Council is most tell
ing as a precedent-setter, in that the city of Moscow is one of
the 89 regions in the Russian Federation. It is only a matter
of time before Yeltsin begins issuing decrees dissolving re
gional parliaments too. He had already begun, on Oct. 5 , to
fire regional administration heads who had dared to oppose
his coup, sacking the heads of the Novosibirsk region in
Siberia, and of the Amur region in the Russian Far East.
The post-coup purge has been extended into the judiciary.
On Oct. 6, Valeri Zorkin, chairman of the Constitutional
Court, the highest in the land, was forced to resign. It is only
a matter of time before the court's 1 3 judges either rubber
stamp the decrees of the dictatorship, or are replaced by those
who will. In another domain, the Yeltsin announcement that
press censorship would be lifted iis a cruel joke. None of the
newspapers banned-RossiskaY4l Gazeta, Sovietskaya Ga
zeta, Pravda, Den has been all<l>wed to resume publication.
Those allowed to publish were told to exercise "voluntary
censorship." The rulers in Moscow demand censorship, but
without the embarrassing blank �aces that appeared Oct. 46 in leading dailies like Nezavisimaya Gazeta, Izvestia, and
Sevodnya, in place of articles that were critical of Yeltsin.
-

The 'Third Rome' ideology emerges

The coup in Moscow has made the Russian Army, and
not Boris Yeltsin, the decisive arbiter in Russian politics.
This fact was publicly acknowledged by Yeltsin in his Oct.
6 television address. The critical passages, not covered in the
American or British press, were lYeltsin's hailing the Army
as "the guarantor of the life and death interests of Russia and
the bulwark of Russian statehood." He swore that the state
would "devote special attention'1 to "caring for the needs of
the Armed Forces," and the security forces of the Interior
and Security Ministries. He announced that the Armed Forc
es would complete as "quickly as possible" a "new military
doctrine," ready for signing by mid-October. He added that
the new doctrine had been decided on at the meeting that
morning of the Russian Security Council. This body, con
trolled by the three "coup ministers"--defense, security, and
internal affairs-functions as a kind of Politburo for a post
Bolshevik dictatorship.
Yeltsin's first public acknowledgment of the Army's pre
dominant role was evident in his television address the morn
ing of Oct. 4, after the attacks on the White House had begun.
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He termed the opposition at the parliament "revenge-seeking
communists" who "sought to get the Army on their side and
failed." He then declared, "Russia is looking to you . . . its
Army. . . . Russia is counting on your courage."
The enhanced position of the Army coheres with the
emergence, since the Sept. 2 1 Yeltsin decree abolishing par
liament, of the Russian Orthodox Church at the center of
Russian politics. Taken together, these two institutions are
the two Great Russian institutions of empire which have
maintained a historical continuity, and together they will play
the decisive role in the coming months. They proceed from
the Russian cultural matrix associated with a doctrine dating
from the fifteenth century, proclaiming the mission of Mos
cow as the "Third and Final Rome."
What the United States and other western powers do not
realize, in lining up behind Yeltsin, is that the institutions
actually controlling the dictatorship may support Yeltsin, the
autocrat, temporarily, for a number of reasons, including the
current lack of a replacement. But given the intensity of the
economic-social crisis, the chances for Yeltsin's apparent
victory to end in his defeat are very high. The Army is cur
rently loyal to Yeltsin, but not in any personal sense, and the
unstable unity within the officer corps could easily fall apart.
Its loyalty is premised on the Armed Forces fulfilling what
they hold to be their highest duty: to preserve the unity and
stability of the Russian state.
As was clear from Yeltsin's Oct. 6 address, this overrid
ing concern of the military will grant Yeltsin the power to
attack the regional opposition. He declared that the regional
parliaments were guilty of having created "a dangerous factor
for the ignition of a civil war in Russia. . . . The games of
regional breakaway contradict the interests and the will of
the majority of the population." What is needed, he said, is
"a unified Russia."
A new foreign policy

Yeltsin is the vehicle, not the driver. He does not control
the Armed Forces; he is their captive. This has become most
evident in the foreign policy reversal the military forced on
him, in the days immediately preceding the coup.
The reversal was signalled in a letter from Yeltsin to the
heads of state of the United States, Great Britain, France, and
Germany on Sept. 30, warning them not to expand NATO to
include countries of eastern Europe. This was a direct rever
sal of the statements he had made in Warsaw at the beginning
of September, over the vehement objections of Defense Min
ister Pavel Grachev, saying that Russia no longer objected to
having Poland or the Czech Republic join NATO. The Sept.
30 letter even declared that NATO is legally barred from
expanding eastward, under the 1 990 agreements on German
reunification.
Russia also informed NATO member Turkey that it
would not abide by the treaty on Conventional Forces in
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Europe (CFE), regarding Russian forces in the Caucasus.
This was followed up on Oct. 1 with a similar declaration
concerning Russian forces in the L.eningrad (St. Petersburg)
military district. Both these moves pertain to Russian military
districts sharing a land border with a member of NATO
Turkey and Norway, respectivel�. By Oct. 6, Russia was
formally demanding that Article 50f the CFE Treaty, which
pertains to force limits on the sout. hern and northern flanks,
be suspended.
The official response by NATO was catastrophic. The
response was given by German Foreign Minister Klaus Kin
kel, after talks with U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christo
pher in Washington on Oct. 6 . Kinkel declared that any form
of closer cooperation between eastern Europe and NATO
was contingent "on the agreemenit of the United States and
Russia," stressing that in any case, the question of East Euro
pean countries joining NATO wa$ no longer on the agenda.
In effect, under U.S. direction, NATO has accorded Russia
a veto right over policy toward ea�tern Europe. Hours before
Kinkel's declaration, the Russian ambassador to Bonn de
manded a "co-decision" right for iRussia in NATO (see Re
portfrom Bonn) .
The ruinous impact of ' shock therapy '

Internally in Russia, matters will not proceed so smoothly
as in foreign policy for the dictatollship. Through the continu
ation of the shock therapy policie$ demanded by the Interna
tional Monetary Fund and the western governments, the un
derlying basis for anything but: fleeting stability is non
existent. The coming acceleratiop of shock therapy, as an
nounced in Y eltsin's decree of Sept. 28 , creates the basis for
the next explosive and dangerollls turns in the crisis. The
decree, taking effect Oct. 1 5, will free the bread price and
apartment rents, the last two SlUbsidized prices, through
which a Russian family was still �ble to barely survive on its
budget. As winter arrives, this will place food and shelter
outside the reach of vast number of citizens. By sometime
this winter, or spring at the la�st, a thoroughly enraged
Russian popUlation will no longel! be spectators, as they were
Oct. 3-4, when new political eruptions occur.
As for Yeltsin, only by breaking completely with the
shock therapy policies does he h�ve a chance to remain "on
top" beyond the short term. Othci:wise, economic and social
chaos will force the Army and s,.::curity forces to usher in a
post-Yeltsin regime. By that jUlII.cture, however, no action
from "above" may succeed in I containing , let alone pre
venting, a descent into a chaotic. anarchic hell of either civil
war-like conditions or even outright civil war. The level of
rage over the situation among the general population is al
ready close to the point where Clivil war-like conditions are
psychologically possible. Barring abrupt policy reversals,
that rage level will cross the criti¢al threshold before the year
has ended.
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antees are not acceptable for Polilnd under any conditions."
I

Rzeczpospolita, a leading daily, Oct. 4:

World reactions to
Yeltsin's crackdown
Not everybody in international policymaking circles agrees
with the Clinton administration ' s endorsement ofBoris Yelt
sin's assault on the Russian parliament. Much controversy
now focuses on the issue of "shock therapy, " imposed on
Russia by the West. Here is a selection of responses from
around the world.
United States

Sen . Robert Dole (R-Kan.), interview on CNN, Oct. 3 :

"We're going to have to take a look at our fundamental
relationship with Mr. Yeltsin. And some of the things that
we've been doing, the so-called shock therapy, may not be
able to work. . . . We've put a lot of pressure through the
World Bank and the IMF on Russia to immediately move to
a market economy . . . and, of course, the result has been
chaos and a lot of inflation. And there, are a lot of experts,
including Jude Wanniski, who's an economic and political
consultant, who think that's precisely the wrong way to go.
. . . It seems to me if we take a look at what's happening in
Poland and what may have happened in Yugoslavia, part of
it was because we were pushing them too fast, too quickly."
Charles Blitzer, chief World Bank economist in Russia,
quoted by the Wall Street Journal-Europe of Oct. 5 :
"I've never had so much fun in my life." Blitzer asserts
that the political obstacles should now be less to cutting
subsidies for agriculture, cutting bank lending, encouraging
foreign investment, and putting into effect the rest of the
World Bank-International Monetary Fund package.

Poland

Oct. 5 :
Poland is deeply concerned about a new "Yalta" deal by
which the West would grant Russia a say on Polish affairs,
for example on such vital issues as a future membership in
NATO, said the foreign minister. In light of the develop
ments in Moscow, the West is showing signs of pulling out
of commitments given earlier to integrate Poland into NATO,
and Poland is in danger of becoming a buffer zone again.
International diplomacy resembles the wartime conferences
of Teheran and Yalta, and of the partition of Poland in the
eighteenth century between the West (Prussia and Austria)
and Russia's Empress Catherine II. Russian "security guarForeign Minister Krysztof Skubiszewski,
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"What's important is not only what goes on in the streets
of Moscow, but what's happen�ng in the provinces, in the
cities, regions, and republics, which have been long de
manding more autonomy from tije center, and in some cases
complete independence. Russia ijs a large continent. A revolt
in one place can set off fires i q the remaining places. It's
hanging by a silk thread, whethe� it comes to a civil war. One
has to be clear about this. And �o that therein lies the great
danger and threat for Poland."
Germany

President Richard von Weizsa�ker, as quoted in German
media, speech to the annual G�rman Army commanders'
conference in Mainz, Oct. 6:
i
The present favorable securlty situation of Germany is
not guaranteed into the future, safd the President. Because of
that, German policy is obliged �o be cautious. The world
became disoriented after the en4 of the East-West conflict,
and in this situation of uncertaintjy, Germany's policy has to
rest on the commitment to defen� and loyalty to the western
alliance.
I
Otto Graf von LambsdortT, Eutopean chairman of the Tri
lateral Commission, former Ge an finance minister, chair
man of the Free Democratic Pazty, member of the German
parliament, discussion with EIR, I Oct. 4:
There is no alternative in Rus�ia to shock therapy, despite
the growing backlash throughout the former East bloc. "Even
if we had given aid for the buildirt of infrastructure from rail
to safe nuclear energy, Moscow l would not have channeled
that aid toward infrastructure. Thq Russian people do not have
a sufficient degree of responsibili�y. Where would the money
go? It would go to private bank ac¢ounts, because you are still
dealing with the old nomenklatJ,a. . . . Yes, Poland does
show the danger of IMF shock tijerapy. . . . Yes, it is true,
IMF shock therapy may have cau �ed the initial dissolution of
Yugoslavia, but the situation ha� moved far from that now.
Now, it is a problem of an outb�ak of nationalism."

nft

Siiddeutsche Zeitung, a leading �ewspaper, editorial by Joi
sef Riedmiler, Oct. 5 :

"In this battle, Russia's Presi4ent realized that the forces
of the anti-reformers are stronge* than previously assumed,
and that they haven't given up Ithe old idols and fighting
spirit. On this count alone, he cantt think of holding elections
in December, as planned. This w�uld also not be honest after
the ban on extremist parties and ! newspapers. Yeltsin must
take the odious upon himself, as �e President elected demo
cratically two years ago, to contiJllUe to govern as a dictator,
until Russia-paradoxically enou�h-bids farewell irrevers; EIR
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ibly to dictatorship."
France
Bernard Cohen,

ation, Oct. 4:

Moscow correspondent, in the daily Liber

One of the "fashionable" lines of discussion in Russian
economic circles these days, is that a "dictatorship would not
necessarily do damage, far from it, to the business market."
The Yeltsin team is generally refusing to see that there is a
growing "social bitterness generated by [the government's]
reforms, and especially by the application of these reforms
to the advantage of a tiny part of the population, which the
people continue to call, as in Soviet times, the
'speculators.' "
Moscow correspondent, in the daily Le Monde,
Oct. 5:
There are numerous signs that the "uprising" in Moscow
could have been a contrived set-up, by the forces backing
Yeltsin, in order to provide a pretext for crushing the Ruts
koy-Khasbulatov-Ied forces. "If one reflects on the massive
deployment of the preceding days, the [police] resistance
was astonishingly weak." There are some who claim that this
was because the Yeltsin team was vacillating on the afternoon
of Oct. 3 . But there is another explanation, offered by certain
observers, who claim that "someone deliberately permitted
the supporters of the parliament to commit the irreparable, in
order to justify the assault."

Jan Krauze,

Italy
Corriere della Sera, Milan daily, editorial by Piero Ostelli

no, Oct. 5:
"In light of what is happening today in post-Soviet Rus
sia, how pathetic is the West's 'idealistic school,' with its
disquisitions on the redemptive virtues of transition to de
mocracy, to the market, to capitalism. . . . In Old Russia . . .
an autocratic power will come, disguised as representative
democracy, as it is in its historical traditions, in the logic of
its political culture, in the vocation of the majority of its
people. Capitalism, if at all, will come in a pre-modem ver
sion, a rapine capitalism (financed by the Monetary Fund in
the name of democracy?) a contemporary version of that
same capitalism that, last century, generated as a reaction the
Communist Manifesto."
Roberto Formigoni, deputy minister for the environment,
interviewed in the daily Corriere della Sera, Oct. 6:
"I want to distance myself from the trumpet blast with
which the West has accompanied President [Yeltsin's] victo
ry over the rebel parliamentarians. Maybe the West has for
gotten that it could have enormous bargaining power in to
day's Moscow, power that could have allowed Clinton and
the other allied governments a more decisive intervention in
EIR
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favor of a peaceful solution . . . , We must now prevent
Russia from turning into a second ppland. Discontent is real,
it has an objective foundation in th� economic crisis which is
largely caused by the strangling conditions imposed by the
International Monetary Fund. The � MF wants to impose the
impossible operation of moving fn1m Stalinist socialism to a
perfect neo-liberalism. That is imp�ssible, and plays into the
communists' game. Therefore I sf Y: West, wake up, and
Yeltsin be careful not to push Ru�sia into the arms of the
nostalgics."
Great Britain

I

former Moscow qorrespondent, in the Lon
don Guardian, Oct. 6:
Western leaders must "rethink! the failure" of their sup
port for shock therapy policies in Russia, or the latest devel
opments in Moscow will be a prelu�e to disaster. The West is
repeating the same mistake it madelwhen Mikhail Gorbachov
was in power, "again confronting : the gap between a titular
leader and the hugely controversi* policies associated with
his name. The shock in the brisk e¢onomic
reform known as
I
shock therapy has fueled unemplo)fment, hyper-inflation and
deep public resentment against thf policies associated with
President Yeltsin and his main ref�rmer, Deputy Prime Min
ister Yegor Gaidar. . . . Readine�s to rethink the failure of
their economic support so far will be the real challenge for
those western leaders who helped �ring Yeltsin to this pass,
with Russian blood on his hands, �nd his tanks reducing to a
charred hulk the very White Hous� he once stood on another
tank to defend."
I
Martin Walker,

British wire service, Oc�. 7:
"The fires may be out at th� Russian parliament, but
western experts on Russia are waglng war against each other.
The battle is over whether Preside�t Yeltsin, with parliament
forcibly disbanded, is now free �o impose 'needed' shock
therapy on the vast, unmanagea�le Russian economy, or
whether it was the imposition of idrastic economic changes
that created the problems in the fillst place."
Jeffrey Sachs says that Yeltsi�'s triumph has now freed
him to impose drastic measures. ;'The fact is that there was
no shock therapy. It was only a pl�n on paper, only incoher
ently and fitfully put into practic�. Now there is a chance to
do something," Sachs says.
But Alex Motyl of Columbia jUniversity's Harriman In
stitute says that introducing shockj therapy "would mean that
you would have to abandon de�ocracy and human rights
there and use force. Economists liV e in a world of mathemati
cal formulas and people like Sach� have no sense of political
and social realities. He may be rig�t about the money supply.
But you can't throw people back t(l near slave-like conditions
and expect them not to protest. S ock therapy is a prescrip
.
tion for disaster."
I

Reuters,

�
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Russian ' revolution from below'
brings threat of war and co
uest
by Gen . Paul Albert Scherer ( ret. )
Gen . Paul Albert Scherer (ret.), the former chief of West
Germany' s military intelligence and counterintelligence ser
vice, is one of the world' s top experts on Russia and the
former Soviet bloc. He visited the United States at the end of
September, for discussions with Washington policymakers.
The following is the text of a briefing he gave to the staff of
the Schiller Institute in Leesburg, Virginia on Sept. 30 . It
was translatedfrom the German by John Sigerson .

When I was here the last time, six months ago, the situation
looked quite different than it does now. Already at that time,
one could recognize that the Yeltsin group could easily lose
its authority. Then, over the course of the summer, it turned
out that indeed the Yeltsin group could not continue to exist.
This was underlined by two important elements of the situa
tion. First was the slow social collapse, which by autumn
had gone over into misery and impoverishment. And on the
other side, very gradually there emerged a new enemy image,
going in the direction of a majority in Russia once again
becoming anti-western. That, of course, is a process which
is still ongoing.
Setting out to evaluate the situation today, on Sept. 30,
we note that we have a quantum jump, i.e., a very sharp
change, which has become evident to all over the past few
weeks. This quantum jump shows up in the fact that the
revolution from above is over, and that the revolution from
below has now begun. This means that the old authorities
have essentially been dethroned, and, as is customary in a
revolution, new authorities are now coming to the fore. It is
no longer possible to focus on individual personalities-you
must not do that, because if you do, you will make mistakes.
We all have little direct experience with revolutions. It is
therefore necessary to glance back into history. We have, for
example, the French Revolution of 1 789-93 ; we have the
relatively big Russian Revolution of 1 905 ; and then we have
the Soviet Revolution from 1 9 1 7 to 1920-2 1 . When we prop
erly survey our knowledge of this history, we see that jacobin
elements of extreme political persuasion develop, who at
tempt to push themselves to the fore, and are churned to the
top. I recall the current example of what is going on in Sibe
ria: Fourteen governors and heads of provincial authorities
in Siberia have sent an ultimatum to Moscow, in order to
make it clear that "Either you free the Parliament, or we
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will cut off your supplies." A�d that means, of course, a
withdrawal of industrial produdts, since a considerable part
of Siberia is industrially oriented and sends these goods
westward.
Who will determine RUSSia 's fate

Regarding this revolutionllo/ shift, there are four great
social groupings in Russia whiqh can become significant in
shaping how Russians will be thinking and how power will
be projected. The first group, I 'fould estimate, is comprised
of a certain upper layer of 8 millipn people who have recently
been cast out of power. These ire the old communists who
made the turn in 1 985 in the b�ief that they could surge to
the top in the Gorbachov era, or else they had already been
toppled from their former powet. Their disappointment was
extraordinarily great, and for th¢ir families, the sudden col
lapse in social status was a fateflil blow of the first order. As
I said, I estimate this group to be lS million strong. Remember
that the membership of the Conp.munist Party, before it was
outlawed, was 1 8 million.
The second group-and her<1 I am not talking about parti
es; indeed, parties don't exist in that sense; parties were
permitted and founded in Marc� 1 990, but so far they have
not gone beyond the formation pf core groups-the second
group is that of the nationalist�: first, the nationalists who
want to be normal Great Russillns, as it were, and another
part which is chauvinistic and �lieves that the Russians are
the world's superior people-i.�. , their racism has a certain
arrogance, and as a result of 1 ,000 years of anti-western
inculcation, they believe they are basically superior to the
West, because in their eyes th� West is degenerated. And
from that standpoint, this group is considerably larger than 8
million. I estimate that it comprises quite a large number of
people, from 30 to 1 00 million. who can shape thinking in
that direction.
Let us for a moment review �ome overall statistics. The
potential magnitudes are: 285 IlI1illion [in the entire former
Soviet Union], of whom 140 QIillion live within Russia's
borders, another 25 million Ru�sians in the CIS countries,
and the rest consisting of the almost 1 00 subject peoples
formerly under Soviet colonial qIle. Therefore our figure of
30- 100 million is not unreason�ble, and if you compare it
with the 8 million old communis�, then you see that the latter
EIR
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group is relatively small.
I estimate [the third group], the reformers, to have com
prised from 3 to 5 million people at the beginning of their
better days. All the others were only onlookers, who were
saying, "We'll see." Aside from this group are a number of
other small groupings which would have been prepared to
trust the West, and a majority of them were eager to grasp the
opportunities which friendship with the West might bring.
Let me now characterize the fourth and last group. It is
basically a grab-bag of numerous different extremist atti
tudes. In the forefront are the brown-red fascists. Their group
has experienced considerable growth, and I estimate their
current size to be up to 10 million. Besides them, there are
other extremist tendencies, for example those with strong
fascist coloring who go way beyond what is normal, wearing
uniforms resembling those of the Nazi SS and so forth. And
then there is the political emergence of a section of the Cos
sacks, who want to intervene into politics and are forming
large volunteer armies.
I have attempted to point out four groups which play a
significant role in Russians' attitudes or which influence
them. I am sure that the reformers' numbers will dwindle
even further. It is my impression that they will soon be
chewed up and spat out. I.e., reform is dead. It has failed,
essentially because, first, the Soviet system could not be
reformed. We must keep in mind that the Gorbachov group's
so-called Great Experiment proceeded in the direction of
maintaining the Soviet Union as a non-communist Great
Power; and when that was no longer possible, they tried to
present it as a new Great Russia. They failed in both these
attempts. I would therefore characterize it as a seven-year
long period of experimentation. Its greatest success was the
"Gorbymania" in the West, and the "Gorby magic" which
the western media spewed out on Gorbachov's behalf.
Failure in western morality

So we have had to learn that there exist tremendous possi
bilities to influence people on a primitive and naive level,
and the West succumbed to these. Western civilization as a
society is relatively difficult to maintain in a moral direction.
The majority are urged into hedonism, which is based on the
pleasure principle and on the rejection of pain. And thus this
society is rapidly drifting downward, and from the present
standpoint is forced to either interrupt that downward course,
or to go under.
It is not out of place to draw our conclusions from these
two opposite courses. Most importantly, the one course
that of demoralization-has been most evident in the Bal
kans. I maintain that this is where western morality has died
a silent death. And unfortunately, in fair-weather democra
cies, people only come to their senses when a lot of babies
are thrown into the well and die. That is a very sad indication
of our psychological state, and if we were to judge right now,
I would be inclined to predict that we are going to see a
relatively great number of dead babies in the well.
EIR
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General Scherer told Washington policymakers that if defense cuts
continue in the western nations, it is much more likely that we will
be overtaken by a third world war.

I said before that we now have a shift from the revolution
from above, to the revolution from below. And I said and
emphasized that on the one hand, this has a social origin in
misery and poverty, and on the other hand is basep on the
overturning of an image of the outside world, namely, the
originally positive view of the West, and then the slow pro
cess of its poisonous transformation into an attitude of con
frontation and rejection. The previously indicated four
groups essentially all share an anti-capitalist bent-including
the reformers. That is, ideologically they have left commu
nism behind-Marxism-Leninism-and have switched over
to this new posture of so-called anti-capitalism, as a substi
tute secular religion. And as I said above, this has very deep
historical roots. One can say that we are seeing the result of
almost 1 ,000 years of rejection of private property and a
'collective society, a society which developed the so-called
mir principle, according- to which the fields and houses be
longed to all, and no one was allowed to hold private proper
ty. All this, of course, developed into a full-blown, modem
anti-capitalist ideology under Soviet communist pressure.
The reason why I emphasize this psychological side so
strongly, is because it is one of the root-causes, and also one
of the driving forces behind developments to come. And
that is also why I mentioned the potential magnitudes of the
various groupings, in order to show you how (believe the
revolution will take its course.
In the French Revolution, 1 , 1 1 9 people were brought to
the guillotine, most of them members of the nobility and
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intriguers from within the Jacobin camp itself. The Russian
Revolution of 1 905 , on the other hand, was a mass revolu
tion, a reaction to the Japanese victory and the defeat of the
Russian czarist forces . You may recall that time historically,
around Port Arthur and the China Sea: The czar's great Baltic
fleet sails halfway around the world, and within a mere two
days is pulverized . People are aware that they have to put up
with huge losses in order to support the empire's eastward
expansion. But at the same time , serfdom still had not been
abolished, and the masses went into the streets . There are
considerably more casualties than in the French Revolution;
and then in 1 9 1 7-20, the numbers climb into the millions .
My prognosis is that the modern revolution from below
which has now gotten under way, will claim the greatest
number of victims in comparison to all these other revolu
tions. The power of the great forces at work which I have
described, can only be evaluated correctly when we take the
Russian mentality into account. The Russian mentality is the
product, on the one hand , of this I ,OOO-year anti-western ,
religious influence emanating from Constantinople-the old
Byzantium-and second, in addition to this purely Byzan
tine, anti-western Third Rome mind-set, comes the rejection
of all other possibilities in the wake of the Mongol invasion.
The 240 years of Mongol occupation-from I i40 to 1480-

General Scherer'S record
In numerous visits to the United States during the past
several years. General Scherer has briefed senators. con
gressmen. and the press on the crisis in Russia. warning
them. "Keep your powder dry!" Here are some of his
forecasts . All were given in press conferences at the Na
tional Press Club. exceptfor the last. All were translated
from the German by Webster Tarpley. and were published
in EIR.
April 29, 1989: The Russians "have not trodden the
path of western civilization for the last 400 years . There
fore, we must doubt the ripeness of the Soviet population
to adopt democratic ideas as we have them in the West.
There will be blood raining out of heaven in the Soviet
Union in the coming period. "
Oct. 18, 1989: "If Gorbachov and his group are able
to survive into the summer of 1990, they will then be
ousted in one way or another. . . . I am convinced that
Gorbachov will fall , he will trip, he will stumble, in the
same way that I predicted that Honecker would be out. I
would add to that the prediction that Poland, for economic
reasons , even with western aid, simply will not make it. "
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brought with it the mass experience of Mongol terrorism, and
thence derives the hardening of! the Russian mentality in its
fight against this highly oppress�ve domination. You have to
be aware that whenever a vill age had not paid its tribute,
they would immediately burn down all the houses , hang the
women and treat the men accordingly, and also kill all the
children.
Thus we have two moments Within Russian history which
are crucial: Orthodoxy versus $e western Rome, deriving
from the schism between the Latin and Byzantine churches
both of them Christian, but cOlDpletely differently consti
tuted . The western Roman pop¢ is rejected , and with this ,
the East is cut off from the We$t. And from then on, there
was no new opening until the s�ort period under Peter the
Great, and during the brief reigns of some other czars . But in
every case , they were always �ushed back by Orthodoxy,
i.e. , by the Orthodox Church: I "Shut the windows , close
yourselves off! This is a hostille world, and we can only
conquer it by destroying it . " This ideological heritage was
carried forward. In 1 904, Lenin lieveloped these ideas while
he was in Switzerland-already jby then he had fled into the
underground to become a super-4lgent-and from his station
he acted to play on the powerful I force of anti-western senti
ment, using it to drive his strate�y .

May 16, 1990: "The year 1990 is decisive, and not
any successive or later year. I WOUld say that if Gorbachov
proves to be incapable of using these last chances that are
still offered [giving up control pver the Baltic states
ed. ] , or if a successor group tp the Gorbachov group
proves to be incapable of exploiting these opportunities ,
then my prediction is a civil w� in the Soviet Union,
under extremely bloody circumstances that will last from
three to four years . "
June 5, 1992: "I don't think we're going to be able to
avoid civil war, either in Russi. or in Kazakhstan, and
especially not in the Muslim sou�ern belt."
March 26, 1993, briefing to the Schiller Institute in
Leesburg, Virginia: "The Yeltsin crew has reached the
end of their rope. . . . Tying this into the situation in
the Balkans and the experiences ithere , this means that if
tomorrow, or in a month , or perhaps in two months , the
question of power is posed, namely, when entirely new
forces push themselves to the fore, as in a revolution , and
a change of power occurs-a juuta replacing the Yeltsin
group-what do you have? It is icertain that under those
circumstances there would exist an inclination in the Great
Russian mentality to resume a position of opposition to
the West . . . . The illusions of a long period of peace,
the illusions of no more nucleru: war, the illusions of a
pleasantly disposed East which I will come over to . our
ways , all these illusions have now blown up in our faces . "
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After Yeltsin goes

Coming back now to this new revolution, we can see that
the new people who will come in after the Yeltsin group, will
necessarily be more extremist than anything that has come
before. What is available to them? What is a driving element
for the revolution from below? It can only be this underlying
Great Russian attitude, and they can only attain their goal of
reaching the masses by showing them that "we aren't going
to resurrect the Soviet Union, but rather the union of all great
parts of Russia. " That means that the new revolutionaries
i.e. , the revolutionary leadership group or the elite which is
churned to the top--must do something to get the masses on
their side. We don't need to puzzle very long over what that
might be. There are two possibilities , and they will probably
use both of them.
First [pointing to a map of Eurasia] , here is Ukraine . In
the Don River Basin there is a rather strong Russian contin
gent. We have 54 million people living in Ukraine , and 12
million of those are Russians. The preponderance of the Rus
sian population is located to the east of Kiev , and as one
proceeds westward, the proportion of Russians gets progres
sively smaller. Thus , the Russians have a claim there , and
can insist that "we're going to liberate our 1 2 million Rus
sians ."
Second, some 60% of the coal reserves of the former
Soviet Union are located in this Don Basin area. The Russians
can convince their various people that "we just can't do with
out this territory . We can't leave it in Ukrainian hands."
Third-something which immediately convinces every
one , wherever they may be, whose heart throbs for Russia,
especially members of the older generation-is the return of
Crimea and the Black Sea coast. It is a convincing argument
when these new revolutionaries say, 'This is what Peter the
Great took back from the Turks ! So we have a right to be
back on the Black Sea coast. And the Ukrainians have no
right to say that this stretch of land shouldn't be Russian !"
These are three quite convincing backdrops to the pros
pect that misery at home will be recompensed by moving
outward. Thus we can assume that the Ukrainian war-Rus
sians against Ukrainians-must be coming very soon, be
cause it is a signal for all Russians: "We are recreating the
union, and we're going to make our western front, our west
ern territory, whole again. "
This means that with this recreation of the western territo
ries I am also including the Baltic states . For four years
now-you can read it anywhere in the newspapers-it has
been clear that all national Russian forces have been de
manding the Baltic states back. The little countries of Esto
nia, Latvia, and Lithuania are really quite sparsely settled.
None of them has more than 4 million people--one has only
2.5 million-and they are heavily russified, hence a good
proportion of their residents are newcomers . All retired offi
cers of the Baltic fleet and the Western Army have settled
in the old villa neighborhoods formerly owned by western
oriented local citizens , especially in Estonia and Latvia.
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They're living there now , and they are demanding that this
keep on being Russian soil . They $"e complaining that they
have to learn the old language, or t() put it better, learn what
for them is a new language.
Thus , my evaluation proceeds first from the assumption
that warfare will shortly begin ag�inst the Ukrainians , be
cause otherwise no revolutionary group will pull through or
succeed; and they must be successfpl , even if the people are
starving . Second: There are now opportunities to copy from
the experiences in Serbia. Westernl civilization' s worst mis
take was when it raised the flag of oowardice in the Balkans,
because now the copy-cat criminals are entirely justified in
saying in all sobriety , "Nothing can happen to us. The West
is too weak. They are basically degl!nerate , soft, cowardly."
To that extent we can assume that both territorial changes
will soon get under way with warlike means. I am not a
soothsayer who can tell you the exact day, but a serious
analyst, one who says what could happen in five to six
weeks-that would be in November-what would be possi
ble . I can briefly describe what it would look like . A standard
winter war would not be necessary 1 and so it would be possi
ble any time from November up to next spring. This will
depend on how strong the Russian imilitary forces are which
allow themselves to be turned i d the revolutionaries' di
rection.
The decisive role of the Ar�y

Here we arrive at the very impo!rtant realization that there
has been a drastic break with what tj.as corne before. Namely,
for the first time since the 1 9 1 9-2Q civil war, an official call
has been issued [by Aleksandr Ru�skoy] to members of the
Armed Forces to disobey orders .
It is extremely important in ev�luating this development,
to know that the Russian Army i� especially trained in un
swerving obedience; the usual purlishment for disobedience
is death, and acts of disobedience are avoided, insofar as
volunteer and career soldiers are coPcerned. A big distinction
must be made between them and the draftees . Some 70% of
all draftees run away within thre4 to four years . They can
always disappear somewhere into ithe vast countryside , and
no one notices them, because thF normal structures have
crumbled . There is still a huge bureaucracy , but it' s not the
same as it once was . Now there is no militia, and thus no
police who can go after people with the old harshness. There
are mafia conditions, and there is the black economy .
Thus , as I said, we are confroqted with a destroyed soci
ety , and from this standpoint, it is quite an easy matter to roll
up the entire society and lead it intP dictatorship, in effect.
What we need to think about n�w in order to see correctly
into the future , is: What options icould actually be carried
out under the circumstances I have described? I repeat: The
Army , the last element of order, is bow forced by a poisonous
call to consider where it and its ldyalties lie , and within the
coming weeks will have to deternjline which way it will go.
To put it even more precisely: Thl! Army-the infantry, the
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Air FQrce, the Navy, the bQrder troQPS , and the sQ-called
OMON troQPS (these are dQmestic security troQPS resPQnsi
ble to' the InteriQr Ministry)-are all being subjected to' a
process Qf fragmentatiQn set Qff amQng them by the mQst
highly decorated Qfficer Qf the Afghanistan war. I'm an an
Qld sQldier myself; I knQw what's at stake here, and fQr 40
years and IQnger I have studied the Russian Qr SQviet Army
and sO' fQrth. This is an absolutely new develQpment, whQse
cQnsequences we will Qnly first experience in the cQming
days and weeks.
It WQuld be tea-leaf reading fQr anyQne to' say right nQW
which way the variQus parts Qf the Army are gQing to' gO'. It
is certain that there will be widely divergent paths: the Air
FQrce, the tank CQrps, the missile troQPS, the Navy-fQr
example, thQse in the Black Sea fleet, large numbers Qf whQm
have SWQrn Qaths Qf allegiance to' the Ukrainians, but whO'

are nO'w saying, "What are we Russians dO'ing, sticking with
the Ukrainians? We want to' gO' l)ack !" We will have to' watch
this develO'pment very carefully.
I advise yO'U especially to' watch the military develQP
ments, nO't because I'm a fO'rm r sO'ldier, but because this is
the key to' the periQd ahead. FO'r here we are dealing with the
last apparatus which remains mO're O'r less intact. And it will
be O'f crucial impO'rtance where it lets itself be led-with O'r
withO'ut disO'bedience. It is what lwill decide which PO'liticians
will wield PO'wer, and which revO'lutiO'naries will end up
seducing the peO'ple.
Thus I have attempted to' la� O'ut to' yO'U a cO'mprehensive
picture Qf the great quantum leap this autumn, O'f the begin
nings O'f the revO'lutiO'n from be O'W, and O'f the PO'isO'ning O'f
the last QrganizatiO'nal apparatus which up to' nO'w has staved
O'ff anarchy. And nQW I CQme Back to' the reaSQn why there
are O'nly twO' O'ptiO'ns fO'r the Ruskians.

j

l

1

k

No prospect for democra y now

There is absO'lutely nO' PO'ssibility that we can expect de
mocracy in the near future. The babushkas, the wO'men, are
b(jsically. saying nO'w, "We have nO' use fO'r demO'cracy." YO'U
have to' cO'nsider the wO'man's sitiO'n in Russia differently
thaI;! we WO'uld in. the West. It is sO'mewhat similar to' the
Italian situatiO'n: The wO'man lias a relatively pace-setting
functiO'n , despite her jO'b, in sO'eiety and in the family. The
O'lder she becO'mes, the mO're infl�ence she has O'ver the fami
ly. And these WQmen are all saying, "I've had enO'ugh O'f
yQur demO'cracy. It dO'esn't fill ur stO'machs, and right nO'w
we dO'n't want to' have anything I 0' dO' with this western dev
iltry."
YQU must knO'W that the Russians were initially quite
ready to' accept the West; in dct, they wanted to' kiss the
Americans' feet. This was a mbst fO'rtunate state O'f affairs
immediately fQllQwing the shif� in 1985 . As I said befO're,
they had a great curiQsity tQwar� this superiO'r western civili
zatiO'n. It was similar to' what the Russian sO'ldiers experi
enced when they first came to' G�rmany [at the end O'f WO'rld
War II]: FO'r the first time they saw hO'uses which were nO't
made O'f WO'O'd, and saw superhighways, subways, etc. De
spite Germany's destroyed cO'bditiO'n, they becO'me cO'n
vinced that "this is sQmething entirely different frQm what
we have at hO'me." These same rispectful and curiO'us glances
tO'ward America , tO'ward the American way Qf life, this basic
attitude regarding the O'utside WO' Id, to' what exists, was quite
cO'mpelling.
And what remains O'f this to'day? This friendship, this
respect, this O'penness and read·lness to' acquire new beliefs
after the Qld belief had failed, this develO'pment has been
slO'wly reversed-after all, it ha been eight years nO'w, dur
ing which Russians have gO'ne th O'ugh unbelievable changes.
And their mO'st significant impressiO'n nO'w is, "Things were
better under Stalin than they are nQW , even thO'ugh that SQn
Qf .a bitch CQst us 40 milliO'n live ." And that, O'f cO'urse, is a

{>,OI

Gen .{1leksandr Rutskoy has issued a series ojlifl�ate
ments calling upon soldiers to oppose.the Yeltsin re,.
gime . The following decree, "Ont�e Ne,utra)ization 01 +
Anti-Constitutional Actions,;' was release4 · om Sept.,e.
29. Rutskoy signed it as Acting President and Com
mander in Chief of the Russian Federatipn (R .F.) ..
.

..

In Qrdet to neutralize anti-cQnstitutiQnal actiQns, Ihave
..
1 ) tq urge the R . F. Defense Ministry, cQmmanders
in chiei Qf all branches Qf mi1!�ary , cQmOlanders Qf .;
military regiQns and fleets , cO'mmanders O'f fO'rmatiO'ns
and units tq undertake necessary actiO'ns in respect .to
thQse whO' viQlated the ConstitutiO'n ·Qf the R..F. , the
law O'f the R. F. and their Oath .
2) to' recomOlend all set;Viceinen O'f the De{�qse.+.
Ministry O'f the R .F. , the Interior Ministry O'f the R.F. ,
the Ministry Qf Security O'f the R.p. to' stri�tly fO'UO'W
in their actiQns .the CQnstitutiO'n O'fthe R.F. , the law O'f
the R .F. and their O'ath .
Serv�cemen Qf the Ministry Qf Defense O'f R.F.
the Interior Ministry O'f the R.F. and the MiniStrY of
Sefurity Qf the R. F. whO' were fQrced t� carry O'ut
illegal and criminal O'rders but whO' did nO't cause hars�
cO'nsequences and terminated fulfillment O'f thQse O'r
ders the mO'ment this decree was issued , are f:reed JrQm
'j, respqnsipility .

decided:

'

...
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disappointing development indeed.
NATO must act

I will now briefly indicate why I came here . Six months
have passed. I believed I had recognized that the Russian
military campaign against Ukraine was imminent, and that
the Baltic states would be reoccupied. And so even at that
time, when I was with you before, I saw the possibility of a
great self-laceration which would last from two to four
years-a process of so-called self-purging .
But so far, no one has been purged. All revolutions have
always stormed the previous elite and removed them, impris
oned them, or put them in front of a firing squad. But this has
not happened, and thus we must assume that we will have to
reckon on great difficulties coming up in this conflict. That
is, the Russian mentality in this form-in its conflict with
the outside-will assume incredibly harsh forms, and as I
already estimated, it will mount into the millions. I am as
suming it will be over 40 million, and that there will be 20
million refugees who will flee over the Polish border.
And to that extent I have also considered it necessary to
urge representatives of the U . S . Congress that they politically
intervene to ensure that four states in eastern Europe (which
really is now Central Europe, since these are nations with
ancient cultures) , namely the four former satellite states Po
land, Hungary , the Czech Republic , and Slovakia-that they
need backup and security for the times ahead. They must be
immediately accepted into NATO. And I say there is no way
around accepting this demand and implementing it.
I know that some NATO states will not want to do that.
But if this demand, this basic necessity, is not implemented,
it will set western civilization on a course toward oblivion.
This also means that the pent-up negative effects of all the
challenges which are now being responded to dishonestly,
will then play themselves out. One example: If nuclear weap
ons are used in the conflict between the Ukrainians and the
Russians , this means that our loss of will has come to roost.
It is possible that this region will become uninhabitable for
the next 40- 100 years . It is possible that other forms of war
fare will also be found. Do not forget that the Russians are
able to conduct war with B and C [biological and chemical]
weapons.
I assume you know that up to 1 984, Marshal Ogarkov for
his part wanted to launch his war-planning efforts against the
West on the level of the three great weapons of those types.
And he was recalled and fired, because the political leader
ship in Moscow had become convinced that it would not be
able to survive such a war, because the exhaustion of human
resources was too great, the possibilities for capital invest
ment had been exhausted, and thus that the necessary finan
cial means and resources could not be deployed, because this
war would last a good deal longer than 50 days, and the
Soviet Union did not seem up to it.
This Ogarkov plan demonstrates that B weapons are
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available. There hasn't been any di�armament; the C weap
ons are likewise still there, and Qgarkov, along with his
general staff, was convinced that the cheapest war would be
one fought with B weapons . That means we can assume that
if the coming civil war enters a terrible phase , B and C
weapons will also be deployed. And perhaps right after that,
we'll see what might be possible in bther theaters .
I repeat, I'm no trombone-player in the panic orchestra.
For 40 years I have attempted quite honestly to do clean,
serious forecasting, relying on ye/ll'S -long examination of
over 100 different factors . OtherwiSe you aren't doing any
thing, and it is merely tea-leaf reading. And thus I earnestly
endeavor to ascertain where the wbrst consequences could
arise-could, because they must itot arise . Prognoses are
made in order to make people smatter, give them pause for
thought, and to assist the leadership in making decisions .
And that is why I have come here. I wanted to make sure these
four essential requirements are met-I repeat: an absolute
guarantee of peace and security fot Ukraine' s borders; sec
ond, the same for the borders of thb Balkan states, all three
of them; then the acceptance of th¢ se four former satellites
into NATO, so that their eastern �orders become NATO' s
western line o f defense. This red li�e [the eastern borders of
Ukraine , Poland, and the Balkan sUites] would be the border.
When you consider that Poland, Hungary, etc . had al
ready issued their requests for NATO membership quite early
on, this demonstrates that they have a better feel for the way
things are going. These populations!have always known from
their own political experience with ithe Russians, how to tell
the difference between playing abqve the board and having
an enemy underneath it. And so they quite readily recognized
the Russian strategy in this di¢ction as psychological
warfare.
In addition to these two pro�als , I had two others . I
requested that henceforth no more false signals be sent in
Russia's direction. That means no more talk of disarmament.
Disarmament was a bit of wishful thinking following the
accession to power of General S�cretary Gorbachov , and
seasoned observers recognized that he was developing a de
ception strategy , since the entire period was overshadowed
by the heavy demands of the KGBI. The more than six-year
reign, the experiment of maintaining the Soviet Union with
out giving up the Communist Party, was all aimed toward
this goal. And thus one can say that we are now being forced
to completely reexamine all of out assumptions , all of our
fundamentals . We must recognize that in the revolution , Rus
sia will and must influence the World far beyond its own
domestic domains .
I wanted to indicate to you what we can expect if things
go completely awry. And that is why I have raised the de
mand: Let's stop sending false s tnals ! Let' s stop talking
with words alone; there is no peace ; There is also no disarma
ment at the present time; that is the wrong answer to our
dangerous challenge. And anyone who does not acknowlFeature
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edge the existence of that challenge, will surely fail. And
secondly: The truly difficult financial conditions in the west
ern nations must not by any means, as a consequence of these
terrifying changes, result in further reductions in the defense
budget. It is clear to me, of course, that a significant number
of politicians will say, "This Scherer is crazy. What do we
have left? We don't have any more money, and besides,
that's the only way we can make further cuts." These cuts,
in my view, mean the possibility that we will be overtaken
by a Third World War much sooner than we would like.
The road to war

And now to the crucial background question: How might
Great Russia behave toward western civilization? As I said
before, any revolutionary group which wants to take power
or is already in power, must achieve certain definite goals,
otherwise it is swept from the scene. You know the old
saying, "The revolution eats its own children," and it's true.
That is, the lacobins who are in power will get booted out if
they are not successful. Now what, in Russians' eyes, must
be done with the West? The first thing they will do, is to
force the West to compensate for their poor harvests, through
cheap money. The price of their grain imports will have to
be lowered-in short, blackmail, and the West will have
to go along with it; it's in no position to refuse. That will
necessarily lead to war.
Second, the Russians will insist on the right to resume
great power status, with all the privileges of a superpower,
even though domestically it remains a second-rate country,
if not a third-rate developing country, unfortunately, under
conditions of misery and impoverishment.
Now come the difficulties: If the revolutionary leadership
groups run out of domestic successes-let us assume they
have already taken Ukraine, they have reeled in the Baltic
countries, they have been relatively victorious in the civil
wars, but their domestic economic position is very unfavor
able and they cannot provide for their people-therefore their
only option is not only to force the West to deliver, but also
they will utilize the hostility which the West will exhibit
under such circumstances, to prove to their own people that
they are serious about changing the world. In my forecast
[see the following article] I put it this way: The group will
come and say, "If the West sends us into Hell, we're going
to take them with us." That is the great danger lurking in
the background if we continue our acts of cowardice in the
Balkans.
The West is utterly unprepared

Today I had the opportunity to meet with ten congression
al representatives or their aides. Eight of them were con
vinced that I am right, but two were less convinced. And I
believe the great majority in this Congress will not go along
with it at all. No, these proposals of mine will not be adopted,
and thus the danger of World War III is much greater.
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I now come briefly to the West's military situation. In the
best of circumstances, the potential magnitudes are unbeliev
ably small. First, the AmericlUl situation is one of no re
serves. You must know that in the Persian Gulf war, the 7th
U.S. Army Corps in GermanY i had to be deployed into the
war, because there was not a: single division or a single
brigade in the United States w�ich could be deployed. That
is the truth, and the Russians abo found out about this later
on. Second, it turned out that in the Persian Gulf war, the
United States needed seven m(Jnths to put their arms and
ammunition into fighting shape-seven months! In other
words, it was the first clear-cut l<l>gistical defeat for the United
States in this entire century. That means we can assume
and I have the proof of this-t�at the Russian general staff
has clearly recognized these thi\ngs. So one of the reasons I
went to Congress was to hear ho!-" the United States will react
militarily, and here's what I heard: "No one will react or
deploy NATO forces; no one Will come to the defense of
Ukraine--except for words. Anli the same goes for the Baltic
states." That means that the wf!stern world is continuing to
declare its impotence; it just �oesn't have any troops. So
much for America.
And now to Europe. It is no better there. First, Germany,
which is first in line, currently �as one-third the number of
combat-ready brigades in Central Europe that it had three
years ago-one-third! You ask! why. It's quite simple: The

Two-Plus-Four Treaty forced $ermany to reduce its troop
strength from 500,000 down Ito 370,000-including the
NYA [the army of former East Oermany], small portions of
which we had to absorb. That Pleans Germany as a whole
had to reduce its troop stren�th from 750,000 down to
350,000. At the same time, because of the new strategic
developments-because the Soviet Union was dead, and be
cause people were counting on �ace from then on-a reorga
nization of strategic forces ha� to occur, and for financial
reasons this has now only just b�un. That means concretely,
without hiding any secrets, that pnly one-third of Germany's
former military war-fighting PQtential is available for some
time to come.
:
Second, almost half of the German population is unwill
ing to allow so-called "out of area" deployments. This atti
tude can be traced back to the western "re-education" follow
ing the 1945 surrender, which of course led to a pacification,
creating a new, egoistic state of mind. Young people general
ly only think about themselves; they no longer want to serve
their country. Germany today has the greatest number of
conscientious objectors in its history. And from this stand
point, the possibilities for defending the country do not exist
in the event that there's more in the East than we expect, and
that there's an incursion.
Let us briefly review the F�nch situation. It is fraught
with special difficulties. They hlllVe only a 12-month period of
military training. Now, how are, you going to train a modem
soldier in 12 months? And that ilncludes vacation time-and
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sleep! It's impossible. (The Italians have an even shorter
stint: nine months!) So this is basically only a visitor's pass,
which is invalid. France is able to put a single corps into the
field-three divisions. The most combat-ready is the Foreign
Legion-and most of its soldiers are Germans or Russians.
I forgot earlier to mention the Cossacks. It occurs to me
at this point, because we are talking about military potentials.
Let me quickly insert it here. We must recognize that the
formation of private volunteer armies has been in full swing
on the Russian scene for about the past year. I don't know
who pays them, but they're there, and they're growing
strong, and there is an intention to form at least ten divisions
of them.
I don't know if you are familiar with the history of the
Cossacks. I can only briefly outline it here. In the Middle
Ages, the Cossacks were runaway sons who were unwilling
go to into serfdom. From their villages they fled southward
and formed so-called hetman domains-that is, they elected
a hetman as their leader, built great war camps, grew their
own food, bred horses, had a large cavalry force, and then
offered their war-fighting services to the czar or to other
potentates. They made a living this way, and they were suc
cessful soldiers. In World War I, over four divisions of Cos
sacks were set up, and they excelled in their conduct of
crucial parts of the war, while the Russian Army had to suffer
serious defeats because of their outmoded strategy.
Now Cossacks have turned up in Serbia; they turned up
in Tajikistan, they are in Azerbaijan, and are fanning out
over Russia's entire territory-also in Georgia. That is, we
can assume that the Cossacks' readiness to hire themselves
out as soldiers and to take on any assignment having to do
with Russia, will force a change in the way the fighting will
proceed in the civil wars.
I also had the opportunity to speak with Ukrainians about
this, and I know-I won't name sources-that strong power
formations are also developing among the Kuban Cossacks,
who want to build their own section, or more precisely, one
to two divisions for the Ukrainians . Whether this happens in
time for the war ahead, I can't say. But in any case it also
provides the Ukrainian side a strong Cossack organization.
Now back to France. As I said, their military potential is
relatively paltry, and is in no way sufficient for fighting an
actual conventional war.
The British are even worse off. They have an all-profes
sional army, a significant part of which is stationed in North
ern Ireland, another part on the Liineburg Heath [in northern
Germany], and other big parts spread throughout those parts
of the world which remain British-oriented. This means that
the British, too, are never able to come up with more than
one corps.
If we think back to World War I or World War II, all sides
had far more than 1 50 divisions . And back then, divisions
consisted of 20,000 men, whereas today's divisions have
only 10,000. And if you consider that the French now have
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three, the British four, the Germ�s two, and the Italians
perhaps two, we immediately get �he point. It's really not a
laughing matter; it is an absolutelyj terrible starting position,
and the Russian general staff, of G ourse, knows this all too
well.
The only advantage for Europei, is that if the Russians go
to war, they are not going to want i to strike at Europe. They
need lands beyond their own bor�ers in order to build up
their own industry. This investme* can only be provided by
Germany, France, and northern It�ly-perhaps a little from
Spain, too. Thus we can assume th*t Europe, at any rate, will
not be engulfed by war, but neve�eless will have to absorb
the previously mentioned huge nuptbers of refugees, which
in tum will cause boundless impqverishment and a loss of
security which there is no way we ;:an quantify at this point.
The previously cited possibilit� that a group of madmen
gets into the revolutionary leaderspip, and that the West be
gins to strangle the East, because the West says, "You've
done this, and this, and this; we'It not going to supply you
anymore"-this can actually lead them, in the midst of their
civil war, to conclude: "So, we'l� take the West along with
us." And this, in my view, woulq occur on the level of the
most modem weaponry, and on ;the level of the cheapest
forms of warfare. I therefore belietve that entirely new weap
ons, above and beyond those of ttie current nuclear age, can
come into play.
.
At the same time, however, it ts both possible and proba
ble that the Russian submarine fle�t will be unleashed, to the
extent that its units are war-ready fIDd deployable against the
United States. The statistics: There are 228 nuclear subma
rines and eight ultra-modem sub�arine cruisers. Each one of
the submarine cruisers has 1 20 /Warheads on board. That
means 1 ,000 of these ultra-high1Power warheads on those
eight ships alone. And it is the s tN orn duty of the crews of
those eight ships, that they agre� not to come back alive if
they fire the first shot. Thus, they jrre prepared to accept their
own deaths. It is a variation of Jali'anese kamikaze warfare.
I wanted to indicate this in otder to make you aware of
the dangers under which we will i e if we give out the wrong
answers, and also to question h<pw we can forge ahead so
blithely into a period which will ! be confronting us with by
far the most difficult challenges. :
At the same time, I would �ike to add that I am not
interested in painting monsters oq the wall. The Russians are
definitely no worse a people thap we are. But they have a
very unfortunate history, and thtiY have always had an elite
which has kept them down and limprisoned as slaves, and
thus they cannot so quickly gro\f into western civilization.
It's not enough to simply drinkj Coca-Cola or eat certain
hamburgers, or wear these ridi¢ulous pants; rather, it's a
question of developing the underi; ying culture. And the Russians already have their very ow* high culture, on their own
level. And we, in our western leyes, believed they could
simply absorb everything-that I they would simply throw
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their old mentality overboard and become westerners · the
next day. Both in the Congress and in policy making circles ,
people simply expected that "the Russians have to think the
way we want them to. "
We must prevent this calamity

To conclude , this means we have to recognize that we
will all be overtaken by a great calamity , over time. I expect
it will last through 1995-96-97 , and up through that time
things will go worse than they have up to now . So we must
all make efforts to convince people around us not to continue
as we have up to now . Your movement has already been
doing this for years . Indeed, you are a motive force behind
this development, and I am also helping you in this. I hope
you will succeed in getting through .
I had the opportunity to spend two days with Lyndon
LaRouche in prison in Rochester, and I went through all
these situations with him. After reading or listening to my 14
different scenarios [see following article] , he was convinced
that these things are being considered seriously, and that
they are also possible and even probable. He basically sees
developments in an even more negative light than I do, be
cause he has a better knowledge of western attitudes. I am an
expert on the East, and have trained myself to think, so to
speak, with a Moscow brain; and he is a philosopher and
scientist who wants to drive western policy forward, and to
that extent he knows more about the West than I do. One
must always be ready to see and recognize the talent of anoth
er, and to that extent I am glad to be working with him, and
I have also promised him I will return to America to visit
him as soon as the possibility and necessity exists to do so,
regardless of whether he is free or not. I also expressed my
wish to him-and also sent a request to the [parole] board
that at the very minimum he be released through the parole
process.

Questions and answers
Q: Today it was reported in the U. S . media that the Patriarch
Aleksi of the Russian Orthodox Church has offered himself
to mediate the dispute between the Parliament and the party
of Yeltsin. What is the significance of this?
Scherer: That is a typical signal of the continuing weaken
ing of the Yeltsin group. In my opinion, the Yeltsin group is
pretty much finished. And here the developments demon
strate that this is indeed so.
Q: What is the possibility of the Russians' use of electro
magnetic pulse weapons, which they have been researching?
Scherer: I already indicated earlier-I can't do more than
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that-that on this level, for Seicurity reasons, the Russian
leadership and general staff dcies not want to reveal what
weapons it possesses . This past July, they made a genuine
offer to cooperate with the Uniteid States to develop so-called
antimissile missiles in such a w� that the primacy of nuclear
weapons would be displaced. And America said "no." In my
view, it was an earnest attempt by the Russians to ascertain
just what they could actually b¢lieve about the Americans,
and what was merely deception. And they decided it was
all deception. This will have the effect of poisoning future
developments for the revolutionary leadership. I can't give
any particulars on the possibilitb' of electromagnetic weap
ons , because I don't have the sources to substantiate that.

Q: What is the influence of the �conomic and philosophical
ideas of LaRouche on this whol� scenario? Can we break the
scenarios if we spread these ideals?
Scherer: In my view, you function as yeast within western
civilization-although this is limited by the time factor. This
time factor is a time restrictio� factor, since you have to
assume that the Russians are going to react relatively quickly
now . Whether these ideas' profdund effects can have a mass
impact, is doubtful . But they db have an impact among a
broad layer of people who are npw becoming thoughtful. It
is my sense that they are having tnuch more impact than two
years ago, because people are re�izlng, "They were right on
the mark, they were already sayihg that back then ! The Lyn
don LaRouche . people already ' predicted that!" This also
means that the more unfavorably things go-including on
the western side-the more pecjple will take note of these
ideas and realize that you have developed more wisdom than
others , and that you have acted more responsibly than many
of the western egotists .
Q: What is happening in Georgi� with the Abkhazian forces ,
which are supported by forces inside Russia? It would appear
that Shevardnadze is part of the nt)menklatura . So it might not
necessarily be that they are trying to depose Shevardnadze.
Scherer: We must keep in mind that there are no more than
540,000 Abkhazians . The Russi*n side has in effect painted
them into the rejection comer: "Don't get upset, settle down.
You don't want to belong to Georgia? We'll help you ." And
the Russian Army is being very quiet about it, but is deploy
ing there. Shevardnadze, formet KGB major general, then
Politburo member in the Georgilan Communist Party, then
becoming a reform politician and getting installed as foreign
minister of the Soviet Union and of the transition. From
there, his warning [in December 1990] about the coming
conspiracy, and his resignation from the leadership. Sud
denly without any assignment, h¢ allows himself to be sum
moned back to his homeland Georgia, and fights against the
elected government there . Civil war comes. The Russians
see their chance: "This is where we can apply our lever."
And the lever was , on the one hand, Zviad Gamsakhurdia,
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on the other, the 540,000 Abkhazians . And along with that
came the opportunity in Sukhumi-a beach resort on the
Black Sea, surrounded by industrial areas-to show: "Hey ,
you Ukrainians ! Watch this ! This is how we're going to get
our coasts back. " And so all the developments in Georgia are
many-fflceted, and I have tried to present them so.

Q: Can you tell us anything about how the black economy
is functioning?
Scherer: At the moment, it's the black economy which is
making it possible to survive. You must realize that. The fact
that it's not a good thing, everyone knows, but it is only
because it exists that people can survive. A college-educated
Russian citizen makes about $ 1 5 a month-for him and his
family ! What is he to do? So either he has a few old pictures
hanging on the wall and sells them, or else he moonlights as
a taxi driver during the time when he really ought to be
studying-just to take the example of a college professor.
It' s even harder for the worker, since he has to deal with the
bodily exhaustion of working his regular job all day , and on
top of that he now needs a second job. The best thing is for
him to go to the black market, bringing along a few dollars ,
and buy whatever he can through this dollar economy .
To repeat: The black economy is helping people get
through these catastrophic things , but the high price is the
mafia and the rate of criminality. So we have a morally totally
destroyed society . The police are on the road to corruption.
If you press some foreign money into their hands , you can
have anything you want: All eyes will be closed, a car stolen
in Germany can get a new registration and license plate, etc .
And so, if there hadn't been any black economy, someone
would have had to invent it.
It's a crazy situation, but that's the way it is . You can't
keep the heads of 140 million Russians above water other
wise-and the majority of them are living in the big cities.
As a result of industrialization, the megalopolis has become
the center of criminality and of dangerous living. In the big,
wide countryside you can still grow vegetables in your gar
den, you can keep a couple of chickens , a goat, or a turkey,
or a cow, depending on whether you have a pasture, and you
can survive. Or in vast Siberia you can shoot a couple of nice
foxes or bears , and you can even get dollars for the pelts .
I've simplified it a bit here, but just in order to indicate to
you that your question is pertinent. A society whose struc
tures have been destroyed always will find some way to
survive . And it doesn't enter into people' s minds that they
should forgo something which they need simply to survive
even if they get it at the price of panic .
Q: Of the four countries that you suggested should be imme
diately accepted by the West into NATO, Poland, of course,
has just had a change of government, the Czech Republic
and Slovakia have just been formed, but their applications
for joining NATO were made before those governments
EIR
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changed . Where does it stand now �
Following the elections � we have a basic trend
toward the left, this is true, and thu � have arrived at a stronger
anti-western attitude [in Poland] . �ut do not forget that this
leftward slide is to a significant d�gree conditioned by the
growing impoverishment and miserjy . So these were elections
which went to the left out of frustration . That, however, does
not mean that people don't know �nything about their basic
security interests .
I
Let me emphasize that the Pol¢s have always been anti
Russian-always ! There is no grtjater attitude of hatred in
the East, than the historic hatred betjween Poles and Russians .
Partitioned three times between P�ssia, Austria, and Russia,
they have no sympathy for the RUfsians . Do not forget that
Marshal Pilsudski and his troops i marched all the way to
Kiev in 1 920, and took the city �it was Russian then , not
Ukrainian) . The Poles had to put up with Marshal [Konstan
tin] Rokossovsky as their first Polish leader. The nobleman
Felix Dzerzhinsky , before World War I, was an agent of the
czarist underground organization. When Lenin arrived on the
scene, he joined up with him and became head of the Cheka.
I bring this up in order to indicate tqat a small part of Poland's
elite went over to the Russian sidF-a spat-out minority
whereas the Poles themselves (anqi the Russians know this,
too) can't be turned around.
On top of this , of course, cOII)es the fact that their reli
gious attitudes diverge. The Pol�s are Catholic , western
oriented, loyal to the pope , Mary i followers-i.e. , they are
very strong proponents of the re�gious orientation toward
the Virgin Mary , not so much Jesuf , but rather Mary, putting
an emphasis on the female. So fro$1 this one can assume that
a return to the Russian fold will not be coming along with the
leftward slide.
The Czechs are a western nati9n. They have never drawn
the Russian card. In 1 9 1 8 they fo� nded their own state, and
especially cultivated their relatio� with France. They were
anti-Austrian. They were friendly to the Russians . There was
a Czech brigade in World War I; th/is grew into a big division,
and they fought on the Russian �' side in Siberia-that is
true. But despite that, the Czech �epublic is more strongly
oriented toward Europe. They h�ve the highest industrial
standard, and the best prerequisi¢s for providing a normal
life. And so I cannot imagine that I they would draw the Russian card.
I
I
The Slovaks are absolutely an�i-Russian-they're Slavs,
but they are basically alpine Slays, mountain people, like
the Armenians . (Karabakh is als� a large region of alpine
meadows and mountains . ) And s<i> they have a certain basic
attitude of independence. So no one in Bratislava is going to
start up anything with the RussianS .
And now we come to HungaI}" In 1 9 1 9 the Hungarians
went along with the red revolutton. They poisoned those
politicians shortly thereafter. Th4y've got 1 956 under their
belts . They are the most anti-co �munist-oriented society of
Scherer:
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all. And in 1989, they also were the first to muster the courage
to pull down the barbed wire. Indeed, it was they who in
effect sparked the liberation of east Germany, their basic
attitude is anti-Russian, and long before the Russians did,
they had asked to join NATO.

Q: On the situation in Germany: The Russians have said
they are going to withdraw troops earlier than originally
promised. Is this particular situation that you are describing,
and also the West's failure to coherently develop an econom
ic program for eastern Germany, going to have an impact on
this area in a negative sense?
Scherer: The withdrawal of the Russian elite division is
two-thirds complete. What remains is the command staff and
about a third of the troops, about 1 1 0,000. The KGB is
also still there. This presence is supposed to end (provided
Germany makes the extra payments) on July 3 1 , 1994 . You
are right to ask whether the military presence of a rump of
Russian elite troops creates problems in Central Europe. I
can't exclude it. I do not know how the soldiers will react
individually-i.e., their officers. If the revolutionary up
surge begins to resonate in their heads, it could be that some
of them will leave the service, quit, flee, and present them
selves to German officials, saying, "Take us, give us asy
lum." You have always had small numbers who have done
that, but it could become a mass movement.
On the other hand, they are excellently equipped. They
are therefore an operative element with which you could do
a lot against the Poles on their rear flank, and could influence
Germany. But I do not dare make a hard forecast. I must
and would like to wait until sources indicate which way the
majority is tending to go, i.e., it must be preceded by a
further marked change in the Russian heartland.
One thing is sure: These troops would prefer three times
over to remain in Germany instead of going back home. If
you had witnessed how these people say their goodbyes, how
the wives weep, how the officers express their disappoint
ment that they have to go back to Russia, then you could
believe me that a good number of them, once the revolution
and the civil war are under way by spring of next year (if it
gets to that point), they would rather flee, throw away their
weapons, and say, "We can't go on. Take us." Similar things
happened with soldiers of the warring powers during World
Wars I and II when they got to Switzerland. They would flee
there and say, "Take us in, then we'll be able to survive. "
And the same thing can happen here. But I ' m not sure; it
could be quite different. There could be divisions that say,
"Tanks, ho! And now we'll show those Poles who calls the
shots in Warsaw!"
Q: Before the Polish elections, I had some indication that
Poland had put an ultimatum forward, that NATO should
come forward and accept them by January, or else they would
look for other strategic alliances. And there was another
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strategic alliance offered by Uhaine earlier, but it was reject
ed. Are there any possibilitiesi for these types of strategic or
raw material alliances in term� of Ukraine and Poland?
Scherer: There are indicatiorts in both directions. First, the
ultimatum is certainly not m�ant seriously, in terms of a
threat. There are no other alli�nces, and if there were such,
they would be illusions. I kn0v? from the Ukrainians that they
are only prepared to seek tem�rary assistance from Poland
in the event that they-the �estern Ukrainians-are at
tacked. Whether Poland is rea�y to do that, I doubt.
There exists a certain state pf enmity, or to put it better, a
state of rivalry between Polanq, the Ukrainians in the south,
and the Lithuanians in the north. i What is the basis of this? There
used to be a great Lithuanian �mpire, and there was a great
Polish empire to which more UIhainians belonged than to their
own nation. And in view of th�t, I would venture to say they
would only approach each othtt in a time of dire emergency,
when actual war had broken ou�. That is possible.
The ultimatum that they �ould not enter NATO if they
are not accepted by January, l only tells me that the Poles
know all too well about the timing they're talking about. That
is my evaluation-theirs, too; *amely, they have a better feel
than do the Germans, the Am�ricans, the French, for which
way the horses are running iq Russia, and where the next
meadow will be where they'll raze.

f

Q: In the list of the emerging groups in Russia, you men
tioned the red-brown coalition lwhich is growing fast. Could
you discuss that a little more? !
Scherer: It's basically a very �trongly fascist train which is
leaving the station. There are ' fold communists," young and
old, there are also war veteransi especially from Afghanistan,
the so-called Afghantsi. They �ave of course been let down
by their own country, because �e majority of those returning
had been severely wounded, �d so are now poor handi
·
capped people drawing scant ensions. Therefore you can
assume that they will be sustai ers (I know this, too) of these
extreme groups which are rebe ling.
The guiding principle of thtse groups is rebellion against
society. And among them is onb further group which is abso
lutely anti-Semitic, because th�y claim, with no justification,
that the Jews have always beeb on the side of the criminals
and those in power. That is absplutely not true: A substantial
proportion of Russian and Ukr�inian artisans are Jews. You
can see this in Odessa, you can �ee it in Kiev in the Ukrainian
region, and you can see it in ¥oscow, St. Petersburg, and
even in Yekaterinburg (formet1 y Sverdlovsk), only to men
tion a few major regions. Th*s, the anti-Semitic attitude,
propaganda, and agitation is a thoroughly racist, fascist atti
tude. And you know that the m.ajority of Russian Jews have
already fled-they have emig�ted, the majority to Israel and
the next greatest number into Qermany.

t

I

Q: You talked about the first gtoups, the communists on the
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one hand, and the chauvinists on the other, and you talked a
lot about what they have in common: the anti-capitalism,
the pro-collectivist mentality, the chauvinism, the anti-west
ern tendency . Aside from the question , perhaps , of the Ortho
dox Church , what are the other major things that separate
them?
Scherer: First, the old communists are basically only inter
ested in being readmitted into the leadership elite and in
rebuilding the old structures. They have plunged from their
former paradise of perquisites . That is an essential element of
what motivates them . We see the same in eastern Germany: A
significant number of former SED [East German communist
party] functionaries have sworn not to make any statements
to the courts; they won't give up, and they are just waiting
for the day when Moscow calls them back into service . And
this group in Russia is likewise waiting to be called, without
knowing by whom . It is a despairing group on the way down,
which , if it cannot get anything palpable beyond its own
wishful dreams , will make up its own illusions .
That is the essential difference with the Great Russians ,
the nationalists and chauvinists . These don't want any return
to the past. Lenin is dead. Marxism-Leninism is a secular
religion which led them to the firing squad . They want to
positively intervene and shape society according to their
ideas, into a dominant group in Europe . Concretely , a sig
nificant portion of them harbor the illusion that they can
resurrect Great Russia. Another portion would be satisfied
with just a big Russia, and not a Great Russia. That is an
important distinction . The common roof I mentioned is the
attempt to gather together as many forces as necessary among
old communists , the orthodox-orthodox doctrinaires , not
churchmen-and on the other side the nationalists and chau
vinists .
As for the Orthodox Church, it is in the middle of all
groupings . Their leaders were [KGB] agents , and their top
functionaries have still not emigrated. They're not very good
shepherds , and right now are looking around for new alli
ances . The pope has only given a very few of them permission
to show their faces in Rome; the others aren't allowed to
come at all .
The Orthodox Church has two important hierarchical lev
els , which do not correspond to any western archetype . The
priesthood , which emerged from the Orthodox-Byzantine
monastic orders , is not educated in a theological university
sense; rather, they have so-called brotherhood status. They
have no specialized education , as do our priests and theolo
gians, but ply their trade close to the people , weaving in
mystical elements . Above them is a small , elite group of
church leaders , extending up to the patriarch, and in this
church there are many intrigues and internal struggles , along
side a convincing zeal unknown to us in the West. I expect
that a significant portion of the younger generation will go
back into the church . But this is a long process; one must
never forget that they all grew up as atheists .
ElK
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Scenarios fot
RUSSia's futq.re
•

!

by Gen . Paul Albert Scherer ( ret. )
,

The following is a summary of rettzarks made by General
Scherer at a press briefing at the National Press Club in
Washington , D . C . on Sept. 29. For (,l report on the rest of his
press conference, see EIR, Oct. 8, :1 993 "Scherer Analysis
Sobers Up Washington on Yeltsin Cpup . "

A sober evaluation of the Russian situation shows clearly that
Boris Yeltsin , like Mikhail Gorbachpv before him, has failed
to evaluate the time factor proper�. Yeltsin 's support for
reform is praiseworthy , but his pr�gram can no longer be
implemented . We must establish ..yhat options the Yeltsin
group , on the one hand, and the western nations on the other,
have in order to deal with the coming challenges . These
options can only be established tlnPugh detailed study and
scenarios . The public has the right tb up-to-date information
on these issues .
I
We can sum up initially by sayiQ.g that there are only two
options for Russia: dictatorship or �narchy . The democratic
solution has ceased to exist for the rp.oment.
The forecasting of these scemujos requires that we size
up the operative factors and indic*ors . First is the supply
situation in the cities and the counttyside; second, the exer
cise of power and authority; third, i domestic law and order
security; fourth , factors influencing:public opinion; fifth, the
economic and social situation of tht1 various strata of society;
sixth, the psychological mood regi�n by region, in terms of
basic outlook; seventh , the short-t�rm psychological situa
tion; eighth , the compelling facto� of time; and ninth, the
impact of actions by other countrie� on Russia. The evalua
tions are then classified as possibl4 , probable, improbable ,
or impossible .
The scenarios are as follows:
1) The Russian population is i dominated by lethargy.
There is no large-scale breakdown df discipline in the Armed
Forces . Yeltsin wins the elections . i There is no insurrection
during the winter. A new constituti�n is approved. After two
years , the first payments of $50 billi�m are made on debt owed
to the West; Germany receives $3� billion . The situation in
the Balkans and the Middle East r�mains calm. In summer
1994, the first stabilization becomeS visible . A mild dictator:
ship under Yeltsin takes hold .
Evaluation: Completely impro�able and impossible . The
suffering due to the Russian wint¢ will stoke a revolution
from below and the current moodi shift is increasingly exFeature
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pressed in the form of a new anti-western enemy image.
2) The coexistence of the Yeltsin group and the Russian
Parliament is continued, but in an atmosphere of incipient
violent conflict. The Army and the Omon troops of the Interi
or Ministry restore order. Finally a state of emergency is
declared and stays in force all winter. There are no insurrec
tions. In the summer, the promised but delayed elections take
place.
Evaluation: improbable, because of the breakdown of
consumer goods supply and because of the time factor.
3) Speaker of the Parliament Ruslan Khasbulatov incites
certain Army units to mutiny against Yeltsin. Street fighting
in and around Moscow develops. Yeltsin must flee Moscow,
but reconquers the capital from outside. Yeltsin then carries
through elections. Yeltsin assumes the role of a national
savior and thus fulfills a deep need of Russian mentality.
Evaluation : Possible, but OIi.ly with large-scale deliveries
from foreign countries during the winter period.
4) Yeltsin is assassinated. The old communist nomenkla
tura wins out and starts to seize power. Aleksandr Solzhenit
syn presents himself to public opinion as the counterpole to
the communists. After bloody clashes of civilian and military
forces, Solzhenitsyn wins out.
Evaluation: Possible, as long as national chauvinism
does not grow beyond certain limits.
5) Aleksandr Rutskoy succeeds in convincing the Army
to oppose the reformers and the Yeltsin group. The insubordi
nation of the military allows the seizure of power by a war
council or military junta. Elections are postponed. There is
no significant resistance to the military dictatorship. Khasbu
latov and the reactionaries are thrown out of power.
Evaluation: Possible and probable if the Yeltsin group
commits massive political mistakes before the December
elections.
Note: Scenarios 5, 6, and 7 are possible simultaneously,
and could all take place in the very short term.
6) The military dictatorship degenerates during the winter
into an atmosphere of warlords, strikes, and street fighting.
In the springtime, a civil war begins and is fought out with
light conventional weapons.
Evaluation: Possible and probable.
7) After a time during which the junta attempts to adapt
to western demands, there begins in the spring of 1 994 a war
against Ukraine for the purpose of reconquering the Crimea
and seizing control of the Black Sea Fleet. The goal is the
restoration of the western sector of the Soviet Union. Bela
rus, without having offered any resistance, declares itself
ready to be annexed by Russia. Hostilities are preceded dur
ing the winter of 1 993-94 by a subversive campaign of target
ed terrorism, sabotage, and agitational networks. NATO pro
tests, but feels itself too weak to intervene.
Evaluation : Possible, and very probable even during the
next few weeks.
8) The junta's tactic of adapting to the West is abandoned
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with the West.
10) The Balkan conflict, despite the efforts of the Europe
an Community and the United Nations , becomes a regional
war with overtones of world war. The Albanian minorities in
Kosova are determined to end their three years of massive
repression by Serbia. Montenegro is forced to join the Serbi
an side. Greece mobilizes against Macedonia. With the end
of the winter season, Serbia undertakes a massive envelop
ment of Croatia. The U . N . troops are forced to begin defen
sive ground and air operations . The neighboring nations
Hungary , Bulgaria, and Romania-are obliged to mobilize .
NATO can no longer avoid defensive warfare against Serbia.
Evaluation: Possible and probable , with a tendency for
this war to expand.
1 1 ) In the successor states of the former U . S . S . R . , dra
matic domestic conflicts unfold as a result of nationalist ha
treds and propaganda. The resistance of the component re
publics and regions against the centralism of the Moscow
dictatorship leads to an expanding prairie fire which rapidly
assumes the character of a devastating large-scale civil war.
Large areas secede from Russia, especially parts of Siberia
east of the Urals and the Volga. In the course of time, massive
streams of refugees cause chaos as they move west. The
eastern borders of Poland, Slovakia, and Romania are over
run . Germany , the Czech Republic , Austria, and northern
Italy are destabilized by the mass refugee presence . Regional
anarchy emerges through the mass flight of up to 20 million
persons .
Evaluation: Possible and probable, i f consumer goods
deliveries are impossible because of civil war. An interven
tion by the western nations appears unlikely because of the
danger of nuclear war waged by anti-western Russian
leaders.
1 2) During the revolutionary struggle for power among
warlords in the U . S . S . R . successor states , the image of the
West as the enemy is accentuated before a background of
severe famine. Extremist madmen take power and are deter
mined to drag the West down into the abyss with them. The
slogan of this ruling group becomes: If we must go to hell ,
then the West will go to hell with us. This group unleashes
submarine-launched ICBMs against the United States as the
center of so-called western capitalism. The British Isles are
annihilated by mobile SS-24 rockets . The Russian first strike
is answered by a disorganized American retaliatory attack.
Large parts of western Russia are wiped out and made radio
active . World War III has emerged from the large-scale civil
war in the U . S . S . R . successor states.
Evaluation: Possible but probable only if chaotic condi
tions emerge and make all residual control of intercontinental
nuclear weapons impossible .
1 3 ) The U . S . -supported integration of Israel into the Arab
region fails . An extremist majority in the Russian military
junta promises to support certain Arab states against the pro
posed western solution . Nuclear weapons are detonated in
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the region of Syria-jordan-Israel . The revolutionary policy
of the Iranian fundamentalists is s �pported by the Moscow
junta, so that the pro-western gove�ments in Egypt, Tunisia,
Algeria, and Morocco are overthrown. The security architec
ture of NATO cannot deal with this �trategic threat to the soft
underbelly of Europe . A massive flow of refugees from north
Africa seeks to enter Europe .
Evaluation: Possible , indepen�ntly of developments in
the U . S . S . R . successor states, as spon as a doctrinaire anti
western minority emerges in the mijlitary junta in Moscow .
14) The relatively successful de�elopment of South Afri
ca toward a peaceful accord of thq black majority with the
formerly dominant white minority I and the Indian minority
is broken up by a war promoted �y long-exisiting terrorist
networks directed from Moscow . The goal of this large
scale planned operation is total strategic destabilization of
the western position in Africa. N¢w civil wars flare up in
Angola, Mozambique , Sudan , Li�ria, Nigeria, Ghana, and
other African states. Russian long-Tange aircraft support the
insurrections and Russian generals take over leadership in
waging civil wars in order to seize natural resources (gold,
diamonds , coal , uranium, etc . ) for �se by the exhausted Rus
sian war economy .
Evaluation: Possible as a resujlt of the increasing anti
western hostility in Russia, and prdbable starting in the win
ter of 1 993-94 or in the following years .
Summary

Western civilization can conclUde from these scenarios
and from their evaluation that the *adly threat to which it is
exposed will grow from day to d�y , to the degree that the
anti-western animus and will to confrontation gain strength
in Russia. The degeneration of today' s Russian revolution
toward a Jacobin outcome proceedsiindependently of individ
ual leaders , and comes rather frpm extremist leadership
groups who may momentarily win �e upper hand.
If a vast civil war and a third wqrld war are to be avoided,
the leading power of the western world and the NATO alli
ance must immediately issue a bin�ing security guarantee for
the borders and sovereignty of Qkraine and for the three
Baltic states of Latvia, Lithuania, �d Estonia. Poland, Hun
gary , Slovakia, and the Czech Re�ublic , in conformity with
their requests , must be immediatel� admitted to NATO, be
cause of the extreme danger to theitj eastern borders . The goal
of these guarantees and new NAT� memberships is to send
a signal to new Moscow leaders t� dissuade them from the
policies mentioned in the scenarios .
Although concerns about fin�cial shortfalls in national
budgets are understandable duringi the current economic de
cline , today' s strategic threat profi,e requires that no further
reductions be made in military e�penditures. The current
strategic crisis makes mandatory a thorough rethinking of
basic policy in order to avoid a thir4 world war and/or a series
of regional conventional wars .
Feature
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Mideast pact offers new
chance to revive Europe
I

by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach

The following is edited from verbal remarks addressed to
EIR editors on Oct. 1 . Based in Wiesbaden, Germany, the
author has 20 years of experience in analyzing European
politics for the LaRouche political movement. She has trav
eled extensively in Israel and Arab lands.

It's very clear that the horrendous crisis in this nuclear super
power-Russia, the former Soviet Union-is the result of
criminal stupidity that has been committed by the West since
the lost opportunities of 1989 . The question I want to pose is
how can we change the parameters of policy making
globally .
There are two processes unfolding , through which we
can effect this radical shift: 1) the historic opportunity that has
opened up in the Middle East with the Palestine Liberation
Organization-Israel agreement; 2) the collapse of the western
European economy , accompanied by an outbreak of labor
ferment quite unprecedented in the recent period. If we seize
this opportunity, we can not only ensure a peace through
development perspective in the region , but also by setting it
as an example and tying a Middle East development plan
to a revived European Productive Triangle project [Lyndon
LaRouche' s proposal for the intensive industrial develop
ment of the Berlin-Vienna-Paris triangle] , we can hope to
effect the global policy change needed to reverse the depres
sion worldwide.
Where we stand in the Middle East

Since the news of the Israeli-PLO accord broke out four
weeks ago , our movement has bombarded Israeli , Palestin
ian , and other Arab quarters with press releases , with
LaRouche's interviews, and with our Oasis Plan, and also
with the historical background and his role in the process .
We've given marching orders to go quickly as possible with
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the infrastructure buildup that Was announced in the econom
ic annexes [cf. E1R Sept. 1 7 , iP . 24] . This we did for two
reasons : First, to provide prodf to the popUlations on both
sides , particularly the Palestinians who are in a desperate
situation in the Occupied Tenjitories , that peace works by
giving tangible evidence of an limprovement in the standard
of living . Secondly , to outflank �y maneuver on the enemy' s
side to subvert the process aqd tum i t into a free market
looting scheme . We 've been mWcing this point from the out
set by warning Palestinians a�d Israelis that if any World
Bank, International Monetary! Fund, or other free market
approach prevails, then the region would explode.
The major opposition seems to be quite neutralized de
spite public relations efforts fiI1anced by the Lubavitchers to
mobilize the Sharon-Shamir fa¢tion against the treaty . Rabin
and Peres did force it through Ithe Knesset , and as a result,
the Likud party is split. Thus , l what was a slim majority of
Israelis in favor of the plan at the beginning , is growing into
a consensus. On the Palestini� side as well, the Hamas and
the PLO have made an agreeinent in Gaza to prevent the
outbreak of internal Palestinialn conflict, thus defusing the
potential for a civil war in th� Occupied Territories which
would spill over into Jordan and ignite flames throughout the
region . Most Arab forces no� support the plan, including
the Gulf Cooperation Council J the Arab League, and most
Arab nations . Iraq is still oppo�ed . Syria is apparently trying
to strike some better bargain with Israel. It should be noted
however, that the Syrian min�ter of economy and foreign
trade said in an interview wi� an Israeli newspaper, that
economic cooperation between Syria and Israel would be
welcomed. Clearly the Syrians1 main concern is control over
water in the Golan Heights . Th¢ Sudanese government, after
being briefed by PLO head Y,asser Arafat personally , an
nounced its cautious welcome to the accords . Jordan, a very
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important component of this process, reacted initially against
the accords, mainly out of fears of Palestinian migrations and
concern over water rights; now Jordan has also committed
itself and there are reports of secret meetings between King
Hussein and members of the Israeli government.
More importantly , the economic debate has broken out
into the open . Think back to 1989, the last time we had
this kind of historic opportunity. The British attacked the
potential of Germany going with a Triangle project, with the
Herrhausen assassination , with slander campaigns against
the "Fourth Reich ," and so on; but the content of the econom
ic policy debate was not out in the open. Today instead, two
diametrically opposed, mutually exclusive policy orienta
tions on economy are becoming the subject of a political
confrontation in Europe and the Middle East. One is seen in
the Harvard study and the World Bank report. The other is
seen in Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres ' s "Marshall
Plan," the PLO economic program, and most important,
LaRouche' s Oasis Plan.
The Harvard study and the World Bank plan propose
doing the same wrecking job on the Middle East that these
same forces have imposed on eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union since 1989. They would cede a mere $5 billion
of financial aid or credits over ten years . The World Bank is
calling for "sustainable development," i . e . , Palestinian slave
labor employed in construction and services, the introduction
of free trade zones , concentrating on tourism, the introduc
tion of swindles like total deregulation, and Anglo-American
banking structures .
Regarding infrastructure, what does the World Bank say?
The report calls for repairing existing roads and cleaning up
sewers and wells. As for highways-they don't even talk
about railroads-they postpone them to the medium and the
long term, which means never! Regionally , the World Bank
would like to set up a free market arrangement including
Israel, the Palestinians , and all the Arab nations for the free
flow of cheaply made goods and services among all these
states . This would be a Middle Eastern NAFT A. They would
like to use the Palestinians as a Trojan Horse to take over the
region' s economies for looting .
The Peres approach

Peres' s plan, which we discussed back in 1 984 with peo
ple like Gad Yaacobi-then economic planning minister of
Israel , and today ambassador to the U . N . -is totally differ
ent. In interviews , and particularly according to the article
he wrote for the Italian magazine Acque & Terre. the subject
of economic growth is science . This is called the "Middle
East in a New Era," and I quote:
"We study a country by learning about its geographic
dimensions , climate , population , natural resources , and his
tory, and with this information we determine whether a coun
try is large or small , rich or poor, yet what we should be
looking at is that nation' s level of education , its scientific
EIR
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and technological capacity , and itsl capability to meet the
challenges of change in the future . . t . .
"To begin with , there is economic change . The produc
tion of bread today depends more qn production efficiency
than on the quality of the soil . Tod� we require less work,
less land , and less water in order to produce more and more
crops . The United States , which employs 1 . 5 % of its work
force in agriculture , produces 25% of the total world food
supply , while the ex-Soviet Unionj employing 33% of its
work force in agriculture , cannot supply its own food needs .
The U . S . S . R . , for example, bought cows from Israel . Why?
Because the Israeli cow gives three times more milk than the
Russian . The cows are the same on�s with the same horns;
the difference is in the method that can increase production
threefold. In other words , if in the P$t successful agriculture
depended on land , water, sun , and the farmer, today it is
increasingly dependent on science .
"And that is not the last word. Science will eventually
adapt and harness the two great reservoirs of future food
production , the salty seas and arid deserts . With a threefold
worldwide population growth in the 10th century, efforts will
concentrate on tapping these two �Iuctant factors for the
world food supply. People will harvest directly from the sea
or create potable water by desalination , and they will make
the desert bloom by cultivating rocky terrain that until now
I
has mocked man 's plow . "
This concept of increasing productivity through the appli
cation of new technologies is expres�ed in Peres ' s plan by the
introduction of nuclear-powered de�alination plants . These
plants , which could be mass-produced in Germany and else
where and floated down to the area i by sea, could be set up
along the new canals that are to be d�g between the Dead Sea
and the Mediterranean Sea, and betjween the Dead Sea and
the Red Sea. This would provide enough fresh water for
a growing population of householdl> , for industry , and for
irrigation . This is apparently what l>eres had in mind when
he spoke in New York recently of: "new beginnings . " He
said, "We can fight the desert to produce food for Muslims ,
Jews, and Christians . " Right now , t�e Middle East is depen
dent on food imports . Solving foo� production by tackling
the water shortage with advanced te�hnologies, through nu
clear plants for desalination , is the k� to solving the econom
ic problems .
On the Palestinian side, unfort4nately we do not know
exactly what their program entails� the PLO group under
Yusef Sayegh has not yet made it !public . We know from
discussions with various PalestiniaQs involved in this work,
as well as from other Palestinian pnojects , such as "Master
Plan: the State of Palestine; Suggestfve Guidelines for Com
prehensive Development," a report !put out by the Palestine
Studies Project in March 1 992 in the perspective of establish
ing a Palestinian state, that they plate primary emphasis on
basic infrastructure , particularly w�er. They are calling for
building a deep seawater port in G<¢a, which in the context
International
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of the Red Sea-Mediterranean Canal , a Dead Sea-Mediterra
nean Canal , would transfonn Gaza from an extended refugee
camp into a major transshipment point for expanded world
trade . The studies also emphasize the need to vastly expand
and upgrade educational facilities in order to increase the
ratio of Palestinians engaged in science , engineering , agron
omy , and medicine .
LaRouche's approach

Lyndon LaRouche ' s major writings on the subject, par
ticularly his 1 983 and 1 986 pieces on Israel and Mideast
development, where he stressed the primacy of "ftank," have
been crucial in shaping the outlook of the Palestinian and
Israeli plans now on the drawing boards . It is not just that he
focused on water as a starting point, or that he has proposed
concrete projects like the Dead Sea-Mediterranean-Red Sea
canal (and another canal between the Red Sea and the Suez
Canal) . But his unique understanding of the science of econo
my is emerging as the mode in which these other approaches
have been cast.
The World Bank held its meeting in Washington Sept.
20-2 1 and proffered a miserable $ 1 billion for Mideast peace .
President Clinton suddenly recognized the PLO so that he
could invite Arafat to the signing ceremony in Washington
the next Monday . Clinton had magnanimously called for a
Donors Conference in order to pool together somebody else's
money for the Middle East.
A number of people in Europe are adamantly opposed to
the idea that this precious opportunity for peace might be
ruined . Norway , the country that hosted the secret PLO
Israeli talks , "does not want the World Bank to have a central
role ," says its foreign secretary . European Community
spokesmen have been quoted as suspicious of the Washing
ton conference, because they fear a replay of the disastrous
donors' conference for Russia, where everybody talked about
aid but came up with no money . The EC , according to one
official , "is not keen on seeing the World Bank take the lead
on the Middle East. " Another official is quoted: "We don't
need new structures like the ones the World Bank is willing
to finance. " Manuel Marino , the EC commissioner responsi
ble for relations with the Mideast, said, "We don 't need to
invent any new financial and legal structures . " With unusual
candor, he denounced the British and some other govern
ments for wanting to put the process under their control .
This voicing of opposition within Europe to Anglo
American meddling is not limited to EC spokesmen. Fonner
Gennan Economics Minister Jiirgen M611emann , the head of
the Gennan-Arab Society , went to Damascus to meet with
President Hafez Assad and to Tunis to meet with Arafat, and
afterward issued an outline of a policy role for Europe to
play . France has been talking to Peres about projects for
months. The French press first published the economic proto
cols, which most other media ignored or suppressed . Arafat
is meeting with the French and is scheduled to meet with
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Gennans . France would like tq use its high-speed TGV train
in the region , to set up a Mid�le East railway network and
presumably link those to the EUropean network. Italy is also
very interested in the Middle �st development from an eco
nomic standpoint. Since the tiote of [national oil industrialist]
Enrico Mattei, Italy has enjoyep good relations with the Arab
world and is eager to provide �ngineering expertise and in
dustrial goods. The Scandinat ian countries have had very
good relations over the past 40 years both with Israel and
the PLO (one reason why the orwegians hosted the secret
meetings) .
i

�

�
I

Every national econom� in Europe is sinking

.
The Europeans are not say g "keep the World B ank out"
in a vacuum, but in the midst the most dramatic economic
collapse in their memory-du , of course, to their own stu
pidity since 1 989 . There' s � upsurge in labor across the
board. Farmers are demonstra�ng against GAIT throughout
France . Industrial workers in pennany and Italy are taking
to the streets in the hundreds I of thousands . These are not
mostly demonstrations or strik/e s controlled or called by the
unions , but a rank and file prdtest against the effects of the
depression and the austerity po� icies being shoved down their
throats .
i
Yet the Mideast develop�nts over the past four weeks
have sparked a certain opti ism in Europe . We in the
LaRouche movement see it in e street organizing every day
as well as in some elites , part cularly in industry. We must
nourish this optimism by forcibg Europe to take on and win
the policy fights against the tlee marketers: internationally
vis-a-vis the Middle East, and domestically , too , since you
can't have people proposing �erivatives markets and other
monetarist swindles in Genn�y , and at the same time have
a sane Mideast policy .
!
If we can win this policy tlght, we 'll provide infrastruc
ture for the Middle East but ati the same time rapidly force a
change in policy in Europe vi�-a-vis the East. As LaRouche
has elaborated, there is no w ay that western Europe can
make the Oasis Plan work unl� ss it develops the Productive
Triangle at the same time-u,less it harnesses its entire in
dustrial potential to develop tije Eurasian continent, so as to
provide the kind of technolo�y transfers required for great
projects in the Middle East, iq the Hom of Africa, and elsewhere .
We have very little time . eople who have just recently
been in Jericho , in East Jerus em, and particularly in Gaza
tell us that if the projects are ot initiated right away there
is serious danger that the op imism wil tum to bitterness ,
pessimism, and rage . Refug s are living in concentration
camp conditions . One observ�r who was in Gaza just two
weeks ago , said that in some are as there' s three feet of water
on the ground because the p�es have broken, there is no
sewerage , there is no drinkiJng water. It' s undescribable
horror.
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LaRouche human
rights case is featured
in Moscow newspaper
The Moscow daily Nezavisimaya Gazeta, whose circulation
is nearly 200, 000, carried a feature article about Lyndon
LaRouche on Oct. 1 , titled "The True and Complete Story of
a Human Rights Campaign . " The article was written by
Sergei Mitrofanov, before the imposition ofpress censorship
and the attack on the Russian Parliament. We publish ex
cerpts here .

. . . At the beginning of August my good friend Viktor
Kuzin (deputy chairman of the Committee on Legality of
the Moscow City Council , which is practically an illegal
organization by now) , went to the United States on the invita
tion of an organization of radicals there , the so-called Schiller
Institute . He came back terribly agitated: "America is not at
all what we imagine. There are also dissidents there , and we
should help them right away . "
A t his press conference , which was attended b y two and
a half journalists , Kuzin told about a certain Lyndon
LaRouche , "a prominent American economist and political
figure," who is currently serving a IS-year prison term. In
Kuzin' s words , the institute , founded by LaRouche in 1 984 ,
sees the model for progress differently than do the commu
nists and the party of democrats in Russia (which means also
differently than Kuzin) , and differently than the International
Monetary Fund . According to Schiller Institute data, the poli
cy of the IMF, as a rule, leads to the collapse of national
statehood and the ruin of the social organism. This position ,
according to LaRouche' s lawyers , led to the organization
of pressure on the institute by both the KGB (because of
LaRouche' s promotion of the Strategic Defense Initiative
doctrine in the late 1 970s ) and the CIA (because of his appeal
to developing countries , not to pay their debts to the IMF) .
As a result of the combined pressure of these special
services , Lyndon LaRouche , "several-time candidate for the
U . S . presidency," was sentenced to 15 years of imprison
ment, formally on charges of financial malfeasance and tax
evasion. Besides LaRouche , other representatives of the
Schiller Institute were condemned to various prison terms .
Michael Billington got a 77-year sentence, Rochelle Ascher
got 10 years . In October of this year, Donald Phau is to go to
prison for 25 years , and Anita and Paul Gallagher for 39 and
34 years , respectively . . . .
We acted from purely journalistic considerations . First
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of all , material on a dissident in the U . S . , whoever he might
be , and about intrigues of the secret s�rvices and a worldwide
plot , is highly scandalous , and the�efore guaranteed to be
readable . Consequently , this material is worthy of being writ
ten about . Secondly, although we h�ve no bias with respect
to the activity of the IMF in Russia, we also have no certainty ,
that all of its activity is for the good J Who doubts , that huge
credits will have to be given to us somehow? And who is
ignorant of the "special circumstances" of Russia, which
make it possible to suppose that the ,reater part of them will
land in the pockets of people who lU'e not exactly patriots?
We thought that to present the opinion of some opponents of
the activity of the IMF, and there� to prompt discussion
about whether those credits are necessary or not, as well
as about the purposes for which they would be used , and
monitoring of this, would be not only not harmful , but even
useful . And finally , judicial errors are also possible in the
U . S . , which means that it is nece$sary to react to alarm
signals from there .
Preparing for this article , we met with Schiller Institute
coordinator Karl-Michael Vitt , who was in Moscow-a big
man , with a nice open face. Here is a short history of the
problem, as laid out by Mr. Vitt .
From the moment it was founded, the Schiller Institute
pursued the goal of "establishing a new , just economic order
in the world . " Not overestimatin� their capabilities , the
Schiller people wanted to counterpqse an ethical approach ,
to the global political and economid negative , as well as to
the influence of international oliga.nchies . The scope of its
intervention in public life is rather broad: from "a revolution
in the construction of musical instru�ents" to policies against
the IMF. Thus , in 1 988 the Schill¢ Institute undertook at
attempt to introduce a bill in the ltalian Parliament, that
would mandate a lowering of the ¢onstruction of musical
instruments , because performing aq as in the modem inter
pretation is destroying many uniq1)e voices . Then , just a
little bit later, Lyndon LaRouche appealed to the developing
countries to refuse to pay their deb�s . In his opinion , these
debts are impossible to pay anyway!, while the debt burden
restrains the development of the debI tors and creates an illusion of stability on the part of the cr�ditors . It was this latter
demand by the Schiller people, to� ether with the fact that
LaRouche ran for President of the V . S . , that Karl-Michael
Vitt believes was the reason for the t*essure organized by the
international banks .
i
In Mr. Vitt's words , as outsider� in politics and solitary
rebel intellectuals, the Schiller peo�le nevertheless threaten
to upset the world balance . . . .
Attempting to formulate our oWfl (independent) view of
the activity of this numerically small group of radicals in the
West, we even read Lyndon LaRouphe' s textbook, So, You
Wish to Learn All About Economics � published by the Ukrai
nian University in Moscow . We g �t the impression that in
the descriptive section , the Schiller people are right on a lot
International
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of things, and that their point of view is not brand new . . . .
In any case , it seemed to us that the Schiller people are people
of their convictions , and that the sentences they received
from the American justice system are so incommensurate
with the indictments (in this country , you'd have to at least
dismember somebody , to get such a sentence) , that these
sentences really do smell of something very familiar. . . .
We wrote an article in which we presented all the argu
ments "for" and "against" LaRouche ' s theory , without em
bellishing its fantastical character whatsoever. And we took
it to a certain democratic newspaper. Well, the article was
rejected. It' s worth focusing in on the arguments , because
they highlight a quite special problem that has nothing to do
with LaRouche but is connected to that social ailment which
I mentioned above . Here are the arguments:
1) In America, they don't just put people in prison .
(Well , fine . That says it all . After getting such an argu
ment, all you can do is to leave on tiptoes , pressing your hat
to your chest . How good it is, that there are still Americans
who have doubts about this ! What if we had been answered
like that in the 1 970s or 1 980s !)
2) We have a liberal newspaper. A neutral attitude to
socialists is unacceptable .
(What a refined understanding of liberalism !)
3) This LaRouche of yours in the U.S. is just like our
Zhirinovsky . LaRouche is an American Kurginyan.
(May be , may be . . . . I am sorry. [English in original . ]
But Zhirinovsky and Kurginyan are still at large, and feeling
fine , aren't they?)
4) LaRouche ' s theories are similar to the views of Oleg
Lobov , and any Lobovshchina is unacceptable to us , be
cause , once again , we have a liberal newspaper.
(Well , LaRouche really has a bad luck ! )
5) LaRouche i s a crook. W e know this very well . He
refused to pay taxes , and that is a serious crime.
. . . Suddenly we felt that they were beginning to look at
us as if we were some kind of communists , and they were
already grabbing their mausers . Dear gentlemen, we did not
want anything like this ! God knows, we have no doubt, that
we have a punitive system here , but over there it' s fair and,
what's the word?-civilized. We don't even doubt "the La
Rouchies" evade taxes , in their spare time when they 're not
writing articles (well , maybe we doubted it just a little bit) ,
and are thereby harming friendly America. But please excuse
us for looking at things from our own belltower. You realize ,
that if we were to judge so strictly , then absolutely the entire
government would have to be jailed, all the officials , and
at least three-quarters of the population; and, as everybody
knows, justice should be meted out equally spread all over
the world. And then . . . 1 5 years for a 70-year old essay
writer is just not right, no matter what kind of a Kurginyan
or Zhirinovsky he might be . Don't you sense that? Going by
the American movies , they deal more liberally with rapists
and maniacs there . .
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Economic deals bring
India and Iuan closer
by Ramtanu Maitra and Susan B. Maitra
Indian Prime Minister P. V. N �asimha Rao' s recent visit to
Iran on Sept. 20-23 , following his successful tension-easing
trip to China, has brought into focus the possibility of a new
strategic alliance in Asia. On Qelhi' s part, the search for new
friends in Asia and efforts to r�establish old ties distorted by
the vicious Cold War power game are as much attempts to
play the role of a stabilizer inl Asia as they are to find new
economic partners in the regio� .
Rao's trip to Teheran wa$ built up at the outset as a
venture to further economic cooperation between the two
nations . To that extent, the trip was highly successful . Be
sides the warm reception that t1he Indian prime minister was
given , Iran signed two memeiranda of understanding with
India for cooperation on surfa¢e transport and transit facili
ties, science , and technology . lmplementation of the memo
randum of understanding , including laying a gas pipeline,
setting up a chemical fertilizeriplant, and technical coopera
tion in the field of oil and g �s , are to b e strengthened by
giving a substantial filip to economic and trade ties .
The agreement represents; a reversal of the noticeable
hesitancy over recent years tei move forward on economic
cooperation . In the pre-Islamid Revolution days, the Shah of
Iran was favorably inclined tOI increase trade ties , and India
was a major trading partner in me early 1 970s , although New
Delhi kept its distance from J!ran politically in light of the
Shah 's military and economic lies with Washington and Te
heran' s anti-Soviet postures. S ince then, however, economic
and political relations have se(jn a steady decline , and Iran's
vocal support of the Kashmirii militants did little to assuage
India's apprehensions .
Hectic diplomatic efforts ijn the post-Cold War days by
the present Indian government, with a clear show of interest
from President Ali Akbar Rllfsanjani and Prime Minister
Rao 's old friend, Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Velayati, set
the stage for the recent visit.
New strategic alliance

I

Only two days before Rao'� scheduled departure for Iran,
President Rafsanjani , in an iI1lterview with the pro-govern
ment English-language daily, the Hindustan Times, stated
that Iran seeks better economic and political relations with
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India. On the sticky Kashmir issue , Rafsanjani said that Iran
did not approve of "the existing situation ," but that it will not
interfere and would like to see a solution emerging through
dialogue.
Rafsanjani also alluded to the formation of an Iran-India
China axis to counter western muscle . He pointed out,
"Very important countries are in Asia as far as population ,
industry, and markets are concerned ," adding that "if we
cooperate, we in Asia will be able to have a say in internation
al affairs. "
Throughout the Indian prime minister's visit and meet
ings with Iranian political , economic , and academic leaders ,
these issues were discussed at length . Rao told the Iranian
leaders that Muslims are a part and parcel of India, and that
they will continue to be regarded as such .
That Rao 's point was not lost, was evident from the recep
tion he received at the Iranian Majlis (parliament) which he
addressed during his visit. The entire crowd of 250 Majlis
members stood up and cheered Rao as he entered, and did
the same when he left after delivering his address . Rao be
came the second head of state, after Pakistani President Ghu
lam Ishaq Khan , to address the Majlis since the Islamic Revo
lution .
On Iran's side , Rafsanjani , during his two-hour talk with
the Indian prime minister, pointed out that since both India
and Pakistan are friends of Iran , Teheran would like to see
the two settle the Kashmir matter through discussions , and
Iran was willing to offer its services . The Iranian assurance
that it would not interfere in the Kashmir imbroglio has
brought relief to Delhi . Kashmir, which has the largest con
centration of the Shia community outside of Iran, is consid
ered important to Iran . However, Iran, which still identifies
Pakistan as a friendly nation , has also taken note of the in
creasing persecution of Shias in Gilgit (the Pakistani part of
Kashmir) , Punjab , and the North West Frontier Province .
An India-Iran-China bloc?

The back-to-back visits by Rao to China and Iran, and
Rafsanjani's statement that it is important to form an India
Iran-China alliance for the security of Asia, has raised ques
tions as well as expectations . At this point, any assertion of
such an alliance would be merely speculative . Nonetheless ,
there are many reasons why these three countries should
work more closely together, at least in certain areas .
To begin with , Iran' s economy remains in the doldrums
following the snapping of continuity in the aftermath of the
Islamic Revolution . The attempt to recover economically
then received a further setback when Iraq , prompted by the
West, began its devastating eight-year war against Iran. Iran
now requires a significant improvement of its basic infra
structure, of the kind which India can provide . Iran also has
interest in the newly independent Central Asian nations , not
for any territorial ambition as such, but ostensibly to counter
the advances of Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan-all
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Sunni Muslim nations-in the region . But to make a dent in
Central Asia requires large expenditures associated with the
necessary expertise to develop inftastructure in that area.
Again , Indian assistance would come in handy .
Iran quickly agreed to the Indian request to make New
Delhi a partner in the ten-nation EcOnomic Cooperation Or
ganization (ECO) . All these ten qations are Islamic , five
of them belonging to Central Asia as the memorandum of
'l
understanding signed between Iran fnd India noted.
The agreement could bring cO/lsiderable prosperity to
Iran by putting it on an emergingi trade route to the new
republics of the former U . S . S . R . In�ia is expected to partici
pate in constructing the railroad link between Central Asia
and Iran which, besides promoting economic cooperation
with the Central Asian republics , Will also be a major step
toward realizing the concept of a ij,lrasian railroad connec
tion (see EIR . Oct. 8, 1 993 , p. 57) . 1
Iran , i t has been reported , has 4lready developed a plan
to lay a railway line from the Caspi� Sea to the Persian Gulf.
It is envisaged that the Caspian seat*>rts of Freydun Kenar (a
few miles west of Babol Sar) and Bahdar-e Abbas in southern
Iran near the Strait of Hormuz , will ialso be expanded .
Prior to Rao's visit, the outgd ing Indian naval chief,
Admiral Ramdas , had paid a quiet \jisit to Iran . Although the
details of the trip have been kept u�der wraps , the Iranians
have long shown interest in steppip g up relations with the
Indian Navy , because they see Indi � as one of the few neutral
nations in the region . Iran is uncomfortable about Pakistan's
rejoining the American camp and ajbout the recent anti-sub
marine exercises held near the m�time boundary by the
Pakistani and U . S . navies. In all lik4lihood, in the near future
Iran will ask the Indian Navy to qarry out a hydrographic
survey of the Iranian coast.
i
For India, better relations wit� Iran are economically
beneficial and allow India to cultivate its relations in Central
Asia and parts of the Persian Gulf. India believes that the
Kashmir issue , which hangs like a dead albatross on India's
neck, can be resolved with active Ipressure on Pakistan by
both Iran and China, both contingu.,us to Pakistan.
In addition, India wants to utili*e its good relations with
Iran to dissuade Teheran from play�ng any negative role vis
a-vis the recent Israel-Palestine aq:ord . Rafsanjani has al
ready spoken out against the accotd , and the Indian prime
minister has told him why India c �nsiders the accord to be
beneficial for peace . It has also b�n reported that Rao was
persuaded by Israeli Foreign Min*ter Shimon Peres , over
the telephone , to discuss the issue iIn Teheran prior to Rao's
departure . There is reason to believ� that Israeli Prime Minis
ter Yitzhak Rabin will also be disqussing the same issue in
Beijing during his upcoming visit, l and will ask his hosts to
use their good offices to talk to Ir40 about the accord. The
Indian interest, besides stability in l West Asia, is to partici
pate in the building of infrastructure in the West Bank and
Gaza.
1
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Venezuela shaken by
threats of a coup
by Valerie Rush
Fonner Venezuelan President Rafael Caldera, the favored
candidate to win the upcoming presidential election, con
voked an unprecedented press conference on Oct. 2 to warn
of coup threats from both the ultra-left and from the "crimi
nal , secret, and encrusted mafia" of recently ousted President
Carlos Andres Perez (CAP) . He called on the population and
Anned Forces of the country to be on the alert.
Caldera' s dire warning reflects the escalating chaos and
government paralysis in the country, the result of deliberate
sabotage caused by CAP loyalists still "encrusted" within
the Ramon J. Velasquez government. Their strategy was
revealed on Sept. 23 , when a large student demonstration in
Caracas protesting tax hikes and demanding higher teacher
salaries and a bigger university budget was fired on by police,
killing one and wounding at least 30. There was also violence
in six other cities , with many more wounded.
The crackdown was reportedly ordered by Defense Min
ister Radames Munoz Leon and not by President Velasquez,
and coincided with reports that generals loyal to CAP were
planning a coup, using the student unrest as a pretext. The
Caracas city council immediately demanded Munoz' s ouster,
charging excessive use of force and abuse of authority.
On Sept. 29 , international news agencies reported on
alleged statements of Interior Minister Carlos Delgado Chap
ellin to the effect that the government had uncovered a coup
plot and made arrests . Despite later denials of such a state
ment, Caracas was awash with rumors the next day that the
government had just stopped a coup planned by Defense
Minister Munoz.
It is widely rumored that Munoz works hand-in-hand
with CAP, who was in the forefront of those defending the
defense minister from charges that he had mishandled the
student protest. CAP insisted that had Munoz not acted as he
did, the results would have been "far more tragic , " and that
anyone attacking the defense minister was out to destabilize
the country. It is equally significant that Vice Admiral Munoz
had returned from a lengthy, hush-hush visit to Washington ,
D . C . just days before the Sept. 23 crackdown, and had held
a closed-door meeting with all of the country ' s top Air Force
officers within hours of his return to the country .
On Sept. 30, Munoz presided over an emergency closed50
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door meeting of the military high command. By the next day,
all of Caracas was militarized in response to both the coup
rumors and fear of the unrest: that would be triggered by
implementation of a first-ever 10% sales tax in the country.
Troops were sent to reinforce security at such key points in
the nation' s capital as the presidential palace, the Defense
Ministry , several key televisio(l stations , water distribution
sites, airports , and fuel depots . Hundreds of raids were con
ducted in various cities across tlile country, with both civilian
and military arrests estimated at more than 70 people .
A recipe for civil war

Any attempt by the military high command to carry out a
coup against the Velasquez government will be opposed by
the junior and middle-level officers , warned Gen. Carlos
Santiago Ramirez (ret. ) in an interview with the daily El
Nacional on Oct. 1 . This would fracture the Anned Forces
"and push our civil society in�o chaos ; that is, civil war."
The general especially warned! that the combination of the
appearance of a power vaculilm in the country and the
imposition of a value-added tax which would devastate Vene
zuela's already swollen poorer ¢lass , would prove extremely
dangerous . General Ramirez utged that the tax increase de
cree be rescinded and that Carlos Andres Perez' s arrest be
ordered.
Ramirez' s call was echoed by Caldera in his press confer
ence the next day . The preside�ial candidate insisted that he
was not an "alarmist," and that the strong rumors of coups
and insurrections which had been sweeping Venezuela in
the previous days were "not the product of an overheated
imagination" but were based 0$ the desire of certain sectors
in the country "to perturb the path of democracy that is clearly
oriented toward holding the De¢ . 5 elections . " These minori
ty sectors , he said, seek to create "a socially explosive situa
tion , that could serve as a preteXit for their objectives . " Calde
ra also demanded an immediate retraction of the sales tax,
arguing that neither the government nor the population were
prepared to handle the economic and social ramifications of
such a move .
Sachs: Improve tax collection

Caldera' s attack on both the sales tax and on what he
calls "the illegitimate portion" <;>f the foreign debt, is causing
headaches for the internationail creditor community . Plan
ning Minister Heman Anzola, ! just returned from meetings
with the International Monetary Fund and World Bank in
Washington, insisted that Caldera's call for suspending the
tax was "inconceivable ," and leffrey Sachs , fonner adviser
to CAP and mouthpiece for the "shock therapy" monetarists
wreaking havoc around the world , told a forum in Caracas
on Oct. 4 that such taxes were i necessary to "modernize the
economy . " He added that the: country should quit talking
about the debt, and start worrying about improved tax collec
tion and reduced government spending .
EIR
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Conference Report

The role of religions in
the search for peace
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach
In a world shattered by economic breakdown and ensuing
social dislocation, famine , and wars , political institutions
have had their mettle tested, and most have failed miserably.
Be it in post- 1 989 eastern Europe, the Balkans, or the Third
World, political institutions invested with the responsibility
to promote the interests of society have by and large failed to
provide solutions to the crises threatening the very continued
existence of their nations and populations .
I n this political vacuum , religion has come to occupy an
increasingly prominent position . Precisely what role religion
should have in the current strategic juncture was the topic of
debate among leading figures representing the world' s major
religions who gathered in Milan, Italy on Sept. 1 9-22 . The
conference , entitled "Earth of Men , Invocation to God," was
the Seventh International Meeting for Peace organized by the
Italian lay organization Community of St. Egidio . It repre
sented the continuation of a discussion process promoted by
Pope John Paul II, which began with a day of prayer in Assisi
in 1 986 .
None of the debate was academic , nor could it be , consid
ering that the conference opened in the wake of the mutual
recognition of Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organiza
tion, continued as the news of a communist victory in the
Polish elections hit, while the war raged in Bosnia-Hercego
vina and David Owen seemed on the brink of effecting the
partition of Bosnia, and concluded the same day that Boris
Yeltsin engineered his preemptive coup in Moscow . Thus,
the round table discussions dedicated to such themes as "Isra
el between Universalism and Nation," "Religions and Balkan
Conflicts ," "Islam and the Modem World," and "From East
ern Europe: Questions to the Churches ," thrashed out issues
of immediate relevance .
Two main currents of thought emerged from the confer
ence: a one-worldist vision of global government, imbued
with religious feeling directed toward establishing a malthu
sian harmony between man and nature; and, a truly ecumeni
cal dialogue predicated on the highest universal principles
pervading the great religions , oriented toward establishing
peace, based on economic and social justice.

One-world malthusianism

Mikhail Gorbachov , speaking j!ls the president of the
foundation bearing his name as wetl as of the Green Cross
over which he presides, delivered . keynote address at the
gala opening at the famous La Sc � a opera house . In what
one Italian newspaper called "the e rfyclical of Gorbachov ,"
the former U . S . S . R . President inve�ghed against the "secu
larization of society ," and propose4 that values reflected in
religions be mobilized to guarantee �e "survival of humanity
and the whole ecosystem. " He rail¢d against the "develop
ment without return of the technical sphere , which destroys
nature , including man , and ending up in the so-called 'demo
graphic explosion , ' beginning wi� the insatiable thirst for
consumption . " Calling for a "radiclfl intellectual renewal, a
moral purification," he hammered i away at the notion that
"technological civilization , after h�ving juxtaposed man to
his natural environment, has exhapsted its potential" and
"has become a prevalently destru¢tive force . " Therefore,
"No longer sovereignty over nature, jb ut harmony with nature
must, from today on , become absol�te law . "
The form i n which this new wPrld dictatorship should
emerge, according to the man who i oversaw the delivery of
his nation into the malthusian clut�hes of the International
Monetary Fund, _ is that of "renew of the instruments of
interaction among states, beginning M'ith the U . N . 0 . [United
Nations Organization] and regional prganisms , like the Con
ference for Security and CooperatiOli1 in Europe . " These insti
tutions , he said, must be "perfected'r through radical revision
of law . "The entire corpus of interftational law must be re
viewed . . . . Even such ' hot' pro� lems as the relationship
between the sovereignty of states an� the guarantee of univer
sal human rights , of rights of peop�es , of minorities , do not
yet have just juridical norms universflllY recognized. " Gorba
chov proposed that such norms be qrawn up and made binding for the whole world .
I
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Peace through technologica progress

Although echoes of Gorbachov s radical one-world mal
thusianism could be heard reverber�ting here and there in the
I
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conference, his message was , fortunately , not the one that
dominated the proceedings. Particularly among the high
ranking church figures from the former Soviet Union and
eastern Europe , one felt his very presence was not embraced
with excessive warmth . Whereas Gorbachov proceeded from
a quasi-masonic notion of "religiosity" which allocates belief
to the other-worldly realm of the mystical , most of the author
itative voices heard appealed for understanding among peo
ples and nations on the basis of a principled, ecumenical
agreement to safeguard human society in its lawful struggle
for progress . Italian lay figures juxtaposed to Gorbachov 's
malthusian nightmare , a vision of peace through technologi
cal progress .
The conference brought together 350 religious leaders
from the world's major faiths, including Buddhism, Hindu
ism, Tenri Kyo , Rissho Kosei-Kai , Jainism , Shintoism,
Sikhism, Zoroastrianism, and Mandeanism. Major attention
was directed toward ecumenical understanding among the
three monotheistic religions, Judaism, Christianity , and
Islam .
The most illustrious representative of Judaism at the con
ference was the Chief Rabbi of Israel , Israel Meir Lau , who ,
after intervening in Milan , flew to Rome for a meeting with
Pope John Paul II , the first such encounter in history at the
Vatican. Rabbi Lau's approach to the need for common ac
tion among the monotheistic religions was pragmatic . After
citing a passage from the prophet Isaiah , who projects the
vision of universal peace, in which the "wolf lives with the
lamb , and the leopard with the child," he said, however, that
"our generation will not have the privilege . of living in the
epoch prophesied by Isaiah . " Rather, today' s world, he said,
is more akin to that of Noah, who succeeded in bringing
animals of different types to live together peacefully on the
ark, by virtue of the fact that they had a common enemy , the
flood. Today, the rabbi continued, echoing certain strains in
Gorbachov 's speech , the common enemy is to be found in
"want, cancer, AIDS , drugs , nuclear weapons , ignorance ,
and the rejection of religious faith . " Thus , he called for men
to lay down their lances and take up the plow , to "mobilize
the resources of humanity for a common war against the
enemies which threaten it. "

"distinction between Israel after the flesh" (ethnic Israel)
and "Israel after the promise" (the community of believers) ,
seemed to promote the latter idea. Yet he , like the keynote
speaker of the session , Rabbi David Rosen , director of the
Religious Affairs Department of the Anti-Defamation
League in Israel, left the quest�on hanging .
Indeed the issue of the so hreign nation-state wriggled
like a live fish being tossed from hand to hand in the confer
ence . What made it particularl� slippery was the controversy
regarding the status of Jerusaltm, considered a holy city by
the three monotheistic religions . In a press conference, Rabbi
Lau tried to dismiss Christians 1 and Muslims' claims , saying
that the former had Rome as their holy city and the latter,
Mecca. In response to propos�ls , such as the one authored
by the Vatican, for Jerusalem tb have an international status ,
he was explicit: "Go and ask t�e Americans to make Wash
ington an international city, on the Muslims to make Mecca
an international city . " Announcing that he would reiterate
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres' s invitation to the pope
to visit Jerusalem, he said that the image of the pontiff's
arrival in "the eternal city of Jerusalem, the capital of Israel"
would do much to contribute to eliminating anti-Semitism in
the world.
The status of Jerusalem is a highly complicated , charged
issue . Prof. Mohamed EsslimMi from Algeria expressed his
view in a press conference that an international status for the
city might be a starting point for breaking the deadlock.
Professor Riccardi, president o f the host organization , floated
the proposal in his opening remarks , that the Community of
St. Egidio might organize it� next meeting "next year in
Jerusalem ," a proposal which Rabbi Lau later accepted.
Cardinal Martini , the archbisHop of Milan , also announced
that he would visit Jerusalem in February, presumably to
prepare a papal visit later in the year. One significant refer
ence by Rabbi Lau was his insii stence , during the press con
ference , that the conflict which has raged in the Middle East
for decades is political , not teligious . He also pointed to
historical Andalusia as the "best period for the Jewish diaspo
ra and perhaps the best mom¢nt for all of Europe . . . the
golden era . " That was a perio� in which Muslims , Jews , and
Christians coexisted in a flourishing society .

Judaism and the nation

Loyalty to the nation-state

The conceptual problem tackled by Jewish speakers at a
round table on "Israel between Universalism and Nation"
was theological and philosophical in nature, but charged with
political implications . Is Judaism the "universal religion"
whose laws are binding on all humanity , as Grand Rabbi
Rene Samuel Sirat, president of the Permanent Council of
the Conference of European Rabbis , seemed to imply? Or is
Judaism a religion, distinct from the nation , which shares
with other religions certain universal principles? University
of South Florida Prof. Jacob Neusner, who cited St. Paul ' s
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The spirit of loyalty to the nation-state, regardless of
religious affiliation, dominatdd the encounter among reli
gious leaders of war-tom Bosnia in a round table discussion
on "Religion in the Balkan Cobftict. " Trifunovic Laurentije,
bishop of Sabac-Valjevo, was present as the official represen
tative of the Orthodox Patriardh of Serbia, together with the
Catholic Archbishop of Sarajeyo Vinko Puljic , the Auxiliary
Bishop of Zagreb Djuro Koksa, the Archbishop of Tirana
Anastasio Yannolatos, and the Grand Mufti of Sarajevo Ja
cub Selimoski . In the course ; of the session , the Catholic ,
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Muslim, and Serb Orthodox leaders joined in an embrace
which attested to their conviction that the war is not religious
in origin. Bishop Laurentije, who issued a call to soldiers to
lay down their arms , expressed his "hope that the religions
may exercise a decisive influence in the peace process . "
Monsignor Puljic (who had been forced to use a tank to
reach the Sarajevo airport) expressed doubts that Serbian
soldiers would heed that call , given that they are not Chris
tians , but atheistic communists . He launched a plea for
preserving the unity of Bosnia-Hercegovina, denouncing
the Owen-Stoltenberg plan for partition. "The province of
Sarajevo ," he said, "is 1 10 years old on the territory of
Bosnia-Hercegovina, which is a historic territory, where
three peoples live, not an artificial creation like Yugoslavia.
In the name of the Catholic Church," he said, "I call for
this ecclesiastical province to be kept united, and invite
political leaders to consider this . " His plea for national unity
was seconded in no less uncertain terms by the grand mufti,
who said, "We cannot divide the territory. Aggression was
launched, ethnic cleansing was carried out, and this cannot
be accepted. There is one Bosnia, within which there is
respect for all peoples . "
N o less poignant was the discussion o n the fate o f the
nation-states of eastern Europe, liberated in the revolutionary
wave beginning in 1989, and handed over to the vultures of
the free market-what Cardinal 10zef Glemp of Poland
called the "negative effects of a savage capitalism"-for loot
ing and destruction . The round tables dedicated to this theme,
"Eastern Europe: Questions to the Church" and "Ukraine and
the Christian Churches ," witnessed a painful soul-searching
on the part of the religious leaders participating , who tended
to treat the catastrophe which has befallen their peoples as
their responsibility . In certain cases , such as that of Bulgaria,
the responsibility of the Orthodox Church in failing to inter
pret and support the democratic aspirations of the people was
rightly criticized. Stoyan Ganev , president of the General
Assembly of the U . N . and former deputy prime minister
and foreign minister, attacked that faction of the Bulgarian
Orthodox Church which maintained its historically close re
lations with the communist power structure even after 1988,
rather than providing the support for democratic reform de
manded by the popUlation . In a speech which stood out for
its frankness , Ganev charged that the political institution in
Bulgaria that had placed greatest emphasis on "orthodoxy"
as an identity for the people had been the old communist
party, re-baptized the Socialist Party . This was done, he said,
not to imbue the population with religious values , but rather
to provide an "orthodox" identity which would "isolate Bul
garia from western Europe and from its values . "
More than any other speaker at the round table , Ganev,
who founded a Christian Democratic party in Bulgaria in
hopes of promoting Christian values , put his finger on the
central point: "Bulgaria is a part of Europe , " he stressed, "not
EIR
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part of the post-communist family, Iwhich doesn't exist, but
which some want to re-create . " He �rged greater economic ,
cultural , and political integration of Bulgaria into Europe.
He stressed as well the crucial role Bulgaria could have , as a
part of western Europe , in reinfor¢ing contacts among all
Christian forces , in order to prevent the Serbian war against
Bosnian from expanding into an a1l1Balkans war.
As could be expected, the representatives of the Russian
and Bulgarian Orthodox churches did not reply directly to
his charges . Msgr. Miloslav Vlk, · Catholic archbishop of
Prague and president of the European Bishops Council ,
added to Ganev ' s observations , by necounting how the com
munist regime in his country had wQrked to prevent the unity
of non-communists, fomenting precisely this kind of division
within the church. Interestingly , he also noted that the com
munists , by bandying about the slogans of "solidarity" and
"peace" over the decades, had emptied these words of their
true meaning , such that the people could not take them seri
ously. He, too, issued a plea for overcoming obstacles to
cooperation in Europe .
Grappling with the symptoms

Although Ganev came close to it, no one in the discus
sions explicitly identified the natur¢ of evil which has been
the cause of suffering among peoples of different religious
persuasions , whether in the Middle East, eastern Europe , or
the developing sector (which also was treated in several
round table debates) . Geopolitics , qeo-colonialism, the role
of the British , in particular, in fometnting decades of Middle
East conflict, in stimulating wars :along "religious" lines ,
for example, between Muslims and Hindus on the Indian
subcontinent, or in dashing the hopes of newly liberated
eastern European republics for economic justice and true
liberty , were , unfortunately , not on the official agenda. Nor
was the dimension of economics iptroduced as an integral
part of the peace process in any 9f these troubled areas .
Speakers dealt with the social and sp�ritual effects of econom
ic looting against their people , grappling with the symptoms
of a disease , but without ever identifying the cause .
His Excellency Pangratios MJij danski Vsevolod, the
bishop of Skoelos , Ukraine and representative of the Ecu
menical Patriarch of Constantinopl¢ , attacked "western ma
terialism" with its "television progqlms which frustrate peo
ple with their inaccessible consum�r goods"; he denounced
"secularism," which is "making its t terrible entrance into all
aspects of the population; pornogr.phy and drugs are phe
nomena that are increasingly widespread . "
But while accurately depicting �he phenomena o f social
degeneration , most religious lea"rs seemed helpless in
grasping the economic or philosophical or political causes for
the evils afflicting their flock . By rerpaining at the descriptive
level , one could only fall prey to tqe kind of argumentation
presented by Gorbachov at the beginning of the conference:
International
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that "modern technology" has brought us to this pass, nation
alism has created wars, and the way out must be a return to a
mythical pre-industrial state, under one spiritual world um
brella .
Economic growth is vital

One forum, however, did focus on the crucial economic
dimension, and forcefully so, in terms that challenged
the parameters of Gorbachov's ecologism. The round table
on "Economics, Religion and Ethics" brought together
mainly industrial personalities, one of whom hit the nail
on the head .
Bruno Musso, industrial magnate of the Italian Ansaldo
group, posed the question of world crisis in economic
terms . Denouncing free market economics for having
"satisfied the growth of one-fifth of humanity, while four
fifths remain in a situation of serious underdevelopment,"
he posed the question: "Can this market economy guide
a balanced development of humanity?" He stated unequivo
cally: "I am not a neo-malthusian, I do not believe in
zero growth, I am deeply convinced that resources should
be managed carefully, but I do not believe that this
involves an idolatry of the ecosystem, to be safeguarded
at all costs. " Musso denounced those who would attack
development as pernicious, saying "there has been real
growth in the last centuries and especially in the last
decades, which it would be criminal to underestimate and
from which those who have been excluded cannot be
further excluded. " Musso called for a "development ac
cording to quality" which "promotes human growth in
the broadest sense, embracing man in his integrity, his
extraordinary and often forgotten richness, which cannot
be reduced to the logic of consumption (be it materialist
or Marxist). "
, Access to our creativity '

Musso said that the challenge facing mankind to continue
to develop meant that "the primary resource we have to have
access to is our creativity. " He continued, "Associated by
God at creation, man has interpreted . . . his privileged role,
giving free rein to his imagination, his intelligence and his
desire for domination; science literally exploded, in a produc
tive and mutual interaction with technology. " This develop
ment, he continued, led some to believe they were "su
permen," and they decreed that God was dead. It is in
consideration of these negative aspects, he said, that "we
have seen the rejection of scientific-technological evolution,
which was responsible for defeating deadly diseases, increas
ing our life-span," etc . "The ecology movements," he contin
ued, "have made themselves anti-technology and anti-indus
trial, and have called for the cancellation of technology tout
court and the return to a 'state of nature' idealized and consid
ered a kind of paradise lost . "
This would have devastating consequences: "Having re54
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fused scientific-technological-i
al development, there
would remain only to decree
end of all development and
seek refuge in a I1p'1'ln or" n h . stoppage, [zero population
growth] without even being
to ensure for those now
living in this world
. . . for human growth of
individuals and peoples . "
called for "reestablishing
the shattered alliance between
and technology; man . . .
returning to be the i n <tn l' rn " nti of development which can
never be capricious, but is
the faithful servant of a
design which comes from an
Concretely, what Musso nrr,nn<pr1 was harnessing science and technology so as to
"adequate energy supply in forms compatible with
environment" through nuclear energy, "support for
production, health
services, water management,
, infrastructure of
transportation and
" In doing so, he added
flesh to the debates unfolding in
other round tables, identifying the economic content
a program, inspired by the
expression of creation, is
concept that man, as the
which he is empowered
endowed with creative reason,
. This, rather than any
to establish justice through
vision of a "universal
or vague spiritualism, as
advocated by Gorbachov,
to the true parameters for
ecumenical understanding
all religious cultures which
share this view of God and
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Interview: Bishop S . E . Pangratios
Majdanski Vsevolod

A moral challenge

faces eastern Europe

S.E. Pangratios Majdanski Vsevolod, bishop of Skopelos,
Ukraine and a representative of the Ecumenical Patriarch
of Constantinople, was interviewed by Muriel Mirak-Weiss
bach and Leonardo Servadio at the Seventh International
Meeting for Peace, held in Milan, Italy Sept. 1 9-22 .
EIR: In your speech you addressed the moral challenge
posed by developments in Ukraine, particularly due to the
degenerate character of certain western culture, or count
erculture, which has been introduced.
Bishop Vsevolod: The degeneration began long before the
West exerted its influence, and it is not western culture, but
the bad aspects of western civilization. People in the East
were deceived for 70 years by false promises, building hopes
on something that did not exist, that has no spiritual exis
tence. They were promised that the Golden Age would come
and we would build socialism, the Golden Era, but it was
all falsehood and the whole society existed on the basis of
this belief. Then it collapsed because it was based on false
premises .
When it collapsed, people started seeking some new
formula, what to believe, how to believe, whom to believe.
And they moved to the church. Younger people, who were
not prepared for the church; older people who remembered
some spiritual support they had received from the church.
But the young people , who were never exposed to it and
were forbidden from having intercourse with any spirituality
or religious aspect of life, were bewildered. And here comes
the West with all its glory, with all its material wealth, all
kinds of gadgets, and everbody wants , wants, wants , and
the material needs become more important than the spiritual
needs . Thus we have a moral collapse, which will exist for
quite a while.
I am a bit pessimistic , because to build up moral fiber,
it has to start not only from religious people, religious institu
tions, but also from the family, it has to start from childhood.
So I find to my chagrin that perhaps a whole generation is
lost. But what is good is that-with God's help, and miracles
do happen-there are people who had moved into the empty
field of atheism, materialism, and disbelief, who will pick
up the pieces , and the family will start building up morals ,
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philosophy , outlook, expectations of spirituality they can
gain from the great religions of the world , especially from
the religion of the Orthodox or C ..tholicism. So I do feel
that eventually , maybe within a geqeration , we may see the
moral fiber permeating through the family and children, and
the next generation will regain its' spirituality . Right now
people are looking for something and don't know what they
will find .
What you describe is something that has been ob
served in eastern Germany; people had great expectations ,
not for consumer goods but for infrastructure, industry , and
improvement in their living standard. Is this the cause of
the demoralization in Ukraine?
Bishop Vsevolod: We don't have to drink the whole ocean;
we can take a spoonful and know it is salty . Take an example
from Ukraine, which is similar to Germany , because all
men are the same , they have the same desires and expecta
tions . The eastern Germans , after, unification, felt they'd
improve their lot. Instead, they became weak; not everyone
has job security , they have to struggle for security and find
a job and they find it' s not so easy , there' s a competitive
system and values are expressed in nothing but monetary
fashion. Again, here we have the same phenomenon and
again the only solution is for pe<!>ple to find richness in
themselves , in spiritual life. If you: are satisfied because of
what you have , and you know that what you have is not
more than what others have , becau:se you have this kind of
faith and conviction in higher powers , then you're not afraid
of anything . You don't need to s�ek this false security in
material things because it is all a sign of depravation, anxi
ety , and insecurity. How can we �atisfy somebody who is
insecure? He can be a millionaire , he can be a Rockefeller,
and still he will feel insecure , unhappy , and anxious, and
go to his psychiatrist to seek help. ,
What w e need i s spirituality, a �piritual approach to life,
and hopefully our clergy in Germany will stand up to that.
They have to do double work. I seq! no solution to this . We
will be hungry for material things �o matter what we have.
Because this hunger is not for thiI1gs which we need. It is
a hunger expressed because of anxit1ty , desire to be accepted,
and that's all this materialism. If we have spiritualism, we
don't need this.
EIR:

What do you expect out of t�s conference, especially
in reference to what Gorbachov sllj\d in his speech?
Bishop Vsevolod: There is a parable in the New Testament,
the sower goes and sows the seed.i Some falls between the
rocks, some falls between the thoms, and some falls on
good ground. I feel that the people who came here came
with good will and good ground, iand will sow the seeds.
I'm impressed with the young , el)thusiastic people of St.
Egidio-young, bright, intellectual" and willing to sacrifice.
So the seed sown here cannot be lost.
EIR:
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What China staked in
wager for Olympics
by Cho Wen-pin
The day before the final decision on game sites for the year

2000 was made by the International Olympic Committee

(lOC) , tens of thousands of Beijing youths went to the Great
Wall , chanting a fresh new theme: "Five-Star Awaits Five
Ring ," referring to symbols on the Chinese national flag and
the Olympic flag , and romanticizing the supposed economic
achievement that made it possible for China to bid for the
Olympics 2000.
But this time , the Beijing government was humiliated.
One of the reasons it lost the bid to Sydney, Australia can be
found in the monumental Tiananmen Square-just 20 miles
from the Great Wall , and the place where , four years ago ,
hundreds of students and other protesters died for their brav
ery in launching a freedom movement, a heroic event that the
Beijing government would like to expunge from the world's
memory , using the Olympics to do so.
The bid to host this millennial game started two and a
half years ago, when Deng Xiaoping expressed his wish to
see the Olympic gods in Beijing. Members of the IOC were
treated like gods when they toured the freshly cleaned and
decorated city . City Mayor Chen Xitong , who presided over
imposition of the 1 989 martial law and the crackdown , and
now heads Beijing's Olympic bid committee, said earlier this
year, "We regard the International Olympic Committee as a
god, and what it says is a command to us . "
In fact, the full weight o f the government and Communist
Party , from Deng down to district party chief, was thrown
into the effort. Streets were cleaned , highways built, factor
ies with smokestacks moved out, prisoners released. Then, in
the days before the IOC decision , the government organized
thousands in flag-waving rallies at the Temple of Heaven and
the Great Wall .
Had Beijing won the prize, the next seven years would
certainly have seen intensive propaganda campaigns , deploy
ing the muscle of the Olympic gods to hold the country
together, while the old red gods are dropping the communist
torch. So the Communist Party put the prestige of country
and party into the hazard, like a desperate gambler with the
most to win--or to lose .
But Beijing miscalculated. Had the city won , it would
have pulled in billions in investment over the next seven
years , but investors would have only put out their money for
short-term gains , widening the gap between the capital and
the poor interior, where people eat supper by oil lamp .
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This would have worsened the bubble economy in the
capital . "The government can ! barely control the economy
now . With further stimulus , iIt would become even more
difficult," a Japanese economist told Mark O'Neill of Reuters
in Beijing . "Foreign firms wanted Beijing to win so they
could benefit from a constructjon boom to bring the city to
Olympic standards , but that would be good for them, not
China as a whole . "
S o the daring bid made littl sense economically . It was
very political. which explain� why China was fuming at
British Foreign Secretary Doug� as Hurd's public criticism of
its try for the Olympics. Mi�utes after Sydney was an
nounced as the winner, Beiji�g re-issued a statement first
released 1 1 years ago by Deng Xiaoping , in which he warned
that China would take back HOQg Kong before the negotiated
1 997 date , if serious disturbanc�s arose there .

�

Downturn of China' s rel�tions to the West?

Attacking London over the �issue of Hong Kong' s return
only reflects Chinese wrath to�ard some western govern
ments and the Anglo-Americah human/earth/animal rights
groups who slapped the communists in the face . Yet the
timing of a series of attacks , indluding China' s Foreign Min
ister Qian Qichen's lashing outi at the United States as "self
styled ' world cop' " and the !Jnderground nuclear test in
Xijian , suggests that Beijing is teady to strike back .
The Beijing regime has was�ed no time to take this chance
to try to gain popUlarity . Blendejd with sympathy toward their
comrades lost in Moscow ovet the Oct. 3 weekend, some
Chinese communists have revi�ed anti-western hatred. For
the rabidly pro-free-trade Chi�se, who only saw the trade
opportunities brought by the s Hock therapy in Russia, Yelt
sin's "victory" supported by sorjIe of the military is an unreal
izable dream. The Chinese AnlIY may have even fewer illu
sions about the West than its Russian counterpart. Indeed,
Beijing's hardliners are report¢dly pumping out a wave of
new propaganda that would shift the role of the People 's
Liberation Army from "escortihg
' the reform" to "preparing
for wars against the West. "
When Hong K,ong' s Olympic committee chief Sales ac
cused Olympics-West of "plot�ing against China," he men
tioned he was not alone in this idea. Yet he had no suspicion
that the plot is based on the "(nash of Civilizations" thesis
put forward in the Council onl Foreign Relations quarterly
Foreign Affairs by Samuel Huqtington of Harvard Universi
ty , which foresees inevitable battles between the West and
the "Confucian" (even though one cannot call today' s China
Confucian) and "Islamic" civi 1 izations-a thinly disguised
declaration of war from the An$ lo-American interests which
have caused most of the crises ijn this century .
Without fully understanding how its adversaries had used
the Olympic Games to play Bdj ing from the above vantage
point, China's government win not draw any lessons from
this 1 993 humiliation .
EIR
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Report from Bonn

by Rainer Apel

All quiet on the Eastern Front?
The German government and other institutions are once again
showing a suicidal appeasement of Moscow .

I

n its official reaction to the develop
ments in Moscow , Bonn sailed in the
pro-Yeltsin convoy of western gov
ernments, assuring him of their sup
port for his crackdown against the "vi
olence-prone opposition . "
The fact that many moderate op
position figures who did not belong to
the Rutskoy-Khasbulatov group were
also victimized, held under arrest for
24 hours and more , wasn 't addressed
by Bonn. Nor was the fact criticized
that the main mouthpiece of the mod
erates in the opposition , the Nezavisi
maya Gazeta daily , was put under par
tial censorship through Yeltsin' s
emergency decrees and was prevented
from publishing articles critical of his
regime .
Neither were the German embassy
nor semi-official institutions present
in Moscow , such as the Social Demo
cratic Friedrich Ebert Foundation ,
able or willing to give information
about the effects of the Moscow cur
few and the emergency regime upon
the daily work of the moderate opposi
tion . A source linked to the foundation
even said it was useless to press the
Moscow authorities for information
about such matters, that one would
have to wait until the "dust settles . "
This attitude i s the old appease
ment in a new coat. This is even prac
ticed against German establishment
figures . For example, Karsten Voigt,
a senior foreign policy expert of the
Social Democrats , was ostracized
when he warned party executives at a
Bonn meeting a few days before the
crackdown that it was a mistake for
the West to stake all on Yeltsin . He
said that there were many in the oppo-
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sition who , unlike Rutskoy and Khas
bulatov , were worth listening to.
The appeasement line went into
effect long before the recent bloody
phase of the Moscow power struggle.
At a foreign policy congress of his lib
eral Free Democratic Party , Foreign
Minister Klaus Kinkel revealed on
Sept. 10 that the German government
and the West accepted a Russian
sphere of influence over the former
Soviet bloc except for Poland, Hunga
ry , and the Czech Republic . These
three nations would be integrated
(with Moscow ' s consent) into the
western economic and security insti
tutions , while Ukraine and the three
Baltic states wouldn't, Kinkel de
clared .
That congress was addressed by
the foreign ministers of Britain and
France , Sir Douglas Hurd and Alain
Juppe, respectively , and by Polish
Foreign Minister Krysztof Skubi
szewski , who was quite surprised to
learn that German Defense Minister
Volker Ruhe had just told a Bonn
meeting that Poland' s request to join
NATO would be on the agenda at the
NATO summit in January 1 994 .
When the crackdown in Moscow
occurred three weeks later, Bonn ' s of
ficial line changed visibly: It was
leaked from Kinkel' s Foreign Minis
try that the issue would not be dealt
with prominently at the next NATO
summit, and it was alleged that the
Polish government had accepted that.
What had caused the change was
not a retraction of Poland' s motion for
NATO membership , but a confiden
tial letter from Boris Yeltsin to the
United States , Britain , France, and

i

Germany. The leHer, whose existence
was leaked on Sqpt. 30, specified that
Russia wanted a say on such "vital
security" issues �s the integration of
Poland into NAtO , and warned that
nothing should hie done on this matter
without Moscow' s consent.
The affair was played down by
Bonn and most of the German media,
but more insightful people rightly in
terpreted this letter as a message from
the Russian mili,ary .
When the first reports about the
bloody showdo� in Moscow on Oct.
4 came over the: news wires, Foreign
Minister SkubiS2jewski issued a state
ment in Warsaw, charging the West
with selling Pol�d out to Russia. He
said there were lInmistakable signs in
western governments of an intent to pull
out of commitrrl:nts given earlier for
Polish integratiort into NATO, and that
Poland was in d�ger of again becom
ing a buffer zon� in a new Iron Curtain
between the Eastiand the West.
Skubiszewski, who called the
Bonn Foreign �inistry' s leaks about
a changed Polisp view a rumor-mon
gering campaigq , charged that current
international d tplomacy resembled
the conferences !of Teheran and Yalta
that gave easteIli Europe to Moscow ,
and of the partition of Poland in the
1 8th century be�ween the West (Prus
sia and Austria, lat that time) and Rus
sia's Empress �atherine II . Russian
"security guaraptees are not accept
able for Polantl under any condi
tions," he state� .
Skubiszewski' s remarks were
played down in � onn, and some went
so far as to sa� that after the recent
elections for PoFsh Parliament which
resulted in dramatic losses for his UD
party and otheI1 "reform" groups , he
was a lame duc� political figure any
way . Bonn aPIleasers are tuning in,
already, to a �trong current in Po
land' s new p�liamentary majority
that seeks closer ties to Moscow .
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Andean Report

by Javier Almario

Narco-terrorist 'j ustice ' exposed
"Police corruption " charges in Colombia are revealed as the
work of drug cartel agents inside the justice system .

T

he discovery by state intelligence
agencies that Guillenno Villa Alzate ,
the federal prosecutor responsible for
overseeing police operations , is an
agent of leading drug traffickers Gil
berto and Miguel Rodriguez Orejuela,
chieftains of the so-called Cali Cartel ,
has confinned the long-standing sus
picions of many military and police
officials that the Attorney General's
office serves the interests of narco-ter
rorists .
For more than six years , that office
has in fact functioned as a virtual sub
sidiary of Amnesty International and
other international human rights lob
bies whose intention is to facilitate the
emergence of dual-power govern
ments with such narco-terrorists as the
FARC , the ELN , and the cartels them
selves . Toward that end, the Attorney
General's office has used every juridi
cal mechanism at its disposal to perse
cute thousands of soldiers and police
officers who have fought the narco
terrorists , with the argument that they
are violating "human rights . "
Now it stands revealed who i s re
ally giving the orders for those "hu
man rights" investigations of the
country' s defense and security forces .
In a tape recording of a Sept. 23 tele
phone conversation between Miguel
Rodriguez Orejuela, legal representa
tive of the Cali Cartel's above-ground
companies , and prosecutor Villa AI
zate, one can hear the drug trafficker
demanding sanctions against Colonel
Angarita, the director of Colombia's
Police Department of Judicial Investi
gations (DIJIN) , because he had pre
sented a report that was harmful to
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Cali Cartel interests .
Villa Alzate can be heard telling
Rodriguez that he would have to pres
ent a fonnal complaint against Angar
ita, and that he would personally draft
it . He is later heard making arrange
ments for Rodriguez to be picked up
at the airport, to review the draft com
plaint against the DIJIN head.
The question that many are now
asking is: How many other disciplin
ary investigations and sanctions were
ordered by the drug cartels? For exam
ple , it is now known that Villa had
personally sanctioned 62 members of
the police force's elite Search Team,
whose mission was to recapture the
escaped drug trafficker Pablo Escobar
Gaviria. The dismantling of that unit
was a primary demand of the drug lord
for entering into surrender "negotia
tions" with the government.
Not only did Villa Alzate have ac
cess to all the secret documents per
taining to that elite squad; in every
pursuit operation undertaken by the
Search Team, there was always an
army of 20 lawyers at Villa Alzate' s
elbow , ready to create innumerable
problems for the elite squad in tenns
of maintaining hennetic secrecy over
their plans . That same anny of law
yers was forever on the lookout for
any pretext to shut the search opera
tion down altogether. That has since
been accomplished .
In just a nine-month period, the
Attorney General's office ordered dis
ciplinary sanctions against 19 ,500
soldiers , the majority of them for al
leged "violation of human rights" in
a situation where the majority of wit-

nesses were provided by the terrorist
FARC and ELN themselves. Just
months agp, a book published by
a handful ' of international human
rights non-governmental organiza
tions (NGOs) , State Terrorism in Co
lombia. targeted by name and photo
graph 500 ' prominent military and
police offiders who are allegedly in
volved in d�rty warfare tactics . At the
time , it was reported by sources inside
Colombia tbat the material for the "hit
list" was l¢aked to the NGOs by a
fonner occ�pant of the Attorney Gen
eral ' s office , Alfonso Gomez
Mendez .
The G�viria government is cur
rently in the process of ramming
through a "�efonn" of the Colombian
Anned Forces and police , whose lead
ing element is the creation of human
rights offices in every military branch.
All the human rights offices would co
ordinate among themselves. and with
the Attorney General' s office . Until
he was discovered, Villa Alzate was
the leading candidate for coordinating
those human rights offices inside the
Anned FOIlces with such NGOs as
Amnesty Irtternational and Americas
Watch .
Even now , Villa Alzate continues
to be defended by Prosecutor General
Gustavo de Greiff, the man who facili
tated the dismantling of the Escobar
Search Team. De Greiff was chal
lenged by the press as to why Villa
had lasted in his post for so many years
as an agen/t of the Cali Cartel . De
Greiff respbnded that Villa "was a
very diligent and active official ," that
there had tieen no reason to suspect
his work , and that the recorded phone
conversations with the cartel "did not
clearly demonstrate that he had links
with the d�g trade . " Nonetheless, De
Greiff admitted , Villa' s "familiarity"
with the drug lord was "censurable . "
Villa Alzate' s collaborators in
high places imust be exposed as well .
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Report from Rio

by Silvia Palacios

A non-military military
Brazil' s intelligence chief is in the forefront of a campaign to
"redefine" the Armed Forces .

A

s part of the restructuring of the
country' s intelligence services , after
former President Fernando Collor at
tempted to eliminate them altogether,
a dirty war has been unleashed to rede
fine the role the Armed Forces will
play in Brazil' s future .
Adm. Mario Cesar Flores , the for
mer Navy minister who now heads
Brazil' s intelligence service , known
as the Secretariat of Strategic Affairs
(SAE) , has just been denounced as the
author of a plan to destroy Brazil' s
national sovereignty. Flores ' s propos
al seeks to "modernize" the intelli
gence sector, linking it to the Anglo
Americans ' global new world order,
exactly as Collor's patrons had in
tended.
In its Sept. 22 issue , the magazine
Istoe stated: "The SAE wants , ac
cording to Admiral Flores , to become
an agency of the First World . This ex
plains why agents of the Mossad, Isra
el's secret service , and of the CIA , the
U . S . intelligence agency, assiduously
frequent its offices in Brasilia. "
The magazine added that i n order
to achieve his objectives, the admiral
has created a lobby within the na
tional congress , which includes Dep
uty Jose Genoino of the Workers
Party (PT) , which in turn is affiliated
with the so-called Sao Paulo Forum,
which serves as an umbrella group
for various pro-terrorist Ibero-Ameri
can organizations allied with Wash
ington in its plans to demilitarize
the continent.
Flores received a special note of
appreciation in the preface to the
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Spanish edition of the book The Mili
tary and Democracy, a State Depart

ment-sponsored text promoting de
militarization of lbero-America.
Istoe' s accusations , which under
normal circumstances would have
triggered a major scandal, received
not the slightest comment, at least in
pUblic . Undoubtedly , this is due to the
fact that Flores belongs to the intimate
circle of power surrounding President
Itamar Franco . According to Jornal
do Brasil of Sept. 26, Flores , the only
military minister to survive the Collor
"era," provided great service to Fran
co during the impeachment of his pre
decessor, serving as an interlocutor
with the Armed Forces .
The fact is that Minister Flores,
along with Finance Minister Fernando
Henrique Cardoso and Amazon Min
ister Rubens Ricupero, makes up a
"troika" at the service of the so-called
new world order. This can be seen ,
for example , in the pressure that the
SAE chief is bringing to bear to get
the Chamber of Deputies to approve
the three-party nuclear pact with Ar
gentina and the International Atomic
Energy Agency, which would rein
force the "technological apartheid"
the superpowers seek to impose on
Brazil.
Flores ' s reorientation of the intel
ligence services is part of a project to
inject the Armed Forces with a social
democratic orientation and, thereby ,
a non-military aspect. According to
I stoe, the reorientation is causing a
war with the Army to the point that the
SAE no longer has access to informa-

tion gathered by � ilitary intelligence.
Apart from ;Flores himself, this
project also includes (at least as a
sponsor) the me�ia magnate Roberto
Marinho , owner pf the 0 Globo news
paper chain and I ready servant of the
U . S . State Depafiment.
The other a1 1 y of Flores , Deputy
Genoino , is the �uthor of a project to
alter the role of the Armed Forces
themselves . Th� Workers Party with
which he is affiliated is the only politi
cal party which ip past elections urged
a reduced role fbr the Armed Forces
as part of its eldctoral program. It is
well known that In 1 990, Flores would
have been nameq Navy minister under
either a Collor or Lula da Silva presi
dency. Today, l1is collaboration with
the PT, and vic� versa, is apparently
so close that the¢ are rumors circulat
ing in Brasilia that Flores might even
be a candidate 0, the electoral slate of
PT presidential �andidate Lula.
Taking adv �ntage of a constitu
tional review sl lifed for early October,
Genoino launc �ed his proposal to
"substitute the I expression military
minister with mir ister in charge of the
national defensf4, " which would pave
the way for creating a Defense Minis
try . He also proposes an end to obliga
tory military ser1'ice , and the elimina
tion of military: justice , as is being
pushed by Amdricas Watch, one of
the most active non-governmental or
ganizations in B�azil .
Flores has al�o entered into the de
bate on revising ithe Constitution. In a
speech to the Afmando Alvares Pen
teado Foundati� and published Sept.
30, Flores defined three priorities , in
cluding elimina�ing protectionist arti
cles from the C�nstitution, to bring it
more into line With an "opening of the
economy" and ' 1re ducing the universe
of state monopply," meaning doing
away with the *ate oil company Pe
trobras and win, the state telecommu
nications monopoly .
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Colombia ushers in
U. S . -style 'sex ed'
The new National Plan for Sexual Education
being promoted by the Colombian govern
ment of President Cesar Gaviria includes
the following precepts , which rival the most
radical pornographic programs in use in
U . S . schools:
• Sex education must question archaic
values and beliefs , myths, and prejudices;
must not repress or inhibit; must question
discrimination or subordination based on
gender.
• The indi vidual must seek his own par
ticular form of expressing, feeling, want
ing . Sex education must not reduce erotic
exercises to legally married couples; being
married is merely one option among alterna
tive forms of union, and free union and dif
ferent modalities of union must be respect
ed, and not be discriminated against or be
forced into clandestinity or be subject to
blame .
• Sex education must promote recogni
tion and respect for the sexuality of the in
fant, the adolescent, and the old person,
stages of life in which sexuality is normally
denied or repressed.
• Sex education must generate new atti
tudes. Pleasure and enjoyment must be put
forward as an inalienable right of the human
being .

Peres: Israel made
peace for moral reasons
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres said
on Sept. 27 that Israel made peace with the
Palestinians because its rule over Gaza was
"a moral shame. " In a speech to the Confer
ence of Presidents of Major Jewish Organi
zations in New York City , Peres complained
that in the Knesset debate that approved the
peace accords , each member of parliament
spoke of everything except the current situa
tion in which 4 million Jews are presiding
over the destiny of 3 million Arabs.
"I don't believe that a Jewish [state) can
achieve permanence by overlooking a moral
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shame ," he said. "The fact that we were
running Gaza was a moral shame , to see
our best boys half-heartedly running after
Palestinian youngsters is a moral shame .
When people say 'Gaza is ours , ' what do
they mean? Is the starvation ours? The op
pression ours? What is really ours?"
Peres said that Israel had thought it
might first achieve an accord with Syria over
the Golan Heights . "You can respect [Syrian
President Hafez) Assad , but you can't ac
cept his norms . He doesn't want to meet and
talk and appear in the open . " Not being able
to deal with Assad led Israel to concentrate
on its secret talks in Norway with the Pales
tine Liberation Organization, Peres said. He
added that the public peace talks in Wash
ington had became an endless press confer
ence filled with posturing . "It is a fight of
two people for the same land, two renais
sances that should complement each other,
but don't. The most complicated part of ne
gotiation is the existence of the other side.
An agreement is not made in heaven among
angels , but made of compromises between
people ," he said .
Peres underlined that Jerusalem would
remain the "eternal capital" of the Jewish
people and never be divided with the Arabs.
"It will not be 'Berlinized, ' " he insisted.

plain what he meant by "geopolitical pos
ture ," nor who would decide what countries
qualified under this unusual provision.
"Since Turkey fully corresponds to
these criteria, she considers herself qualified
as a candidate to that new category of mem
bership," Cetin said.

Bosn;),n Parliament
rejects partition plan
The Bosn.an Parliament voted on Sept. 29
against the infamous plan of European Com
munity ntjgotiator Lord David Owen and
U . N . negQtiator Thorvald Stoltenberg, for
partition Qt Bosnia into three ethnic states.
The parliamentarians voted in favor of a
"peace settlement," but insisted that the
terms of t�e settlement include a provision
that ali lantl conquered by aggression should
be returned.
This vote was similar to the overwhelm
ing vote thl'! day before in a special assembly
of Bosnialil Muslim political , military, and
cultural leaders . At that gathering, 62 .5%
voted for the same preconditions, before the
settlementi could be accepted. Of the 300
delegates �o the parliamentary session, half
had participated in the special assembly .

Turkey wants greater

China ilashes out at

role at United Nations

U. S .

Turkish Foreign Minister Hikmet Cetin, in
a speech to the United Nations General As
sembly on Oct. 2, said that his government
wanted a semi-permanent seat on the U . N .
Security Council .
"Turkey firmly believes that an enlarge
ment of the Security Council membership
would enhance its effectiveness ," he said.
This should be accompanied by the creation
of a new category of semi-permanent mem
bership, which would rotate among a spe
cific number of states on the basis of certain
objective criteria such as population, geopo
litical posture, economic potential, record
of contribution to the maintenance of inter
national peace and security, and equitable
geographical distribution. He did not ex-

t$

'world cop '

I

In a speeclt to the United Nations General
Assembly on Sept. 29, Chinese Deputy
Prime Midister and Foreign Minister Qian
Qichen laShed out at "the malpractice of in
discrimin�e use of sanctions or force in the
name of the United Nations . . . . We oppose
the all-toQ-frequent arbitrary use of sanc
tions by Qne country to bring pressure to
bear on an�ther under the pretext of control
ling arms �ransfers while engaging in mas
sive arms �ales of one's own . "
"We �lso denounce the hegemonistic
conduct of a self-styled ' world cop' who
tramples upon international law and norms
of international relations by endangering an
other country ' s navigation safety and nor
mal trading on the excuse of enforcing the
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ban on chemical weapons ," he said, in refer
ence to the United States . Chinese-U . S . re
lations have been at a low point recently ,
since U . S . naval vessels pursued the Chi
nese ship Yinhe on the high seas, accusing
it of transporting chemical weapons to Iran.
The accusations turned out to be false .
According to Reuters , Qian also said
that arrangements designed to control trans
fer of missile technology should take into
account such elements as the arbitrary use
of missiles for attacks on other countries .
"Otherwise, such a n arrangement will
become a means by which certain powers
can maintain military superiority or play
power politics . That is morally unjustifi
able," he said.

Premier says Left may
bring Greece into war
Greek Prime Minister Constantine Mitso
takis said on Oct. 2 that Greece could get
embroiled in a Balkan war if the opposition
Socialists won power in the Oct. 10 elec
tions.
"I shiver at the thought of Greece falling
into [Socialist leader Andreas] Papan
dreou' s irresponsible hands," Mitsotakis
told thousands of supporters in a pre-elec
tion speech in the northern city of SaIonika,
near the Greek-Macedonian border. "What
does Mr. Papandreou propose? To invade
Skopje [the capital of the republic of Mace
donia] and create a new crisis in the southern
Balkans?" he said.
Mitsotakis' s warning is partly based on
political considerations, since he is trailing
in the election polls . All three candidates,
Mitsotakis included, are pro-Serbian and
want Greece to get a chunk of Macedonia.
All of their policies could thus bring Greece
into a Balkan war, sooner or later.
Papandreou is against direct talks with
Macedonia. Party officials have said he may
go as far as closing Greece' s borders to eco
nomically strangle the landlocked republic ,
to force it to change its name .
Reuters reported that a nationwide poll
released on Oct. 1 showed Mitsotakis' s New
Democracy party closing the gap separating
EIR
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it from the Socialists , but analysts doubted
it could overtake them before the elections .
The poll gave the Socialist PAS OK a nar
rowing , but still comfortable seven-point
lead over the New Democracy . The new
nationalist party under Mitsotakis' s former
foreign minister, Antonis Samaras, was
third with 5 . 1 % .

R ussia moves to breach
conventionalforce pact
The Russian government informed the
Turkish government at the end of September
that it wants to modify the Conventional
Forces in Europe (CFE) treaty that was
signed in 1 990, in order to allow greater
Russian military deployment on its two
wings: its borders with Norway and Turkey .
A letter from President Boris Yeltsin mak
ing this demand was sent to Prime Minister
Tansu Ciller and also to the NATO com
mand. It was then leaked to the Turkish
press .
In evaluating this demand, one Turkish
government source noted: "Clearly, Russia
will be returning to the Caucasus , having
successfully played the Armenia card. Ar
menia' s recent military victories were spon
sored by Moscow in order to sufficiently
discredit [former Azerbaijan President Ab
ulfaz] Elcibey, such that Moscow could put
Gaidar Aliyev into power. Soon, Russian
troops will police the Azeri territory that
Armenia has seized, but will now abandon,
under Russian pressure. And that is just the
beginning , as the threat to abrogate the trea
ty shows . Yet in Washington, everyone is
flying high . "
Referring to statements b y President
Clinton and other U. S. officials, supporting
Yeltsin in his showdown with the Russian
parliament, the source added: "Unfortu
nately , Americans, unlike Turks, do not un
derstand the Russian mentality . Yeltsin is
finished as a result of the events of the last
few days; Americans don't seem to under
stand that. Whoever will emerge to replace
him will be a puppet of the Army and KGB .
Whatever occurs, Russia' s drive south and
west will resume . "

• NATO Secretary General Man
fred Worner told reporters that
NATO would I help the former Soviet
republic of · Turkmenistan build
"democratic and defensive" armed
forces and th..t the region' s stability
was in N ATO r s interest. Worner had
met with Turklmenistan President Sa
parmurad Niy�zov , who said that his
country would stick to a policy of
neutrality . Turkmenistan did not seek
to become �j NATO member, ac
cording to Worner.
• THE SU(>ANESE Assembly' s
legal committee head, Hassan Ismail
al-Beilli , den1unced a report released
by Amnesty II)ternational on Sept. 29
as "full of lies J" part of an unjust cam
paign to blacI¢n Sudan' s reputation.
"If there are Human rights violations
or ethnic cIe�nsing in this country,
why do souttierners flee [rebel-held
areas] to nort�ern Sudan?" he asked.
• A BOMB. exploded on Sept. 28
at the American Embassy in the Esto
nian capital o{ Tallinn . According to
Russian radiq, the bomb destroyed
the embassY' $ satellite communica
tion connecti�ns, but otherwise there
was no sign.ficant damage to the
building , and ho injuries . There is no
indication of Who was responsible for
this act.
• THE BAtKANS today remind
one of the scerte shortly before World
War I broke oUt in 1 9 1 4 , wrote com
mentator Carl iG . Stroehm in the Ger
man daily Dif Welt on Oct. 4. The
really big waIl in the region is yet to
come, and it �ill begin with a new
conflict between Serbs and Croats , he
I
wrote .
I

• CROATI�N President Franjo
Tudjman tol � the U . N . Security
Council on �pt. 28 that he wants
United NatioJ'\s forces out of Croatia
by Nov. 20, unless they disarm the
Krajina Serbs� stop the flow of arms
and ammunition from neighboring
Serbian-contr� lled areas of Bosnia,
and allow refugees to return home or
help the Croatk regain control of adja
cent Serbian-dontrolled areas .
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ADL candidates in trouble as
I

voters eye LaRouche option
by John Sigerson

As the final phase of campaigning for the Nov. 2 elections
begins, voters in Virginia and Minnesota who only rely on
the censored major news media are scratching their heads
over the mysterious decline in the fortunes of two supposedly
up-and-coming , national-spotlight politicians: Mary Sue
Terry , the tough former Virginia Attorney General, running
to replace Douglas Wilder, the nation's first black governor;
and Terry' s Minnesota colleague Hubert "Skip" Humphrey
III , who was angling to run next year for either the governor' s
post or his father's old seat i n the U . S . Senate .
According to the censored media, Terry, who began her
campaign with a wide lead over her only opponent, Republi
can George F. Allen, is now all of a sudden "floundering,"
"fumbling ," "bumbling ," or even "stumbling ," and is seri
ously lagging behind Allen in the opinion polls . Then Hum
phrey suddenly announced in late September that he would
not seek higher office , and will instead seek a fourth term in
his current post.
As usual , it' s what the media don' t report that makes
what's happening comprehensible . The reality is that in Vir
ginia, there is a third candidate-independent Nancy Span
naus , an associate of Lyndon LaRouche-who is making
significant inroads , as voters ' stomachs tum at the other two
offerings; while in Minnesota, Humphrey is in increasing
danger of being indicted on numerous counts of criminal
abuse of power, including his participation , along with Mary
Sue Terry , in the illegal political witchhunt against Lyndon
LaRouche .
The Spannaus campaign
A future EIR feature will examine the coming demise of

gangland figure Skip Humphrey . Here we will focus on the
demise of his Virginia cohort, Mary Sue Terry.
Virginia insiders all know that Nancy Spannaus is a force
to be seriously reckoned with . In the 1 990 elections, when
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she ran against John Warner for the U . S . Senate, she received
200,000 votes , garnering over 1 8% of the total vote . This
power was acknowledged in • backhanded way on Oct. 3 ,
when the Washington Post PlIblished a poll reporting that
34% of those polled wished that there were a third candidate
on the ballot !
Over recent weeks, both she and her husband Edward Span
naus--one of the original "�ouche seven" frameup victims
imprisoned in 1989 and now free-have been stumping the
state, speaking at local functiQ[ls and ceremonies and urging
voters to get serious about turhing about the depression and
adopting the infrastructure-buj.lding approach proposed by
LaRouche. In this effort, she i� flanked by a number of candi
dates for Virginia State Assembiy , mostly grouped in the north
ern part of the state around W .hington, D.C. and the former
shipbuilding center around Norfolk in the south.
:
Spannaus's presence is so pervasive that it has become
impossible to shut her out of Jvery debate, despite the usual
heavy-handed efforts to do so. Edward Spannaus has appeared
in a debate against the Republican George F. Allen, while
Nancy Spannaus was featured along with Republican lieutenant
governor candidate Mike Farris at a debate sponsored by the
McLean Civic Association � the McLean chapter of the
American Association of University Women. This in tum is
beginning to wear down the L¢ague of Women voters, which
under heavy pressure from cdrrupt circles around the Anti
Defamation League and Mary ue Terry, has so far refused to
include Spannaus in any debate; But a recent League of Women
Voters flyer on candidates' po�tions on issues which gets dis-,
tributed throughout the state, prominently features Spannaus,
listing her first among the cand�dates.
The political penalties fOlf continuing to exclude Span
naus may become even steeper with the beginning of a series
of televised debates. The first !Was held on Oct. 7 in the state
capital Richmond, sponsored by the Virginia Press Associa-
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tion. These scions of the "free" press refused to put Spannaus
on , but had to suffer the indignity of a demonstration and
press conference, at which Spannaus called upon the Virginia
media to "end their role as the 'Thought Police' of
America. ' " The Spannaus campaign has used some of its
modest funds to purchase short radio ads , similar in format
to the ads with which Lyndon LaRouche rocked the Washing
ton, D . C . area during his 1 990 Virginia congressional cam
paign.
Spannaus 's campaign is also developing substantial sup
port among black and trade union constituencies . She has
been speaking at functions of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) , and on Oct.
9 participated in the gubernatorial candidates ' forum at the
NAACP's state convention. Of the three candidates , she has
done the most campaigning in the mining areas of southwest
Virginia, where Mary Sue Terry is not well liked for her tacit
backing of efforts to dismantle what remains of the organized
labor movement. Indeed, Spannaus has pointed out that Ter
ry' s campaign has received $ 1 0,000 from mob-connected
Edgar Bronfman and $5 ,000 from his Seagrams liquor com
pany, and that the Bronfmans hold a major interest in Consol
idated Coal , the corporate giant which has recently forced a
new miners strike .
Intersecting this is the growing revolt of parents against
New Age brainwashing programs such as outcome-based
education (OBE) and the Common Core of Learning . The
worst "pilot project" schools around the state have been the
site of emotion-charged demonstrations , led by combinations
of Spannaus campaign workers and local parents . Digust
with these programs became so great that in September, out
going Douglas Wilder declared that the Common Core cur
riculum would be withdrawn, a decision confirmed on Sept.
1 9 in an abrupt statement by the Virginia Board of Education.
This has given further fuel to rumors that state school superin
tendent Joseph Spagnolo will indeed be thrown out, as Span
naus has demanded.
Spannaus' s influence and ideas have also cropped up in
the campaign of her Republican opponent George F. Allen.
Allen has stated his opposition to OBE. Also, a statewide
campaign pamphlet prominently shows a very unflattering
picture of Mary Sue Terry which strikingly resembles a pho
tograph which has also appeared in Spannaus campaign liter
ature.
' Come Clean, Mary Sue'

Given the huge amount of corruption in Virginia, it would
be absurd to shy away from "negative campaigning ." The
Spannaus campaign has issued a slim but deadly brochure ,
which opens with the following: "What is Mary Sue Terry
hiding? How many corrupt political favors and illegalities
did she carry out during her two terms as attorney general?
Virginia voters have a right to know . "
The questions asked are likely to finish o ff Terry' s career
even more quickly than the question that Lyndon LaRouche
EIR
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asked in 1 988 about the mental health of Democratic presi
dential candidate Michael Dukakis .
Spannaus's pamphlet aims at Terry ' s sorest Achilles'
heel: her politically motivated zealotry in railroading Lyndon
LaRouche and his associates into prison , with sentences
ranging up to 77 years , in the case of Michael Billington.
According to FBI transcripts of the phone conversations of
Donald Moore , a former sheriff' s lieutenant in Loudoun
County in northern Virginia, Moore �laimed he had knowl
edge of illegal doings by Terry in going after LaRouche
which could "blow her [Terry] out of the saddle . " Moore,
who had some political ambitions himself-perhaps in
tending to hitch his wagon to that of h l s old tent-buddy Oliver
North, the patriotic drug runner w�o now wants to be a
Virginia senator-bragged to a caller that he had personally
telephoned Terry' s office to threaten that he would "blow the
LaRouche investigation sky-high" i� Terry did anything to
stand in the way of his career goals .
Specifically, Moore claimed he qad instructed Terry not
to give any assistance or support to Moore' s local rival ,
Loudoun County Sheriff John Isom . !Isom' s office had been
raided on April 2 1 , 1 992 by the FBI a� part of an investigation
of misuse of government funds . Mopre ' s threat, according
to the Spannaus pamphlet, was not idle , since Terry would
otherwise be inclined to help Isom , who was Terry' s cam
paign manager during her 1 989 ruQ for a second term as
attorney general . Indeed, it was Isom who had delivered the
speech nominating Terry at the state Qemocratic Convention.
The blackmail apparently worke�, since Isom has been
left twisting in the wind, while Terry ' s assistant, John Rus
sell, later showed up to defend Moo�e in a 1 992 trial where
Moore was accused of being part of la conspiracy to kidnap
another LaRouche associate , Lewis QU Pont Smith.
The Spannaus brochure also asks jrerry to come clean on
the following questions:
I
• Her involvement with the illegal spying activities of
the Anti-Defamation League of B ' n�i B ' rith (ADL) , espe
cially since "in May 1 990 , the : prosecution [against
LaRouche associates] stipulated in �pen court in Roanoke
that the ADL was part of the Virginta state prosecution , as
well as the federal prosecution. "
• Her refusal to pay 200 ,000 retiJled Virginia federal and
military retirees $467 million which bad been collected "by
mistake" out of their pensions .
I
• Her odd personal life . One of Spannaus ' s chief slogans
has been "Virginia Is For Mothers !"
On the latter point, the blackmaU promises to get very
dirty indeed . According to the Oct . a Richmond Times-Dis
patch, William Gray, a Roanoke psyqhiatrist now accused of
engaging in inappropriate sexual relationships with at least
four young male patients , has claime<ll that he was framed up
by Terry, after a patient of his , who was also Terry' s lesbian
lover, committed suicide . Terry has" dismissed the charge ,
noting that "the same thing happened tp me when I prosecuted
Lyndon LaRouche' s associates . " Ti�e will tell .
National
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Gangster chronicle

ADL asset Holtzman
bites the dust
by Jeffrey Steinberg
On Sept. 28 , New York City ' s incumbent Comptroller Eliza
beth Holtzman suffered an overwhelming defeat in the Dem
ocratic Party primary runoff election . Holtzman was
trounced by longtime Queens State Assemblyman Alan Hev
esi , who had the backing of Mayor David Dinkins . Hevesi
received over 68% of the vote .
The defeat of Holtzman , who also lost a 1 992 bid for the
Democratic Party' s nomination for the U . S . Senate seat held
by Alfonse D' Amato (R) , brings to an end the political career
of one of the Anti-Defamation League of B ' nai B ' rith' s
(ADL) most loyal assets . Holtzman, who served two terms
in the U . S . Congress in the late 1 970s , was the driving force
behind the creation of the Department of Justice' s Nazi-hunt
ing unit, the Office of Special Investigations (OSI) . While
pretending to pursue Nazi war criminals living in America,
the OSI actually served as a beachhead for ADL-linked crimi
nal networks , paved the way for a "special relationship"
between the DOJ and Soviet intelligence services , and pro
vided a propaganda platform for factions in Israel and the
U . S . Zionist lobby closely aligned with organized crime .
In its 14 years of existence , the OSI never prosecuted a
genuine high-ranking Nazi war criminal , but did manage to
railroad a number of innocent people , several of whom were
murdered either through Jewish underground terrorist attacks
or in Soviet bloc prisons .
One of the most shameful cases was that of Tscherim
Soobzokov . A Circassian refugee who worked for U . S . intel
ligence in Jordan in the 1 960s as a liaison to King Hussein ,
Soobzokov was accused by New York Times writer Howard
Blum of being a wartime Nazi . Blum's allegations were
based on files leaked to him by Holtzman , who traveled to
the Soviet Union for doctored KGB files . Soobzokov suc
cessfully sued Blum and the New York Times, and forced the
OSI to drop the phony case against him, only to be assassi
nated by a Jewish Defense League-planted bomb in 1 985 .
Holtzman's defeat came weeks after John Demjanjuk,
the Ukrainian-born retired Cleveland auto worker, returned
to the United States after spending seven years in an Israeli
prison because of false charges that he was the World War II
Treblinka, Poland concentration camp mass murderer known
as "Ivan the Terrible . " The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati is now reviewing evidence that Holtzman' s
friends at the OSI committed fraud upon the court i n their
prosecution of Demjanjuk.
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As a congresswoman and later as the District Attorney of
Brooklyn, Holtzman cultivated an image as a corruption
buster and liberal crusader fOri political reform. Yet, it was a
kickback and conflict-of-interest scandal that brought her
down in her reelection bid, jmd could still lead to felony
indictments . On Sept. 1 1 , thrq: days before the first primary ,
the New York City Departmept of Investigations (DOl) de
livered a report to the city' f Conflicts of Interest Board
(COIB ) on Holtzman' s acceppnce of 1 992 campaign loans
from Fleet Bank and Fleet' s spbsequent hiring by her office
as city bond underwriters . The release of that report was
largely the result of an unsu�essful effort by Holtzman to
withhold documents and witnbsses from the DOl investiga
tors . When the COIB offere� to make the full text of the
report available prior to the el�ction , Holtzman refused, pre
ferring not to answer the detailed charges .
It is fitting that Holtzman'� political demise was accom
panied by the taint of sleaze . IFrom the outset, she was sur
rounded by liberal doses of gr�ft and corruption.
One of Holtzman' s first acts as a congresswoman in 1 976
was to launch a probe into all�ged corruption in a U . S . De
partment of Agriculture-sponsored summer free lunch pro
gram in New York City schoofs . As a result, several officials
of a Brooklyn kosher catering firm, B ' nai Torah Institute ,
were indicted on minor financ�al charges . The company was
driven into bankruptcy , opening up $25 million in USDA
contracts . The institute' s own¢rs were backers of New York
Mayor Abraham Beame and aep. Dan Flood (D-Pa . ) .
One o f the major benefici�es o f the fall o f B ' nai Torah
was Sidney Holtzman, the c�gresswoman' s father, a New
York City lawyer. By 1 98 1 , i six of the nine catering firms
that received the lion ' s shar� of the $25 million in USDA
contracts were represented b � Sidney Holtzman. One of the
firms , ARA Services , has bee� suspected of ties to organized
crime. Three of the other firms were secretly owned by mem
bers of the Bistritzky family , ilongtime friends and business
associates of Sidney Holtzm� .
Holtzman' s own campaigp financing was traced by EIR
investigators in 1 980 back to � Indianapolis , Indiana politi
cal slush fund, the Plumsoc� Fund . Established from the
estate of Evelyn Lilly Lutz , t�e heiress to tbe Eli Lilly phar
maceutical fortune who married New York City left-wing
politico Herbert Lutz , Plum�ck reportedly bankrolled the
careers of former New York iCity Mayor Ed Koch, former
Los Angeles Mayor Tom B d ley, and Liz Holtzman . Two
founders of Plumsock, Dan olf and Ed Fancher, launched
the Village Voice in the mid- 950s to replace the New York
City Democratic Party with a crew of ADL-linked insur
gents . Typical of the new brded who got Holtzman' s career
off the ground was Max Pal�vsky , former chairman of the
board of Xerox and the orig�al financial angel behind the
National Organization for t� Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) , the drug legalization lobby.
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Hungruy

Dignitaries from Austria,
ask that LaRouche be freed
A delegation of international dignitaries spent Sept. 20-24 in
Washington, meeting with policymakers to urge that Ameri
can statesman and political prisoner Lyndon LaRouche be
freed, and discussing the political and economic situations
in their own countries (see EIR, Oct. ] , p. 58, Oct. 8, p. 63) .
Below are edited excerpts from the statements of three mem
bers of the delegation, from a press conference on Sept. 22
at the National Press Club in Washington .
Austria: Prof. Kurt Ebert
Professor Ebert is an international law expert from lnns
bruck, Austria .

I have been observing the case of Lyndon LaRouche for
approximately four years . It was at this time , when I was first
confronted with the case , when there was a rush to trial in
Alexandria, Virginia, and this despite the fact that there had
already been one acquittal in the same case by a different
court here in the United States .
That means that Lyndon LaRouche has been tried twice;
and in the second trial he was then sentenced to 1 5 years .
That's an extraordinary punishment.
Now two lawyers have filed a motion of appeal against
the denial of a so-called 2255 motion for a new trial and this
had been filed already in January 1 992; but it was denied by
the same judge who had originally sentenced LaRouche and
several of his associates . This is a gross violation of the
principle of fair trial .
Another gross violation of the principle of fair trial, is the
fact that an independent American judge had stated very
clearly that in bringing forth involuntary bankruptcy proceed
ings against organizations and publishing entities associated
with Lyndon LaRouche , the government had acted literally
in objective bad faith , which is a very grave reproach; and
that they had committed "fraud on the court . " In my eyes,
this is a bad crime committed by a government.
This ruling was affirmed on appeal; but nevertheless, the
inevitable consequences were not drawn.
On the contrary , we are facing continued inaction by the
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals , which demonstrates how
the pattern of gross violation of due process is being contin
ued, despite the growing wave of internationally proclaimed
protest against this procedure. . . .
EIR
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In the particular case of LaRouch� , it' s mainly two fundamental human rights: the right to fair ttial , with many aspects;
and the right not to be treated in a de $rading manner and not
to suffer degrading and inhuman punjshment.
The first aspect, the right to a fairj trial , has been violated
in many aspects . It started with the �sh to trial , it continued
with the composition of the jury, witij all the influence exert
ed on the jury , with the press campaitn and so on . . . .
There are other aspects in this tril\.lI of Lyndon LaRouche
which grossly violated the right to al fair trial . I will not go
into details because everything has b�en documented and has
been published , and you can read it y 4urself. The fact is quite
evident and it has provoked seriou� concern all over the
world , in particular in Europe , beca� se we have a very ad
vanced legal system and human rights machinery . . . . And
now , we [Europeans] are doing the s �e thing as the United
States has done for many decades: 1Ve are demanding that
human rights be fulfilled, thauhey b� granted to everybody,
irrespective of race, irrespective of se� , irrespective of politi
cal opinions , as in the case of Lyndo$ LaRouche .

I
Hungary : Janos Denes
!
Janos Denes is a member of Parliamfnt ofHungary.

On June 4-5 , 1 993 , the Schiller Institute held a two
day conference in Bonn , Germany �th the title "Securing a
Lasting Peace in Europe . " Members �f the Hungarian delega
tion were: Janos Denes, Member o� Parliament; Dr. Tibor
Kovats, journalist, economist; Tibo� Koch, interpreter. Ist
van Morvay , titular undersecretary ofl state , head of the Refu
gee Committee of the government, also attended the conference as a guest . . . .
I
The Schiller Institute is officially j registered and licensed
and is independent of any political p�ies . Under the leader
ship of its chairwoman , Mrs . Helg� Zepp-LaRouche, the
institute has been engaged since its fohnding in 1 984 not only
in literature and the fine arts , but, due to her marriage with the
American economist Lyndon LaRo+che , whose economic
research and warnings for Europe inSpired her, it shows an
increasing interest in the economic an� political factors form
ing the fortune of central and easterP Europe . The Schiller
Institute studies the economic and political analyses pub
lished by Lyndon LaRouche as earJy as 1 982. These can
National
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briefly be summarized: "What will happen in Europe if the
Russians leave?" He foresaw an economic and political vacu
um, nationalist and separatist movements flaring up , improp
erly prepared international loan activities , the gradual drop
of the living standards of the populations of exploited and
underdeveloped regions , the crash of the improvement of
transport, but above all the implacable rule of the internation
al banking and credit system.
Unfortunately, we are witnesses to all that in the present
day .
Through the newly regained independence of Hungary,
its citizens make use of their civil rights by presenting differ
ent alternatives for international public life and political
economy .
We accepted the invitation to the conference in Bonn. We
introduced our nation ' s and the neighboring states ' situation .
We reviewed other nations ' delegates' opinions . We took
part in formulating the concluding declaration and signed it
after it had been voted upon and accepted . . . .
We thanked chairwoman Helga Zepp-LaRouche for the
invitation and acknowledged the Schiller Institute' s work in
preparing , organizing , and managing the conference. We
expressed our hope that, along with her American husband,
she would soon visit Hungary. We also expressed our hope
for a conference in Hungary, with particular regard to the
crisis of this region.
In conclusion I would like to use a quotation about the
responsibilities of a journalist: "To inform objectively , to
always tell and write the truth and only the truth"-and the
media' s task in tum is to report this in its full entirety !
Hungary : Dr. Tibor Kovats
Dr. Kovats is a journalist. economist, and member of the
Hungarian Association of Former Political Prisoners .

Janos Denes, member of Parliament, my friend and ex
political prison-mate , through his parliamentary activities
and recent attendance at the conference in Bonn , gave me a
chance to give you an overall picture of the economic diffi
culties of our close European neighbors , but also of conti
nents far away from us . Allow me to give a short intro
duction.
On May 1 5- 1 6 in Bulgaria, on May 22-23 in Zagreb,
Croatia, and on May 27-29 in Melbourne , Australia, I took
part in international conferences preceding the above-men
tioned conference in Bonn. Besides official evaluations , I
concluded from talks with Australians and Hungarian people
living in Australia that it is no exaggeration to speak of a
worldwide economic crisis; inflation is everywhere and un
employment does not spare even a well-organized country
never fraught by war, with almost boundless economic po
tentials , such as Australia.
The delegates of most countries point at the international
banking system pursuing a rigid, stubborn financial and cred
it policy developed during the Cold War, the stiffened and
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relentless , by no means "elastic ," economic policy of the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund , as the
causes of the economic troubles of the world.
It is , however, superfluous to bring up the economic
complaints of the Balkan nations, Ukraine, Latvia, or those
of Hungarian immigrants in Australia, since it is enough to
study the IMF's survey on Hungary.
So that no one can accuse me of being biased , I refer to
the answer of a member of �e Hungarian Parliament, ex
minister of the Treasury , th� communist Laszlo Bekesi, to
the question , "How do you fllte the principal obtained from
the IMF?" published in a Hungarian newspaper. Let me re
mind you that in spring 1 992 , the IMF stopped its credit
payments to Hungary and that' s why current Treasury Minis
ter Ivan Szabo had to achieve a "principal agreement" with
the IMF. Mr. Bekesi gave an apt answer, which reads briefly:
"First the three-year agreemebt signed previously cannot be
upheld, since the output of the Hungarian economy deviates
from the responsibilities assumed there on basic points.
These are the budget deficit, the inflation rate, the dimension
of the foreign trade and the amount of money in circulation.
So the first conclusion is that the three-year agreement failed,
it was not fulfilled . "
We can fully agree with the latter statement, but we should
ask for an eventual revision by Ithe new democratic government
of the conditions of the internatlional treaty with the IMP, which
was so easily concluded in the icornmunist era, or its inapplica
ble conditions-in view of the �'different output" of the Hungar
ian economy, predictably inapplicable.
In whose interest would a change have been? Of course ,
in ours . That's why no efforts were made to make a change .
They waited until it failed . . : . . The same happened in Po
land , too .
As is well known among experts , a joint committee of
the World Bank and the 1Mii' was in Budapest from March
22 to April 2 of this year. the survey of this committee
pointed out that "the majority of the [Hungarian] banks are,
according to the internatiomillly accepted accounting stan
dards , technically bankrupt. The Hungarian financial system
seems unable to finance the trllnsition into market economy ."
This should at last b e admitted i n Hungarian financial circles ,
too.
The acceleration of the transformation of the economy
cannot be achieved: While in 1 989-9 1 , bank credits amount
ed to 34 . 5 % of the total investments of the companies; this
rate fell back to 2 . 9% by 1 992 , whereas direct loans of the
companies from abroad increased rapidly .
Countless evaluations apJ!>ear day by day about inflation,
indebtedness, and economic difficulties in Hungary, but the
media are shy to name those political-economic tendencies
and programs that are alread� well-known for experts . It is
hard to break through the IMF walls , just as it was with the
Berlin Wall . . . . It seems we must wait until it gets knocked
down !
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ADL files unsealed by

San Francisco court

by Jeffrey Steinberg
On Oct. 1 , California Superior Court Judge Lenard Louie
ruled that some of the files seized in two raids on the offices
of the Anti-Defamation League of B 'nai B 'rith (ADL) in the
San Francisco Bay Area and Los Angeles will be unsealed
and released to the victims of the ADL espionage. Last De
cember, Judge Louie had sealed all the materials seized by
San Francisco police in the first series of raids on the ADL
offices and the home of ADL dirty-trickster Roy Bullock,
arguing that he had to preserve the integrity of the ongoing
police investigation into how the ADL had obtained classified
police and California Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV)
data on tens of thousands of American citizens . In April of
this year, police again raided the ADL offices in Los Angeles
and San Francisco and carted off thousands of additional
files that had been withheld by ADL officials during the first
raids.
At a hearing on Sept. 10, Judge Louie was informed by
San Francisco Assistant District Attorney John Dwyer, the
man in charge of the lO-month probe of the ADL, that the
criminal investigation had been completed and that his office
would complete its review of the case by Nov . 9, the date on
which a new grand jury is to be empaneled. The ADL has
been exerting enormous behind-the-scenes pressure on Dis
trict Attorney Arlo Smith and other city officials to resolve
the case without further criminal indictments .
So far, the only person charged is former San Francisco
police inspector Tom Gerard, who was indicted in May of
this year on five felony counts . In the criminal complaint
filed against Gerard, Bullock was also charged with illegally
possessing classified DMV and police data on over 1 ,000
California residents. Although Bullock has not yet been in
dicted, the fact that the district attorney spelled out specific
felony acts strongly suggests that he will be also be brought
up on charges. Others who have been identified by sources
in the district attorney's office as targets of the probe are
Irwin Suall, director of the ADL's Fact-Finding Division;
San Francisco ADL regional director Richard Hirschhaut;
Los Angeles ADL regional director David Lehrer; and Judge
Bruce Einhorn, former ADL president for southern Califor
nia and the ADL' s secret paymaster to Bullock.
The decision by Judge Louie to selectively open the ADL
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files on individuals and organization � is a serious setback for
the ADL, which had been angling Ito have all of its files
returned without being publicly released. At stake for the
ADL is its tax-exempt status and po�entially $25 million in
civil fines . Last May , former U . S . Rep. Paul N . McCloskey ,
Jr. (R-Calif. ) filed a class action suit on behalf of the victims
of the ADL's illegal spying operation. He has already filed
discovery motions , and the ADL is desperately attempting
to block them by claiming they are i a "news organization"
protected by California's shield laws:
Another Pollard scandal?

Another time bomb was set ticijng during the hearing
before Judge Louie on Oct. 1 when Gerard' s attorney James
Lassart reported that the FBI has so far refused to release any
documents from their two-and-a-halfryear probe of Bullock.
Not even the district attorney ' s officq has received copies of
the FBI investigative file , according to Lassart .
The FBI began its probe of BullCl>ck' s activities in 1 990
as part of an investigation into espionage by the South African
government. FBI agents probing SCi)uth African efforts to
obtain information about high-technollogy research in Silicon
Valley discovered that Bullock had b!een selling information
to two South African agents known as "Humphries" and
"Louie . " As the result of court-ordered wiretaps on Bullock' s
phone, the FBI discovered that he : was regularly tapping
into classified police and even FBt data bases , obtaining
confidential information on America� citizens .
CIA documents turn up

In November 1 992, the FBI turned the primary jurisdic
tion in the case over to the San Franci!,co Police Department.
However, even after the initial SFPD raids on the San Fran
cisco and Los Angeles ADL offices aDd the homes of Bullock
and Gerard, the FBI continued its probe . Bullock and another
former ADL employee, David Gurvitz, were interrogated by
the FBI in January 1 993 ; and in ApriL following the discov
ery of a Gerard briefcase loaded with Classified Central Intel
ligence Agency documents at a poliqe gymnasium, the FBI
announced that it was back on the ca$e .
When Lassart raised the issue of the mysterious FBI files
in court, ADL attorneys became noticeably uncomfortable.
The disclosure of the FBI investigative file could prove to be
another devastating blow to the ADL. Sources close to the
police probe of Bullock, Gerard, and the ADL say that there
are mountains of documents that could surface during a trial
of any of the potential defendants and that would "devastate"
the ADL.
Robert I . Friedman, a reporter fQ1' the New York tabloid
Village Voice and the author of tWQ lengthy stories on the
ADL in recent months , reported in April that convicted Israe
li spy Jonathan Jay Pollard has written to friends and relatives
that a top official of the ADL was a pivotal player in his spy
ring.
National
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Congressional Closeup

C

aution raised on space
cooperation with Russia

Following the Clinton administra
tion's decision to initiate closer col
laboration with the Russians in space
exploration , four leading congress
men sent a letter to Vice President Al
Gore at the end of September, warn
ing that the joint U . S . -Russian work
in space could compromise the U . S .
Space Station program. The signers
included the chairman and ranking
minority members of the committees
that authorize and appropriate the
NASA budget.
The administration has promoted
the idea of using the Russian Mir 2
station as the core of the international
station , thereby making the entire fa
cility dependent upon what the Rus
sians can deliver. There has been a
war of words regarding Russian par
ticipation in the re-designed space sta
tion effort, now designated as station
Alpha.
The White House has promoted
close coordination with the Russians
as a way of stabilizing the Yeltsin re
gime . Budget balancers have pro
moted it as a way to cut the price of
what Space Station Freedom would
have cost, and the station funding
which the Senate passed on Sept. 22
was influenced by these considera
tions . Russian Space Agency head
Yuri Koptev has described the collab
oration as the way to save the rapidly
deteriorating Russian program, which
is receiving about half of the money it
is requesting from the Russian gov
ernment.
James Oberg , an expert in the
Russian space program, recently
raised concerns in an article in the
Wall Street Journal over the instabili
ty of the Russian political situation
and the growing enmity between Rus
sia and Kazakhstan , where the launch
facility is located. Oberg described
the decrepit state of the physical facili-
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ties. This led the White House to have
a study done on the state of the Baiko
nur cosmodrome, which appears to be
a white-wash of the problems .
Collaboration on the Space Sta
tion was one of the carrots held out to
Moscow by the Clinton administra
tion in order to pressure the Russians
to scrap their planned sale of cryogen
ic rocket engines to India. The House
Committee on Science, Space , and
Technology will be holding hearings
on the issue in October.

H

ill told: no oversight of
Russian missile destruction

At hearings before the House Foreign
Affairs Committee on Sept. 2 1 , Ash
ton Carter, Assistant Secretary of De
fense for National Security and
Counterproliferation , admitted to
Congress that the United States really
has no idea how many missiles the
Russians have destroyed . The admis
sion came at a time when the Clinton
administration is clamping down on
high-technology capabilities avail
able to Third Wodd countries by
toughening up the non-proliferation
regime .
In response to a question from Jan
Meyers (R-Kan. ) about how many
missiles the Russians have destroyed,
Carter said, "We don't know , again,
exactly . We presume somewhere in
the neighborhood of 2,000 per year
or slightly in excess of that number. "
When queried further by committee
chairman Lee Hamilton (D-Ind. ) ,
Carter replied, "We have been assured
by the Russian government that dis
mantling is taking place . . . . That
[2,000] is . . . the number that we
have been told that we put most stock
in. "
Carter admitted that the Russians
give no verification for their figures.

Haiiniiton was particularly per
turbed, l because the United States, un
der the Nunn-Lugar amendment, is
giving Russia the equipment needed
to destroy rocket delivery systems .
The aI1)endment was designed to as
sist th� Russians financially in dis
mantlirtg their nuclear capabilities .

Rea¢tor okayed despite
'prolij'eration' concerns

In a vic�ory of economics over ideolo
gy , tht1 Senate rejected by a vote of
53-44 �n Sept. 30 an amendment by
John Klerry (D-Mass.) which would
have e h minated the $22 million in
fundi ' for the Advanced Liquid Met
al Rea tor, contained in the Energy
and
ater Appropriations Bill for
fiscal year 1 994 .
Anti-nuclear groups have been op
posed tb the reactor, which produces
piutonillm as a by-product. It is not
clear �hat effect the Senate decision
will halVe on the development of the
reactor I because the House voted in
June tO, cancel funding.
Th� debate in the Senate was heat
ed bec�use of the tightening of the
non-prC:>liferation restrictions enunci
ated, at least in outline, by President
Clinton in his speech to the United
Nations on Sept . 27 , where he reiter
ated the U . S . pledge to work for a
ban onl plutonium production . Kerry
argued Ithat it was therefore necessary
to stop! development of the ALMR,
now Ulilder way at the Argonne Na
tional �aboratory , since it could be
config4red to breed plutonium.
Iro�ically, the purpose of the reac
tor is riot to produce plutonium, but
rather, �o bum it as an energy source,
offering a possible solution to the
probleIb of disposing of surplus pluto
nium ! from dismantled nuclear
weapolls .

�
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HI files on sen tor
raise oversight questions

An article in Roll Call magazine,
which circulates on Capitol Hill , pub
lished on Sept. 25 information regard
ing an FBI file which J . Edgar Hoover
had on the late Sen . Quentin Burdick
(D-N . D . ) . The FBI kept an investiga
tive file on Burdick from 1 959 to 1 965
because of his alleged "communist
sympathies. "
Sen. Kent Conrad (D-N . D . ) , who
took over Burdick' s seat after his
death, expressed outrage over the fact
that Roll Call would publish such dis
credited allegations about Burdick.
Roll Call responded, however, that
the article was not aimed against Bur
dick, but rather against the FBI , refer
ring to earlier exposes they had run
showing how the FBI had conducted
probes of the late Rep . Larry McDon
ald (D-Ga. ) and the late Rep. Mickey
Leland (D-Tex . ) , and a smear cam
paign against the late Rep . Hale
Boggs (D-La. )
In an editorial o n Sept. 27 , Roll
Call warned: "Senators and represen
tatives should take these articles to
heart as examples of what government
agencies and officials can do when
Congress is too awed or too cowed to
oversee them adequately . "

B

an kept o n federally
funded abortions

In a set-back for pro-abortion advo
cates , the House and the Senate both
maintained a 1 7 -year-old ban on Med
icaid-financed abortions despite a ma
jor effort by abortion advocates, en
couraged by the election of four new
pro-abortion women to the V . S . Sen
ate, to overturn the ban . The ban was
introduced in 1 977 on an amendment
sponsored by Rep . Henry Hyde (R-
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111 . ) , a spokesman for pro-life views .

The Senate voted 59-40 o n Sept .
27 to maintain that ban . The only ex
ceptions made were in cases of preg
nancies resulting from rape or incest .
In June , the House had voted 255- 178
to maintain the ban .
The vote also places in question
the upcoming Clinton health care
package . The White House has indi
cated that it wants to include funding
for abortions , but pro-life advocates
warn that they will reject the package
if it makes it easier for women to ob
tain abortions .

C

linton asked to report
on Somalia goals

The House on Sept. 28 voted 406-26
for a compromise resolution which re
quests , but does not require , President
Clinton to report to Congress by Oct .
1 5 on his goals for Somalia, and to
seek a vote by Nov . 1 5 on authorizing
a continued troop presence .
House Republicans pushed a mea
sure which would have cut off all
funds for the mission unless the Presi
dent certified that the deployment was
in the national interest. Democrats
prevented this amendment from get
ting to the floor. "While we weren't
looking ," said Benjamin Gilman (R
N . Y . ) , ranking member of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee, "the
V . N . and the administration changed
the mission in Somalia. "
The House Appropriations Com
mittee also attempted to place limits
on peacekeeping operations in the De
fense Appropriations Bill . But under
the threat of a presidential veto , they
removed the limitations .
Pressure for a pullout increased on
Oct. 4 when 12 more Americans were
killed in gun battles in Somalia. Sen .

Robert Byrd (D-W . V . ) , one of the
toughest critics of the administation' s
Somalia policy, tenewed his call to
"disengage" entirFly from Somalia,
pointing to cl�ar constitutional
grounds for his ar$ument. "This V . N .
experiment o n nflw world order na
tion-building , the new mission that
neither the Congreiss nor the American
people at large ever endorsed , ought
to be shut down asifar as V . S . involve
ment is concern�d," said Byrd, in
floor statements ott Oct . 4 .
Senate Minori�y Leader Bob Dole
(R-Kan . ) called for action on the part
of the administratfon to put forward a
strategy for exiting from Somalia.

T

emporary waiver granted
for funding th� PLO

The Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee voted on S¢pt. 28 to lift restric
tions on V . S . aid to the Palestine Lib
eration Organiz�ion , opening the
way for V . S . finai1cing of West Bank
and Gaza Strip development projects .
The measure gives President Clinton
until Jan . 1 to waiive laws that ban aid
for, and relations Iwith, the PLO, and
passed on the same day that Senate
and House conferees incorporated a
similar waiver into the final version
of the Fiscal Yeat 1 994 Foreign Aid
Appropriations B�ll .
.
Committee dhairman Claiborne
Pell (D-R . I . ) saidithat the waiver was
granted on a temporary basis because
he and Jesse Helms (R-N . C . ) , the
ranking RepUblican , had reservations
about the PLO . 'the bill also lets the
PLO reopen its office in Washington ,
but would require, the President to de
termine that liftin� foreign aid restric
tions is in the V . S i interest and that the
PLO is abiding b)l its commitments to
Israel .
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Chicago religious groups
fight riverboat gambling
A statement by the Council of Religious Lead
ers of Metropolitan Chicago opposes Mayor
Richard Daley's efforts to install riverboat
gambling in the city, according to the Sept.
23 Chicago Sun Times. The council , which
includes the local Catholic Church, all Jewish
denominations, and some Protestant ones,
represents the first time the Catholic Church
has openly expressed opposition to gambling.
The statement says that riverboat gambling
"sows the seeds of economic and personal
deterioration. "
Chicago Bishop Cardinal Joseph Ber
nardin was asked about his stand, since
many parishes derive a significant income
from bingo, and replied that he has "serious
reservations" about wagering . Rev . Thomas
Baima later told the Sun Times that Cardinal
Bernardin instructed parishes in 1 986 to
move away from such practices.

er Texas prisoner, that claims of innocence
based on new evidence by death row prison
ers belong in executive clemency proceed
ings, not in court as a legal right. By this
ruling , the court found that it is not a viola
tion of the Constitution to execute those with
new evidence of innocence discovered after
state deadlines have passed . Leonel Herrera
was killed on May 1 2 .
A so-called victims ' rights group called
Justice for All was whipping up an outcry
for Graham's immediate execution . But in
the hearing itself, Graham' s attorney read a
letter from Loretta Lambert, the widow of
the man Graham was convicted of killing .
In the letter to Gov . Ann Richards , Mrs .
Lambert wrote that she supports the death
penalty, but asked Richards to review Gra
ham's evidence that he is innocent: "My
husband' s murder was a tragedy but the exe
cution of an innocent person would be a
travesty ."

Homosexual rioters
assault church service
Court hears arguments
in Gary Graham case
A most unusual hearing was held in Texas
on Sept. 29 , which could affect the
swelling U . S . tide toward executions ,
which has shocked the civilized world in
recent years .
The Texas Court of Appeals heard argu
ments in the case of death row inmate Gary
Graham, and will decide whether the Texas
Board of Pardons and Paroles must hear
Graham' s new evidence that he is innocent.
In Texas , a defendant has only 30 days after
conviction to offer new evidence in court,
leaving the board as his last recourse .
The Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles
has held only one hearing in a capital case
since the death penalty was reinstated in
1976--and that was at the personal request
of the pope .
Graham' s court hearing occurred after
an international mobilization led by the
Gary Graham Justice Coalition and support
ed by the Schiller Institute .
The U . S . Supreme Court had ruled last
Jan . 25 in the case of Leonel Herrera, anoth-
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According to a Sept . 23 letter released by
Rev . David C . Innes of the Hamilton Square
Baptist Church in San Francisco, "a mob of
rioting homosexuals and lesbians" attacked
an evening service , because it was being
addressed by Rev . Lou Sheldon of the Tra
ditional Values Coalition . The incident oc
curred in the wake of the firing of Rev . Eu
gene Lumpkin from the city's human rights
commission, because he had asserted that
homosexuality is a sin .
Although the 6 p.m. service was only
publicized through the church bulletin, a
demonstration was announced in two Bay
Area publications . Demonstrators began
gathering at 5 p.m. , and, as police stood
watching, "by 6 p.m. a riot was under way,"
wrote Dr. Innes . Another minister and his
wife were manhandled and forcibly kept
from entering the church, until the caretaker
pulled them in, while rioters threw rocks .
After the police cleared the rioters from
the entryway , they went around to the emer
gency exits and pounded on them, until the
service was forced temporarily to discontin
ue . Police , again, were notified, at which
point, the homosexual rioters lay down in
the street at the intersection of Geary and

Franklin o( pounded on passing vehicles.
One wom� exposed herself to church
goers .
No �ts were made . Dr. Innes wrote:
"The polic� insisted that they were bound
by the riot�rs ' claim that this was an open
public meeting and not a worship service. "

i

EuthaJltasia vultures
circle

.,.ealth debate

f

Promoters ! of euthanasia, health care ra
tioning , an "bioethics" are circling around
the debate ,over President Clinton' s health
care refOrnl plan .
Daniel Callahan, co-founder Of the Has
tings Cen� for Bioethics Research in New
York, is �romoting his latest book, The
Troubled �ream of Life . He complained to
one radio i �terviewer: "We spend enormous
amounts o � money to combat [death] and,
I think t�r s the reason we have such an
expensive , health care system in this
country . " ,
Anothtt Hastings co-founder, Willard
Gaylin wr�te in the October issue of Har
per's that <;:: linton is missing the point. The
debate shopld be on the "deeper" meaning
of health, jo n issues like "who shall live,
who sha1l 4ie, and who shall decide. " Gay
lin deman�ed that Americans face the need
to set limi on treating the elderly and pre
mature in nts, as was done in Oregon' s
health care,rationing plan.

�

CATV] monthly features
' LaRouche Connection'
The latest issue of Storyboard, the journal
for the FaiI1fax, Virginia public access cable
television $tation, carries a profile of "The
LaRouche i Connection" producer Dana
Scanlon . i
AUth? Marili Beckmann wrote: "First
aired in l��arch!April 1 99 1 on Channel 10
and now in its 1 1 5th show , 'The LaRouche
Connectiof is currently being shown in 60
to 65 pu�ic access channels across the
country . Because of this large number of
outlets , th� show currently reaches approxi
mately 5 rrlillion cable subscribers . . . .
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"When asked about the secret to her suc
cess in 'bicycling' her show to so many sta
tions, Dana . . . says that it is due in great
part to the many people across the country
who believe in the show' s political move
ment and who called their local cable access
stations requesting that the show be aired. "
Beckmann continued: "In one recent
show , the featured guest was Viktor Kuzin,
Chairman of the Moscow City Council Sub
committee on Defense of Civil Rights . Mr.
Kuzin, who is a founding member of one of
the first opposition parties to the communist
regime, was in Washington, D . C . to make
a plea to Congress and members of the Clin
ton administration on behalf of political
prisoner Lyndon LaRouche, whom he con
siders to be 'a victim of one of the worst
political persecutions he has ever heard
about. ' "

Iowa colleges train
casino staffs
Marshalltown Community College in Iowa
will begin a course in gambling casino man
agement on Oct. 26, USA Today reported
on Sept. 27 . Mark Steinberg , the college' s
director o f development, told EIR that the
course is being offered at the request of the
Mesquakie Bingo and Casino company.
The course will train employees of the Las
Vegas-style casino at public expense.
Steinberg, who made arrangements for
the course, is himself the treasurer of the
Mesquakie Enterprise Group, which is pro
moting the Indian tribe' s business schemes.
Steinberg says his college sent people to
Nevada and Atlantic City to learn how to
train gambling staffs .
The tribe owns the casino, which is
about 30 miles east of Ames, Iowa and 1 0
miles west of the college. The casino i s oper
ated by Jim DeMasseo of Gamblers Supply
of Iowa, based in Sioux Falls . The Mesqua
kie, or "Sac and Fox of the Mississippi in
Iowa" tribe, do not actually live on any res
ervation. The gambling casino is part of a
"settlement" which is simply a private enter
prise .
The Iowa Board of Education must au
thorize the proposed course, and is also be
ing asked to approve a college degree in
gambling casino management beginning in
EIR
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January . A spokesman for the state Educa
tion Department told EIR that Eastern Iowa
Community College , located in flood
stricken Davenport, last year trained the ta
ble operators for riverboat casinos .

No extended jobless
benefits for unemployed
Congress failed to renew the extended un
employment benefits program, which pro
vides help for people whose six months of
jobless benefits have expired . The unem
ployment benefits extension ended on
Oct. 2 .
While people already getting the extra
benefits will continue to get them, no new
unemployed can now be added to the pro
gram. According to Reuters , a $ 1 billion
measure to extend the program for four
months was delayed on Sept. 30, hours be
fore it was to be voted on, because Congress
had trouble finding a way to pay for the
extension.
The House Ways and Means Committee
is continuing to look for new ways to pay
for the benefits . During the second quarter
of 1 993 , .there were officially 1 . 8 million
people who had been unemployed for more
than six months .

Outrage of KKK statue

raised on Swedish radio
The controversy in the United States over
the statue in Washington honoring freema
sonic Ku Klux Klan founder Albert Pike,
was highlighted in a debate on Sweden' s
national radio station o n Sept. 29.
Christian activist Jan-Ola Gustavsson
stated that one wonders what is going on in
Washington, when such a person is honored
with a statue. Gustavsson denounced the
Freemasons, saying that the oath which they
have to swear causes nightmares, to the ex
tent that members sometimes wake up in the
night, screaming. "I have had to help several
wives who were extremely concerned about
what had happened to their husbands ," he
said.

• THE GRIM REAPER paid a vis
it to the International Monetary Fundi
World Bank meeting in Washington
on Sept. 27 . W¢aring signs reading "I
Love the IMF,�' and "I Love Jeffrey
Sachs," he explained to curious pas
sersby that the meeting was taking
place to plan more deaths. Another
sign informed People that "Usury Kills
More People tllan Hurricans, Floods,
and Earthquakei';" and balloons reading
"Derivatives" <fd "Sachs/Soros" were
offered to atten�ees.
I

• VIRGINIA 's Board of Education
passed a resol�tion on Sept. 29 with
drawing the Cqmmon Core of Learn
ing from Virgipia schools . The CCL
was Virginia's !outcome-based educa
tion program, lwhich was shut down
last month by Gov. Doug Wilder. The
resolution pas�d unanimously.

d

• THE FE ERAL ELECTION
Commission �as filed a petition for
appeal with the U . S . Supreme Court,
after having �een ordered several
months ago bylthe D . C . Court of Ap
peals to pay th� 1 992 campaign com
mittee of L�ndon LaRouche the
matching fu�s the campaign is
owed. The apIt als court said the FEC
had no authorl.ty to deny LaRouche
matching fundi; .
• A HIDDEN FEATURE of Clin
ton's health c�e plan would allow
workers who eiIect early retirement to
qualify for Mdiicare before they turn
65 . The provision was included to get
the backing ,from large corpora
tions,many of which now pay 1 00%
of their retin1es' health insurance .
Under the Cij.nton plan, they will
only pay 20% J
I

• THE NEW YORK TIMES of
Oct. 4 ran an ditorial, "Gay Parents:
Living in Fear, : ' condemning the "prej
udiced" meddijng of courts in custody
cases involviitg homosexual "par
ents. " The Ti",es cites studies that al
legedly show j:hildren growing up in
homosexual h1useholds evince "no ev
idence of h
'" The Times increas
ingly caters t a homosexual reader
ship, to whic a large portion of its
advertising als� appeals.

1
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Editorial

I

A bloody Somali side-sholp
Simultaneous with Russian President Boris Yeltsin' s
bloody assault on the Russian parliament on Oct. 4 , the
United States peacekeeping forces launched a helicopter
attack on the so-called Somali warlord Gen. Mohamed
Farah Aideed. That evening, and throughout the week,
U . S . television and many establishment newspapers saw
fit to give equal or even greater coverage to the events in
Somalia, than the epoch-shaping events in Moscow . In
effect, this coverage helped obscure the colossal U . S .
policy failure shown by the Moscow bloodbath.
Grisly photos of mutilated U . S . corpses on the TV
screen , film footage of a U . S . soldier taken hostage ,
and pontification by government officials , dominated
much of the airwaves . Typically , the media obscured
the fact that the U . S . troops slaughtered an estimated
1 ,000 Somalis and injured another 500 in their raid .
A great number of the Somali casualties happened
to be civilians , among them women and children . The
State Department termed the operation a "success , "
because , after killing hundreds o f Somalis , the Ameri
cans had managed to capture about 20 Somalis whom
they claimed were "close Aideed supporters , " includ
ing "three high-ranking official s , " of Aideed' s faction .
When U . S . President George Bush began his "Op
eration Restore Hope" in December 1 992 , he reported
that its purpose was "to secure the environment that will
allow food to get to the starving people of Somalia . " His
National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft claimed
that that mission would be completed by the time of
Bill Clinton' s inauguration in January 1 993 .
Now , nearly a year later, the United States appears
increasingly caught in a quagmire , while the stated ,
professedly humanitarian mission of Restore Hope has
not been achieved .
Since the summer of 1 99 1 , some 500 ,000 Somalis
have died of the combined effects of a war and famine
caused by the combined pressure of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and governments of western Eu
rope and the United States. We reported at the time that
concrete economic measures would have to be carried
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out in Somalia . They have no� been .
These measures , which {ve called for then , must
still be implemented . Includep among them are:
• Food and supply warehbuses must be established
directly in the middle of the fdmine zone s . Forcing tens
of thousands of starving pedple to walk hundreds of
miles to "feeding stations" i � one of the hidden ways
that governments and relief agencies often intentionally
kill populations .
• Somalia ' s ravaged infrastructure must be re
stored . This will require an tnvestment of billions of
dollars , together with the creation of new rail , power,
and water-management systems . Once known as
"Aden' s butcher shop" for its role in supplying animal
protein to British forces in Yemen , Somalia has a vast
food production potential .
According to a U . N . development program study ,
the region between the Juba �d Shabeelle rivers now
at the center of the famine , c uld produce enough food
to sustain 50 m illion peopl� . Nearby Sudan , mean
while , is potentially one of the great breadbaskets of
the world, which could easil� feed all of Africa. It is
therefore also urgent that Sud�n receive massive investment for this reason .
:
• Somalia' s clearly unpCljYable $2 . 2 billion foreign
debt must be canceled , along iwith the $275 billion debt
of the rest of the continent , a� a necessary precondition
for Africa' s rapid industriali�ation .
Throughout the 1 980s th�n-Somali President Siad
Barre repeatedly came into qonflict with the IMF, ar
guing that its demands prevented the development of
his country , particularly such!projects as building dams
on the Juba and Shabeelle �vers in order to increase
food production . Barre was �oppled in January 1 99 1 ,
after the IMF forced the government to cut food subsid
ies , leading to an increase in !food prices of 200% , and
after it forced the governmeht to devalue its currency
by 500% . The same IMF an� U . S . policies that caused
a catastrophe in Somalia are Furrently causing a catas
trophe in Russia .
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Al l p r o g r a m s a re Th e LaRouche Connection u n l ess ot h e rwise note d .
ALASKA

IDAHO

NEW YORK

•

•

•

A N C H O RAG E-ACTV C h . 40
Wednesd ays-9 p . m .

MOSCOW-Ca b l eV i s i o n Ch. 37
Wed .-7 p . m . (thru Oct. 27)

ARKANSAS

ILLINOIS

•

•

L1TILE R O C K-Storer C h . 1 8
Tuesd ays-9 p . m .
Thu rsd ays-8 p . m .

CALIFORNIA
•

•

•

•

•

•

_

•

E. SAN F E R N A N D O VALLEY
U n ited Arti sts C h . 2 5
S u n d ays-3 : 30 p . m .
LAN CASTE R/PALM DALE
Jones Ch. 3
S u n d ays-2 p . m .
M O D E STO-Access C h . 5
T h u r s . , Nov. 4-6 : 30 p . m .
M T N . V I E W-M VCTV C h . 30
Tuesdays--4 p . m .
SACRA M E N TO-Access C h . 1 8
2 n d & 4th Wed . - 1 0 p . m .
S A N FRANCI SCO
CitiVi s i o n Ch. 51
Frid ays-8 : 30 p . m .
SANTA ANA-Co mcast C h . 2 0
S u n d ays-4 p . m .

DISTRICT O F COLUMBIA
•

INDIANA
•

BALTI M O R E-BCAC C h . 42
Tuesdays- 1 0 p . m .
• M O N TG O M E RY-MCTV Ch. 49
Tuesdays-1 1 p . m .
Thu rsdays-2 : 30 p . m .
• WESTM I N STE R-CCTV C h . 1 9
. Tuesd ays-3 p . m .

MICHIGAN
•

•

PASCO C O U N TY-TCI C h . 3 1
Tuesdays-8 : 30 p . m .

•

ATLANTA-Peo p l e TV C h . 1 2
Frid ays- 1 : 30 p . m .

•

•

•

•

TRE NTON-TCI C h . 44
Wednesdays-2 : 3 0 p . m .
•

M I N N EAPOLIS-Pa ra g o n C h . 32
ElR World News
Satu rdays-9 : 30 p . m .
ST. PAU L-Access C h . 33
ElR World News
M o n d a ys-8 p . m .

NEW JERSEY
•

•

•

MINNESOTA

WAS H I N GTON- DCTV Ch. 25
S u n days- 1 2 N o o n

•

•

GEORGIA
•

SO UTH B E N D-TCI C h . 3 1
Th u rs d ays- 1 0 p . m .

MARYLAND

FLORIDA
•

2

C H I CAGO-Access C h . 1
A merica 2000?
F r i . , Oct. 2 2-8 : 30 p . m .
Break Freemasons ' Grip on U. S.
Thurs., Oct. 28-9 : 30 p . m .
• QUAD CITIES-Cox C h . 4
M o n days-9 : 30 p . m .

•

•

B R O NX- B r o n x N et C h . 67
Satu rdays-6 pm
BROOKHAVE N-TCI
1 F l a s h or C h . 99
Thu rsdays-1 : 30 p . m .
BROO KLYN.
Ti m e-Wa rner BIQ C a b l e C h . 34
C a b l eV l s l o n o f NYC C h . 67
Wednesdays- 1 1 : 3 0 p . m .
B U FFALO-BCAM C h . 1 8

OREGON
•

PENNSYLVANIA
•

PO RTLAN D-Access
Tuesd ays-9 p . m . ( C h . 27)
F r l d ays-4 p . m . ( C h . 33)

PITIS B U R G H-PCTV Ch. 21
M o n d a ys-7 p . m .

TEXAS
•

�3g�d�vUL�Y

U . S . C a b l e V"I S l o n C h . 6
2 n d S u n . every m o nth-2 p . m .
MAN HATIAN-M N N C h . 69
Satu rdays- 1 2 N o o n
NASSAU-Ca b l e V i s i o n C h . 2 5
The Holes in the Ozone Scare
S a t . , Oct. 22--4 p . m .
R O C H E STER-G RC C h . 1 5
F r i d ays- 1 0 : 3 0 p . m .
S u n days-7 p . m .
STATEN I S L.-SI CTV C h . 24
W e d nes d ays- 1 1 p . m .
Satu rdays-8 a . m .
S U FFOLK-Ca bleVisi o n C h . 25
2 n d & 4th M o n days- 1 0 p . m .
W E STCH E STE R-Access C h ' 1 8
Frid ays-6 p . m .

SALEM-CCTV C h . 34
The Truth about Wacl?
S u n .! Oct. 1 7- 1 0 : 30 a . m .
PerfidIOus History onhe A DL
S u n . , Oct. 24- 1 0 : 30 a . m .

H O U STO N-PAC
The LaRouche Connection
M o n .-5 p . m . ( t h r u Oct. 1 8 )
M o n . � : 30 p . m . (starts Oct. 2 5 )
A m erica 2000 7
Th u rs . , 0 ct. 2 1" - . 30 p . m .
S u n . , O c t . 24- 1 1 . 3 0 p . m .

�

VIRGINIA
•

•

•

•

•

A R L I N GTON-ACT C h . 33
S u n days-1 p . m .
M o n d ays-6 : 3 0 p . m .
Wednesdays- 1 2 N o o n
C H E STE R F I E LD-;-Storer C h . 6
The Schiller Institute Sho w
Tuesd ays-9 a . m .
FAI R FAX-M e d 'l a G e n . Ch . 1 0
Tuesd ays- 1 2 N o on
Th u rsdays-7 p . m .
Saturdays- 1 0 a . m .
L E E S B U R G- C a b l e V i s i o n C h . 6
M o n d ays-7 p . m .
R I C H M O N D/H E N R I COConti n e n t a l C a b l e C h . 38
The Schiller Institute Sho w
Tuesd ays-6 : 30 p . m .

WASHINGTON

STATEW I D E-CTN
M o n d ays-2 a . m .

•

SEATILE-Access C h . 2 9
Thu rsdays-1 p . m . (thru Dec . )

If you a re i nterested i n gett i n g t h e s e prog rams o n your local ca b l e T V stat i o n . please c a l l C h a rles N ot l ey at ( 7 0 3 ) 777-945 1 .
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